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KANZLEI-
STRASSE 
52 - 56
„Das ehemalige Zentralschul-
haus, der Gemeinde Ausser-
sihl von 1863 ist eines der 
ältesten Schulhäuser der Stadt 
Zürich. Zwanzig Jahre später 
entstand die Turnhalle. 1896 
erhielt das streng symmetri-
sche Schulhaus ein weiteres  
Geschoss, 1904 wurde ihm 
ein Pavillon zur Seite gestellt. 
In den 1960er-Jahren war 
hier eine grosse Überbauung 
geplant, von der jedoch nur 
ein Fragment 131 verwirklicht 
wurde. Im Lauf der Zeit entwi-
ckelte sich die für den Schul-
betrieb nicht mehr benötigte 
Anlage zu einem wichtigen 
Kultur- und Begegnungszen-
trum. Der hölzerne Pavillon 
dient seit den 1980er-Jahren 
dem Filmclub Xenix als Kino 
mit Bar. Um für den Barbetrieb 
mehr Platz zu schaffen und die 
betrieblichen Abläufe zu opti-
mieren, erweiterten Frei+Saa-
rinen Architekten den Pavillon. 
Dabei verschliffen sie die 
Übergänge zwischen Alt und 
Neu und schufen unter dem 
Blechdach ein neues Ganzes.“

WH

K. 1 CONS-
TRUCTION
The Kanzlei school building is loca-
ted in the middle of the Kanzlei area 
in Zurich, Kreis 4 and was designed 
by the architect Hilarius Knobel bet-
ween 1860 and 1863.
The architecture is based on a so-
called „Normalschulhaus“, which 
appearance was defined in 1835 by 
the government council in a manual 
for the construction of schoolhouses. 
Nevertheless, the Kanzlei Schulhaus 
differs from the governmental norms 
by certain deviations in size and va-
riety of the space offered. Instead of 
two open-plan classrooms per floor, 
there are four. In addition to the No-
malschulhaus references, late-clas-
sical features can also be identified 
in the compact building cube, which 
are most evident in the horizontal fa-
çade articulation by inverted sill and 
belt cornice.
The current appearance is also influ-
enced by the addition and construc-
tion of 1896.

>> 3.1.2 MOULDING OF THE 
GATE p.41
>> V.2.2 COLOR OF THE 
VOLKSHAUS‘ FACADE p.28
>> 7.4.1.1 MOVEMENT OF 
THE p.77

K.1.1 NORMAL-
SCHULHAUS
For many years, until our decade, the 
Normalschulhaustyp in Zurich was a 
school building with a 2-3-story flush 
classroom wing, with the classrooms 
oriented southeast, and a gymna-
sium at right angles to the class-
room wing, which was connected to 
the classroom building with an open 
break area.

Program standard for the Normal-
schulhaus for a primary school:
• 12 classrooms (10,20 X 6,50 m)
• 2 girls‘ handwork rooms
• 1 singing room without rising 

seating (projections)
• 1 teachers‘ room
• 1 boardroom
• 1 gymnasium (14,20 X 25,00 m) 

with adjoining rooms
• 1 central heating system with 

coal room
•   Outdoor facilities:
• 1 apparatus gymnastics court, 

soft surface
• 1 playground, at least 35 X 20 m 

grass surface
• 1 school/ student garden

The building seems to have been 
conceived using a set of rules, a re-
gular order that guarantees a ‘neat’ 
appearance. The fact that the buil-
ding stands isolated in the middle of 
the plot gives it a status of import-
ance. Yet in its bleak appearance, it 
doesn’t call for any attention. It is a 
contradiction. 
A rare opportunity is granted, by 
being able to observe the building 
from every angle. There are no buil-
dings or trees in its vicinity blocking 
the view. And yet, the Kanzlei has 
nothing to offer but its 4 ‘identical’ 
facades. Not even the entrance is gi-
ven any emphasis. The facades are 
shaped by the module of the window. 
Only minor alterations occur in the 
framing of said module.

>> 3.2.1 TIMELESS SIMPLICI-
TY p.42
>> 3.1.1 STOPPED AT THE 
SURFACE p.41

K.1.1.2 KLEINSCHUL-
HAUS
Program standard for the „Klein-
schulhaus“
• 3 classrooms (6,50 X 10,20 m)
• 2 kindergartens
• 1 small teachers‘ room
• lavatories, separated by sexes
• cleaning room
• heating with coal room
• 1 small gymnasium (10,00 × 

18,00 m), with a small che-
ckroom and wash hand basin, 
without lavatories



• 1 small playground
• 1 playground, about 2 square 

meters per pupil

>> 3.1.1 STOPPED AT THE 
SURFACE p.41

K.1.2 STATE OF PRE-
SERVATION

The exterior of the main school buil-
ding and the corresponding gymna-
sium were renovated in 1998.

„The plaster was - in contrast 
to the optical impression - in 
remarkably good condition, 
the ‚Edelputz‘ could be pre-
served to approx. 90%. Its 
composition was analyzed in 
the laboratory and precise-
ly remixed. After careful and 
elaborate cleaning work, the 
facades were painted with 
pure mineral paints. The natu-
ral stone components were in 
very variable condition; above 
all, the horizontal sections 
(roofing, girts, cornices) had 
to be largely replaced by new 
ones. The vertical parts, on the 
other hand, could largely be 
left in place or repaired. New 
wood-metal windows were 
installed, the profiling of which 
was developed in close co-
operation with the monument 
preservation office of the city 
of Zurich.
Yellow fabric blinds (visibly 
mounted) were chosen as 
sun shades. The partially still 
existing brackets and clamps 
of the blind shutters, which no 
longer existed, were not remo-
ved, but treated against rust 
and left in place. The tinsmith 
work was completely renewed 
(including lightning protection); 
the roof was supplemented 
with a sub-roof. As many of 
the old tiles as possible were 
reused.“

SOURCE

A new steel and glass roof was instal-
led at the entrance. In the inside, the 
load-bearing structure and the room 
structure is basically preserved and 
intact. The staircase in the circulation 
area is in original condition, just like 
the terrazzo. Nowadays the rooms 
have a wooden floor, because the lin-
oleum floor was removed.

>> A.5 RENOVATION p.21
>> 3.2.2 KANZLEI - SCULP-
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TURE AND ARCHITECTURE 
p.43
>> 6.4 TECHNOLOGIES 
p.68

K.1.3 ARCHITECTS
1862-1863 by Hilarious Knobel
1882-1883 by Ernst Hermann Müller
2006-2007 by Frei + Saarinen Archi-
tekten

K.1.4 BREAK IN COM-
POSITION
The moment where the most ‘va-
rious’ elements coincide, is on the 
northern facade, where the tower-like 
volume of the stairwell is attached to 
the cubic volume of the school. This 
offshoot volume is placed at the rear 
of the building, as if not to attain the 
same ‘representative’ status as the 
remaining three facades. Where the 
tract extends directly out of the larger 
volume, multiple individual elements 
converge; The windows aren’t alig-
ned and have a different shape, the 
friezes differ in scale, the surface pla-
ne is set back, the height of the base 
‘strip’ changes.
This extruding element holds the 
building’s intrigue, because it breaks 
the ordered composition of the build-
ing’s larger volume. Furthermore, 
it also houses the most interesting 
moments of the building’s interior. 

It bears ‘clandestine’ entrances on 
either side and a strip of windows 
from which one can observe people 
passing. 
Regarding its surroundings, the ex-
truding element overlooks a far more 
lively and diverse environment than 
the front facade. The varying topo-
graphy of the playground, the change 
in ground (grass/gravel), and the Hel-
vetiaplatz.

>> 3.2.2 KANZLEI - SCULP-
TURE AND ARCHITECTURE 
p.43
>> 4.3.1 COMPOSITION OF 
THE p.50

K.2 HIS-
TORICAL 
CONTEXT

K.2.1 SCHOOLS 
IN AUSSERSIHL 
AROUND 1870



The community of Aussersihl, which 
became a town with 10,000 inhabi-
tants in 1876, had only two school 
buildings at that time: the school 
and community center (1820) in 
the old settlement core on Badner-
strasse and the „Zentralschulhaus“ 
(1863) on Helvetiaplatz. During the 
building period 1870-1888 the Aus-
sersihl population grew drastically. In 
order to cope with the large number 
of students, the construction of new 
school buildings was one of the very 
greatest community concerns. No 
other district in Zurich had to deal 
with such large classes as Ausser-
sihl. The average class size taught 
by a teacher was 100 pupils. Since 
the school fees were not sufficient 
for all the students, the parents were 
obliged to pay for the stationery and 
learning materials for their children 
themselves. In spite of low funds, the 
municipality managed to build two 
new district schoolhouses in addition 
to the existing two schoolhouses by 
1881. These buildings are conven-
tional schoolhouses with two class-
rooms each on three floors and the 
staircase, crowned with gable fields. 
Only sparse facade decorative ele-
ments appear on the rest of the buil-
ding: Mortar joints at the base level 
and corner pilasters.

„Schoolhouse buildings repre-
sent the prosperity-or here the 
poverty-of the community.“
„The motto is ‚simple.‘ Never-
theless, the facades are ‚archi-
tecturally good and represent 
the school building charac-
ter‘.“

SOURCE

K.2.2 NEIGHBOUR-
HOOD CENTER

In the 1970s, the Kanzlei school 
building was used as a technical 
college. But when the school moved 
to the new building on Lagerstrasse 
in 1985, the question emerged as 
to how the school building should 
continue to be used. The city wan-
ted to house a police trainee school 
in its place, but under pressure from 

the neighborhood population, an 
extraordinary neighbourhood and 
cultural center with a wide range of 
activities and wide-ranging activities 
was built.

Some examples of the activities 
were:
•  the barrack cinema „Xenix“ 

which offered political documen-
taries as well as Swiss films

•  a parents‘ self-help group ran a 
kindergarten

• exercise rooms were used daily 
by karate, massage, dance and 
theater groups

• the „Kanzleicafé“ served as a 
meeting place

• a laundromat with a discussion 
and reading room

• a women‘s room, which was run 
by an association of Aussersihl 
feminists

• Counseling center for the un-
employed

But on January 7, 1992, the Zurich 
City Council decided to transfer the 
responsibility of the Kanzleischul-
haus back to the school board. The 
cinema, which had not been part of 
the voting proposal, was to be conti-
nued in the barracks on the Kanzlei-
schulhaus site. The former gymnasi-
um on the Kanzleischulhaus site was 
also allowed to remain on the site, 
as it was renovated in 1989 involving 
a large sum of money. From then on, 
due to its existing infrastructure, the 
hall was used as a venue for events 
and musical education and practice. 
The remaining activities in the Kanz-
leischulhaus were definitely stopped 
from January 2, 1992. The only com-
plication regarding the move out was 
with the library run by the Aussersihl 
Historical Society.

In the summer of 1985, the Kanzlei 
neighborhood center organized a 
„big class reunion“ for everyone 
who had ever gone to school at the 
Kanzleischulhaus. With this widely 
publicized event, the neighborhood 
center, which was still threatened 
with closure, aimed, among other 
things, to become better anchored 
in the population. The Reunion
was intended to make it more dif-
ficult for the city administration to 
eliminate the new life in the neig-
hborhood.

>> K.3.4 KINO XENIX p.11

>> A.6 PROGRAMM p.22

K.2.2.1 ‚OPEN 
HOUSE‘

After a period of housing shortage, 
in which housing had to be built for 
as many people as possible and the 
family and its home were the priority, 
the desire for mutual human contact 
outside the family emerged. Thus, 
the need for community life and its 
urban implementation stimulated 
general interest.
However, public spaces such as 
squares, streets, courtyards or 
parks, which in earlier times pro-
vided for interpersonal contact, 
became increasingly scarce due to 
the heavy increase in traffic and the 
relocation of residential quarters to 
the suburbs.
Because there was not enough open 
space everywhere, concepts were 
developed that combined the re-
creational facility with a school com-
plex, sports facility, outdoor pool, 
and other public institutions. This is 
how the idea of the school building 
as an „open house“, that brings 
young and old together and provides 
space for the cultural aspirations of 
a neighborhood or village popula-
tion, was born. The room program 
was to be expanded in such a way 
that uses such as games and sports, 
theater, music and handicrafts were 
possible, or that a library, workshop 
or kitchen could be integrated.

>> 6.4.1 18.-19. CENTURY 
p.67

K.3 LOCA-
TION
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K.3.1 HELVETIAPLATZ
These two articles talk of the Hel-
vetiaplatz‘s evolution and the way 
it was perceived at the time of the 
articles‘ publication.
While the headline of 1999 reads 
there ought to be a way of connec-
ting the Platz with its surrounding 
areas, the 2015 article pleads for a 
way of calming down traffic.
In both publications there is the 
mention of the now former Gemein-
derat Bruno Kammerer who tried to 
introduce the project of integrating 
the Helvetiaplatz into a larger scale 
plan. As in 1999, the Stadtrat of 
zurich stands by their conviction, 
the Helvetiaplatz ought to keep its 
‚neighbourly‘ character.

>> 2.5.3 GROWTH p.40
K.3.2 KANZLEIAREAL

The Kanzleiareal is located next to 
Helvetiaplatz and has a special sig-
nificance for the city of Zurich and 
for Kreis 4. On the one hand, it is the 

location of various institutions, like 
the Schulhaus Kanzlei, the „Xenix“ 
cinema and the children‘s playg-
round. On the other hand, it is also a 
valuable open space where various 
cultural, social, political as well as 
non-commercial nature takes place. 
The school building forms the center 
of the surrounding outdoor area, 
which is generously surrounded 



by trees. Most of the trees are still 
from the origin times and form an 
essential part of the open space, as 
otherwise little green can be found in 
the surrounding area.

K.3.3 PYRAMIDE
The pyramid was built in 1984 by the 
sculptor Paul Sieber from recycled 
Gotthard granite from the Langstras-

se underpass and was originally 
intended for the Bellerive Museum 
on Lake Zurich. Now it stands on 
the Kanzleiareal and is used by the 
city of Zurich for the civil service. 
The height of the pyramid is 4 m and 
it has a base length of 6.25 over a 
square ground plan with a 51° side 
angle. In the north-south axis it is 
aligned according to the Cheop 
system.

K.3.4 KINO XENIX
The Xenix cinema emerged in 1980 
from a project of the AJZ (Autono-
mes Jugendzentrum Zürich) under 
the name AJZ-Kino and has been in 
the former school barracks on the 
Kanzleiareal since September 21, 
1984. After the closing of the youth 
center it remained active as „Mobi-
les AJZ-Kino“. Later it was renamed 
Kino Xenix based on the Amsterdam 
microcinema „Xinema Xinix“. The 
cinema was remodeled by architects 
Frei + Saarinen from 2006 to 2007 
and is 1/3 bigger then the original 
cinema from 1984. The unification of 
the building is achieved on the out-
side by a new roof, which combines 
the existing building and the exten-
sion. Inside, the exciting synthesis is 
most clearly visible in the bar room, 
which lies at the intersection of old 
and new.
By adapting the material, texture and 
color, the extension is oriented to the 
existing, but nevertheless creates 
new qualities, such as a large, fully 
openable entrance.
large, fully opening entrance front.
Now the Xenix is an important cultu-
ral institution where different genera-
tions come together during different 
times of the day.

>> K.2.2 NEIGHBOURHOOD 
CENTER p.9

K. 4 INTER-
IOR
Like the facade, the interior of the 
building is also deliberately worked 
with surface texture and relief.
Mouldings are used to frame the wall 
elements. These frames subdivide 
the wall’s surface into smaller units, 
yet the wall as a whole is still percei-
ved as one. 
The mouldings don’t only contribute 
to the aesthetics of the room, but 
also to the depth of the wall. Already 
the slightest extruding elements are 
caught differently in the light. These 
minor alterations in light and dark 
have a strong influence on the way 
the wall is perceived. The different 
nuances in the surface are far more 
likely to catch one’s eye than a flat, 
unicoloured surface. This goes hand 
in hand with Rodin’s technique of 
capturing ‘liveliness’, the notion 
he most strived towards. He exag-
gerated anatomical and muscular 
features by manipulating the surface 
to catch the light in a certain way. 
It goes to show, that we perceive an 
object’s depth through its relief. Only 
through the occurance of shadows 
and highlights can we deduce how 
deep the different layers of the 
object actually extend. Rodin further 
deduced that the perception of 
depth depends on the object’s sur-
face. He used this to his advantage, 
manipulating his sculptures’ sur-
face, in order to create the illusion 
of depth. This becomes especially 
evident in his work ‘The Gates of 
Hell’. The entire monument is cast 
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Die Jahresarbeit des Staatsarchivs 
11. A ls kantonaler Dienstzweig, nls Forsc-hu11gs

un<l als Dokumentn t ionsst iitte ,·crd ie11t dns Staats
archiv Zürich im Prcdigerc:hor  da,- I nt eresse der
OcITent.lichkcit 1111 ·ci11Pr i 1 1  der St i l le siC:h rnll;r,ie
hendcn A rbei t .  Der Jahresberich t 1963 reg-ist riert 
ansehnliche Besucherzahlen. ü:389 Pers01�e11, d ie 
nur wrn klei11s ten Teil eine Amt;:stelle reprii„ e11-
t iertcn, konnten im Lesesan! ] ü 3-tl A rchiH•inhei
ten der eigenen He;;t iinde ( im Tag dun·hsehnittl ic-h
57 ) einsehen. l m  Ausleihc,·erkehr erhielten ;r, i ir
t•hcrische A mtsstellen in 59 l�iillcn insgesmnL 1 0+ 
Biinde, A ktcnstiicke und Druck,;c,hri ften, wiihrenu
Prirnte in 53 Fiillcn 128 Drnckschriftcn nnd aus
"·iirtigP. .Archive und Bibliotheken in  2± Fii llcn
971 Urkunden. A ktenstiicke und ßiinde entgegen
nehmen konnten. Von nuswiirls wunlcn fiir Be
sucher des Lesesaal · 1 77 Archin•iuhei len bPsehalTt.
- Auf den Gestellen dPs A rd1i,·s sind im Lau l'c
des Jnlu·es 33 \\·ei t ere Laufmeter beanspnH:ht wor
den, um die Y0n den Direkt ionen der kantonalen 
Yerwallung abgelieferten 211 B:im le und 406 :-Iap
pen und Pakete aufzuuchmen. Der Bestand an
«alten Z ivilstandsbiichern� crhüht e sieb dtlrch den
Eingang von 13 Pfarrbiichcrn und einem .r\n
sfü;··cnvcrzeichni • auf 2061 Einhe i ten. Schenkungen 
,·on Urkunden , Aktcnstiicken uncl Druckwerken
nahm dms Staatsarchiv dankbar entgegen. 

A ns der wi„ sensclmftlichen Arbeit, die im
Staat.sm·ch i ,· geleistet wi.rcl, ist hcrrnrzuhcben, daß
der :von taatsnrrhiYar Dr. lVcmer Scl1 11yder be
arbeitete Band « Urbare und Röclel der Stadt und
Landschaft Zürich, Yon den Anfängen bi. 1336»,
mit einem Umfang rnn 247 Seiten Text und 90

eiten Regi tcr, im Laufe des Berich!.s.i ahres er
:;chicncn ist, und daß dem l\Imrnskript von Ad
junkt Dr. Ha11� Conracl Peycr für eine Ziircher
Fmanz- und Handelsgcsehirhte ein neuer Ab
;;chni tt  iiber das Thema «Ziirich und Uebcrsee um 
die "\Veudc Yom l . zum 1. 9. Jahrhundert» bcige
fiigt werden konnte. - Das Staatsarchiv  stell te
Leihgaben fiir A us tel lungcn zur Verfügung ; es
führte fiir die Pfarrer der reformierten Landes
kirche einen �nstru�tionsknrs fiir die Besorgung
der Pfnrrarclm·e mit 59 Teilnehmern durch und
beteiligte sich 1111 den starkbesuchten Führungen 
der Volkshochschule durch Z iircher Archive. -
Die Aufsicht über die Gemeindearchive erforderte 
Ordnungsarbeiten in mehreren Gemeinden, die
tlnrch Beamte de,; Staat.sarchiYs oder durch die
,·on ihm empfohlenen Archi,·ordner oder auch
dnrch in tn1ierte Beauftragte der Gemeindebehör
den ausgeführt wurden. Zu den Verwaltungsarbei
ten zählten vor allem die Erstellirng- Yon Urknn
dcnregesten sowie •euregistrierungen und  Restau
rierungen, ebenso die Weiterfiihrung der Verfi l
nnmg ( insgesamt 63 000 :-Iikrofilmaufnahmen ) .  Es
"·urdcn auch sehr viele Anfragen beantwortet und
den Ar�hiYbenützern Photokopien, Photographien
unrl M1k.rofilmaufnaJ1111en in o-roßer Zahl  ver-
mittelt. 

0 

Sexuelle Erziehung 
Die Verantwortung der Eller� 

G. D. Im :-Iittclpunkt der Scli 1tlgem,ei11dc
rer�am mlii11g der Freieii Evrrngelischen Sch nle 
Ziirich 1, anrl ein Vortrag von Frau Dr. Rilcl�

tolba über das Problem der sexuellen Erziehung. 
Doch e i  vorerst noch einiges aus clem Leben der 
'chule en\·ii.hnt. Die ver�ammcltcn Eltern wurden

Yon Rektor Dr. V. Vögeli begrüßt und i n  einem
«Rückblick und A usblick» i.iher Geleistetes und
Geplantes orientiert. Die Schule, die diese Friih
.iahr neunzig Jahre alt geworden ist, zählt jetzt
mehr als 300 Schüler. I m  Frühling 1963 ist ihr
cme Realschule angegliedert worden, die sich
neben der Sckundarsclmlc, in  Anpassung an die
anders begabten Schiilcr, ansgczeiclmet bewährt.
Die Elemcntarschi.iler - eine kleine Gruppe, die
noch Zuwachs ertragen könnte - werden jetzt im
Unterrichtszimmer der Kirche Oberstraß unter
richtet. Pionierarbeit ist geleistet worden mit der

cbafinng einer Sommersclmle auf dem Jol imont
bei Erlach. Schüler, die eine Verschnaufpause
nötig h aben, verbringen den Sommer i n  dieser
Außen tation und kehren i m  Herbst wieder nach
Zürich zurück. Pädagogische$ Neuland bedeutet
auch die Einrichtung eines zeh nten Sclml,iahrc ,
Es ist eine Art Berufswablklasse, verbunden mit
verschiedenen Praktika ; s ie bereitet znm Beispiel
auf den E intritt i n  die Schule fiir Soziale Arbeit
vor. - Die Freie Schule beschäftigt gegenwärtig
zehn Hauptlehrer und zwanzig Fachlehrer. Dank
zahlreichen Gaben und Legaten von Schu lfreunden
können auch immer die notwendigen Stipendien
g-ewährt werdon. Rektor Vögeli betonte, daß die
Freie Schule durcliaus keine Kampfstel lung gegen
iiber der Volksschule einnehme ; es l iegt ihr  ledig
l ich daran, die christliche Grnnclhaltung in der
Schule zu verm1kern. 

Frau Dr. med. Hilde Stolba, die gemein. am mit
ihrem Gatten die Kantonale Lande,;;kirchl iche Ehe
beratung und Beratung Jugendlicher betreut, 
wandte sich h ierauf, ans reicher Erfahrung schöp
fend, mit  dem eindringlichen Appell an die E ltern,
,-ich der Verantwortung fiir d ie  sexnelle Erziehung
ihrer K inder bewußt zu werden. Die geschlecht
l iche Erziehung muß in die Ge~amterziehung ein
gebettet werden, und zwar ist dabei weniger wich
t ig. was wir den Kindern sagen, als wa wir ihnen
rnrleben. Die Atmosphäre einer guten Ehe wirkt
,;ich auch auf die Kinder aus. ,V citgehend sind die 
ersten Lebe11s,1ahre bestimmend fiir die Entwick
lung des :Uenschcn ; darnm sollte die l\Iuttcr das 
Kleinkind wenn i.rgencl möglieh selber betreuen,
und auch der Vater sollte n icht nnr ein «Sonntags
rntcri> ein. Die sexuelle A nfklärnng ist n ichts 
Einmaliges ; sie vollzieht sich gewissermaßen i n  
riucm ko11l i1mierliche 11, Gc.spräch . Schon d a  Klein
kind will wissen. \\·ober die Kinder kommen. Uncl 
\\·enn e diese Frage ,-tcl l en ka.nn, so versteht es
auch eine Antwort. Wir diirfcn es n icht abweisen
oder mit �Hirchcn abspeisen. Doch mii • cn wir dem
kl incn Kiucl n icht schon alles erklii ren wollen. Die
.'\ ntwort muß dem Alter und dem V crständnis des 
Frag-enden an"'epaßt sein. Fiir die Zeh n- b is
Zwölf.jäh rigen sollen dann al er - besonders im 
H inblick auf d ie  geschlechtliche Frii.hreife der 
hentig-en jungen Generation - .sachliche anato
mi ehe Erklii rw1gen g-cgeben werden. Doch stellt 
die Referent in  bei Elternabenden immer wieder 
fest, daß viele Erwachsene selber nicht über das 
nötige Wissen für die Aufklä.rung- i hrer Kinder 
ycrfi.igen. Darum ist Eltcrnsch11lw1g auch auf 
rliescm Gebiet notwendig. l\Ielu· uncl mehr Be
deutung g-ewinnt auch der Aufklärungsunterricht
an Abschlußklassen, im Konfirmandenunterricht
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u,w. - Die Referen t in  bot den ZnhörPrn ein
sehönes BcispiPI solcher Elternsehulung, wobei sie
ni,·ht nnr dcreu nnntomis,·he KPnnLn isse auf ge
sehickle "\Vcise mehrte, soudcrn nnmcntlich die psy
<:hologische Seite dieser wichtigen Eltcrnnnfgabe
herYorhob, d ie im La11 f'c der Entwicklung des
K indes immer wieder ncne A,;pckt.e gewinnt. Ohne
sich m1 fzu,l riingcn, miissen die Eltern das V cr
trnnen der Kin<l<'r zu behalten wissen, auch in den 
« Flegel .inhren» ,lcr ßnl ien u1Hl im «schw iirmeri
sehen Zei ta l t er» der i\ I iidchen und auch spiiter,
w<'nn d ie Beziehungen Z\\' i:-chen dcu J ngcndl ichrn
i n  eine neue Phn�e trct<'n nml dn,; Verantwortungs
gefii.hl in ihnen gewetkt \\·erden mnß. A ls schwie
rige Aufgabe fii r die El tern rrwcist es sich
,;chließlieh, die Loslüsu11g,  eins Selbslä11 cligwerden
der Kinder zu unterstützen. 

Dnß in  der Freien S(:hnle auch da;; i\Iusische 
gepflegt wird, ;r,eigten Mnsikvortriige, d ie clas ge
sprochene "\-Vort umrnhnit.cn. i\ '[ i t  viel Geschick
sang<'n die Elcmentar�chiilex fröhl iche, kunstvolle
Kanon -, die Tiiehter�c:hiilcrinuen schenkt n Bachs
J..;:afl'cckantatr reichen Wohlklang, uuu rkn Vot·
t rag einer Brahms,eheu Rhapsodie durch die
Schiilerin Therenia d,1rt: man ohne Ucbcrtreibung
als mei -terli ·h bezeichnen. 

D1·. E. W. Schwegler 70 Jahre alt 
S. C. Am 11. Jul i  fciPrt Dr. E. W. Sc:hwegler,

seit J'nhrcn einer der bedentendsten Repriiscntan
tcn der sehwci;r,erischPn Fi lmwirtschaft, bei be
merkenswerter Gcsnndhcit und Frische seinen
70. Gcbnrtstng. A uch hente noch geht der Jubilar
mit Energie u11<1 Schwung . einen viPI fiiltigcn
Pfl ic-h t en und Au fgaben nacb, und n iemand ,,· iirde
ihm seiu A ller anmerken. 

::-rach juri:st isehcn Studien, pnblizisli,;chcr und
kau fnüinnischer Tätigkeit nncl S!ucl ienanfonth allcn
in Denlsehln.nd nnd England \\·urde Dr. Sch,Ycgler
1929 zum Di rektor der A llgemeinen Kincmalo
gra.phen AG berufen, die damals in der ganzen
Schweiz über 20 K.inol l 1eater betrieb. Er versah
diesen verantwortungsYollcn Posten bis vor wcui
gen Jahren nnd  amtet noch heute a ls Delegierter 
des Verwaltungsrates dieser bedeutenden Kiuo
Holding. Seine Tätigkeit erstreckt sich dariiber
hinaus auf das Gebiet der Filmproduktion und
des V crlei.hs sowie i nsbesondere anf .ienes der Kino
reklame ; so präsidiert er seit Jahren die Ver
waltungen der Rcag Reklnme AG und der Central
Film AG. Seine l\Iitarbeit \\·urde auch i n  Unter
nehmungen ähnlicher A rt im Ausland sel 1r ge
schätzt. Hohe V erdicnste hat er sich iiberdics durch
seine Tätigkeit im Dien -t der gesamten Film,rirt
schaft erworben, so namentlich a.ls friiherer Ex
perte im Vor~tand des Schweizerischen Lichtspiel
theate1TPrbandcs, als langjähriger Vizepräsident
der Filmkammer unu al l\l itgliecl der Schiedskom
mission fiir die Verwertung von Urheberrechten. 

Die Zeit aber, in  der sich der Jnbi lnr von
. einen vielfältigen ge ·chäftl icheu Verpflich:ungen
freimachen kann, gehört der Familie und sei11eu
Freunden, clen Turnern, Schwingern, Siingern und
Ziinftern, d ie sei n  weltoffenes, frohes ,�r csen be
sonders schätzen. Seit Jahren amtet er als Zunff
mcist.cr der Zunft znm "\Viclrler, �md als J<'ördarer,
n ttcl · 1, ngjiihriger Obmaun des populären Jodel
sextettcs des TV «Alte Sektion» erwarb er sich 
besondere Verdienste. Seine uncnt,1·cgten und
erfolgreich n Bemiihungen um d ie Hebung und
Veredlung des J oclclgc angs, seine l\Iitarbeit und
Beratung in D ingen, die der Förderung boden,;tän
diger· und vaterHiud ischer Bräuche gclten, haben
Dr. Schwcgler schon mruwhe Ehrung eingetragen.

Seine Freunde und Bekannten wünschen dem
Jubi laren noch manche Jahre dieses frucl1tbaren 
und  im besten Sinne volksverbunclenen Wukens. 

Trauerfeier für Hans Ulrich Bosshard 
-nk. Vor einigen Tagen versammelte sich i m

Krematorium eine zahlreiche Trauergemeinde, u m
dem kurz vor der Vollendung seines 75. Lebens
jahres verstorbenen Ziircher Großkaufmann, · Hans 
Ulrich Bossharcl, die letzte Ehre zu erweisen. 

1880 i n  Ziirich als Sohn eines Ingenieurs
geboren, wählte Hans U. Bosshard die kaufmän
n ische Laufbahn. Na.eh E rwerb des Diploms cler
kantonalen Hanclelsschule Neuenburg verwei lte er
einige Jahre i n  Genua, um dann zu Beginn  des
Ersten ,v eltkrieges i n  die Zürcher Fi liale eines
Frankfurter Großhandelshauses der sanitären
Branche einzutreten. Nicht lange dauerte es, bis
der V erstorbene seine berufliche Selbständigkeit
erwarb. Von nun an konnte er sich mit dem
ganzen Gewicht seiner Persönlichkeit dem Aufbau
und der Entwicklung eines eigenen Unternehmens
widmen, das heute in F:ichkTeisen des In- und
Auslandes einen ausgezeiclmeten Ruf genießt. 

Hans Ulrich Bossl1ard war aber nicht nur mit
seinem Ge chiift eng verbunden. Vieles l 1at er f iil:
den Ziircher Yaclt tklitb geleistet, der ilm dann
auch al Anerkennung 1 948 mm Ehremnitgliecl
ernannte. Auch liebte er den Gesang, was ihn i n
der Folge i n  den l\fännerchor Ziirich und i n  des
sen Chambre XXIV führte. l\I it drei weiteren 
Freunden bildete er wiihrend Jahren das l\fänner
chorquartett, das i n  den Pionie1-!'agen des Schwei
zer R ad ios auch i n  dessen Sendungen m itwirkte. 
E ine Abordnung des l\fännerchors Zürich . ang ihm
zum Abschied d ie  l\Ioteite von  Hans-Georg Nägel i
und Schuberts «v\Torte ans dem 23. Psalm». Auch
bei ckr Zunft zur Meisen, der er angehörte, hat
er sich bei allen Aufgaben, die er im Lanfo der
Jahre iibernommen hat, mit seiner ganzen Persön
l ichkeit eingesetzt. 

Pfarrer Karl l\[aurcr ( "\Vollishofcn ) ,  c1cr den
Verstorbenen persönlich kannte, faucl die ricl1tigen
"\Vorte des Tro.-tcs. Er wiirdigte clie  Einstel lung
des Verstorbenen zur ziircherischen Landeskircl1e
und l ieß auch die Tatsache nicht unerwiihnt, daß
clie  kleine Kirche i n  Sitzberg ihre Orgel zum schö
nen Teil Hans Ulrich Bossharcl zu verdanken hat.
E i n  Vertreter der von Hans Ulrich Bossl 1flrd ge
gründeten Firma sprach im Namen aller l\[itarbei
ter seinen letzten Gruß. 

Exkursion der Zürcher Knabenmusik, lfr. 
Ende Juni war die Knabenmusik Zürich zum
drittenmal Gast in Ulm/Söfli11ge11, diesmal aus
Anlaß des hundertjährigen Bestehens des Turn
und Sportverbandes Söflingen. Die Reise, die in
Cars unternommen wurde, verlief i n  musikalischer
uncl in persönlicher Hinsicht erfolgreich : am 
Samstagabend konzertierte das Korps in der Fest-

Das neue Amtshaus Helvetiaplatz 

m . Seit dem Friihl ing d ieses Jahres ist cla • 
neue A mtshans am Helvet iaplat,., in welches schon 
Y0m September des vergangenen Jahres an ein
zelne Amtsstellen Einwg geha lten hatlen, endgiil
t ig- bezogen. Dns Amtslurns ist Tl'il einer Ge8a mt
iiberba11w1g rles Helvct iaplat:es, die r.nf dem Areal 
Stanffacher-/Lnng-/Anker- und Kanzlrist raße ein 
st ark gegl i edertes Burcanhochhaus sowie ein Kirch
gemeintlehans und n iedrige Lailcnbantcn YOrsicht.
D a  diese Gesamtiibcrbnunng, die ans einem 1958
ausgeschriebenen "\�7ctt bewerb hervorgegangen ist
und nach dem Projekt von A rchitekt J acques
Sehader, dem Erbauer der Kantonsschulc Freuden
berg, getroffen werden soll, noch in Vorbereitnng
ist und also noch einige Jahre a t t f  sich warten 
lassen wird, wäre es u11gerecht, nicht jetzt !:>Chan 
auf ilie fertiggestellte 'Iei l iiberbauung ;r,wischcn
der Norcl:icite dPs 1-Ielvctiaplatze� und der i\[olken
straße, eben auf das A mts1rnus, hinzuweisen. 

Das Projekt fiir das Amtshaus war ebenfalls
aus den Studien fiir clie Gesamtiiberbauung hcr
vorgcgnngcn. lm Oktober 1.959 wurde das vier
Obergcscho e Yorsehcnde Vorprojekt vom Stadt
rat geuchmigt. Eingehendere Untersuchungen der
zuständigen Amt.:; teilen zeigten jedoch in der
Folge einen größeren Raumbedarf, so daß iln Juli
1 960 die Baueingabe mit fii.nf Obergeschossen ein
gereicht ,vi.u-de. Im Dezember 1 960 erging- die
"\Vei ung des Stadtrat · an den Gemeinderat, cler i n  
seiner Sitzung vom 1 5. ?l färz 1961 das Projekt und 
den Kostenvoran chlag in der Höhe von 6,6 iliil
liancn Franken genehmigte. I n  der Volksabstim
nmng vom 7. l\fai 1961. wurde die IGeditYorla"'e 
angenommen. I m  Juli des gleichen JaJues wurden
die Bauarbeiten a.ufgenommen. 

Anf Grund des abgeänderten Raumprogramms
sind nun folge11de .ilmt,slellen im Amtshaus Hel
vet iaplatz untcrgcbrarht : Im ersten Obe.rgescboß 
befindet sich cla,; Stacllammann- wiel Betreib 1t11gs
ain t  Zürich 4, das große Sitzuno-szimmer und die 
Stellc11vermittl1111g des lVohlfahtsamtes m it der 
Zentra.lkartei. Im zweiten Obergeschoß trifft man 
den Erlmncligw1gsclie11s t des TV ohlfahrtsamtes mit
der zentralen Kartei an,  und im dri tten sowie vier
ten Obergeschoß l iegen die Bureaus der Bemfs
berat1111g mit einem Vortragssaal sowie das Biireaii
cles s liicltischen l Voll llw1gs11ac'1 weises. Im obersten 
fünften Geschoß ist das Juge11clamt lll  mit den 
Sekretaria.ten l, 2, 3, 5, 7 unrl 8 untPrgebrncht. lm
krönenden Attikagcschoß sodann h at der Haus
wart sci.ne Wohnung und ist fiir die Angestellten
eine 140 Plätze aufweisende Kantine eingerichtet ; 
das muliegende Dach dient als Terrasse. 

Das Amt haus ragt r..l lerdings n icht nur sechs
Stockwerke hoch i.iber dem Boden auf, e; reicht
auch in die 'l.'icfc. In Pinem er.,ten Untergeschoß
sind n iimlich das Gantlokal w1cl clie Lagerränme
der Betreibungsiimter 3 w1el 4 eingerichtet. Dns 
zweite Untergeschoß ist mit L1.1.ftsclrnt:kelleni aus
gebaut und heherbcrgt auch clie Arc!Live der im
Ha.use befindlicben Aemter sowie d ie zum Hans
gehörenden Nebenräume wie die Heizung und
andere technische Dienste. An die beiden Unter
gesch osse des Hauses schließen sich zwei Unter
gcscl 10 .-c an. die weit in den Helvct ia.pla.tz hinans
reichcn und Plat:; fiir 180 A1itomobile bieten. DiPse
zweigeschossige Garage ist an Da11ervarkiere1· ver
mietet (75 Franken pro Monat ) ,  ausgenommen 
ein hinterer Sektor, cfor für das A m t  für Zivil
sch iit:; resenicrt ist und i n  dem l\Iaterial und 
Aggregate dieses Amtes untergebracht sind. A n
sch l icßend an clie Garage befindet sich zulef:zt noch
ein U-11tersta11cl für die Kriegsfeuerweh r mit Auf
enthaltsraum, Liegerau!ll und den nötigen snnifa
ren Einrichtungen. Es kann demnach n icht be
stritten werden, daß Ziirich die im S inne cinPS
wirkungsvollen Z ivil. chutzes notwendigen An
strengungen großzi.igig unternimmt. 

Da neue Amtshaus ist eine A rbeit von Arcl1 i
tekt Heuri Hoch , ETH/SIA. "\Ner das i\Iodell cler 
Gcsamtiiberba.uung betrachtet, wird sogleich er
kennen, i n  wie gnter räumlicher Be;r,iehnng dieser
G5 l\Icter lange Baukörper zur projektierten Be
bauung auf der gegcniiberlicgcndcn Seite cles
Platzes steht, wie gut er sich aber auch zur älteren 
Randbebauung, zum Volkshaus vor allem, vcrhä.lt.
Dieser am l\[odell gewonnene Rindrnck he�Uit igt 
sich i n  der Wirklichk.:it rnllauf, gibt doeh der

halle, am Sonntagnachmittag n ah m  es an einem lFestzug uncl an einer Totenehrung tei l .  Der 
Empfang der Zürcher Jungmusikanten in Söflin
geu war freundschaftl ich und herzl ich. 

«My Fair Lady» in Zürich. j:j Im «Corso» an der
Theaterstra.ßc wird ab 28. Augnst das amerika
nische l\[usical «My Fair Lady» von Freclerick
Loewe i n  der deutschen Version des Berliner 
«'.L'heaters des Westens», mit Son;ia Ziemann und 
Friedrich Schönfclcler in den Hauptrollen, znr 
.Aufführung kommen. Damit wird die viel-

langgewgPne Bau, der c1ns Erdgesd1oß offen läßt
und es a ls Fußgiingerfliiche einbezieht, dem Hel
\·etiaplnLz an der uördlichen Seite einen manife
sten Absc-hluß, �o daß sich h ier eine klare Platz
,rnnd bildet. Zum andern läßt sich schon jetzt be
greifen, daß sich durch d ie betont horizontale
Entwicklung des 1-Iau;;cs dereinst eine gute und
cinpüigsamc Gegensatz;,pannung zum projektier
ten Hochbau ergeben wird. 

Da Erclge. choß also ist frei, das Amt liaus be
ansprncht Y0m Ueh·etiaplatz lediglich den Raum
rnn zwei schmalen Treppenhäusern ( mit einem
"\V aren- uncl z\\'ei Personenaufziigen) und baut
sich im iibrigen über die8em freien Erdgeschoß in
den fi.inf crwiihnten Obergeschossen und dem ein n 
Attikagcscboß, dem zuriickgcsctzten sech tcn, auf.
I ndem das Erdgeschoß frei gehalten worden ist,
konnte die Ausdehnung des durch clcn Bau an
geschnittenen Helvetiaplatzes fa t i ntegral erhal
ten bleiben. E. wurde erfreulicherweise vermieden,
daß dieser Pl:itz, cler hente noch einer der wenigen
wirklichen Plätze Zürichs ist, zerstiickelt ,vi.1rde,
und es steht denn auch zu erwarten, daß er im
Zuge der in  den nächsten Jahren erfolgenden Ge
snmtiiberbauung seine rndgiilt ige Gestalt erhalten
,drd. Schon heute notiert man m it Genugtuung, 
claß er - zumal nachdem das «Denk 111ril der
A rbeit» von Karl Geiser auf ihm .Aufstellung ge
funden hat - ·weite und Form besitzt, Größe und 
Geschlo senheit, also e in  wirklicher Platz ist,
gerade dadurch auch, da ß ei: g-egen ilie l\Iolken
straße nicht durch einen Randbau üblicher Art
abgeriegelt ist, andern infolge der Freila. ung
des Erdgcscho ·es des Amtshauses mit ihr in opti-
scher Verbindung stel1t. 

Das Haus ist als freilra_qender Stahlbetonbau
konzipiert ( In genieur Hr..ns Eichenberger, Zürich ) .
Die au kragenden, weit gespannten Träger über
dem freien Erdge ·choß sind mit Stahlkabeln vor
gespannt.  Der Beton wurde als Bauelement über
a l l  zu erkennen gegeben, er wurde al o in seiner
n ati.irlirhcn Strnktur m1cl Farbe belassen. In der 
Fassade kommen als weitere l\Iaterialien nur 
Leich tmetall und Gla.s vor. Die Fenster legen eine 
eindcutio-e, doch zuriickhaltende Vertikalgliederung 
in die von tlcn Betonbändern st!lrk betonte Hori
zontale des Ban , in welcher sich der Gesamt
eindruck . ammclt. In die Bet-01n\'ände der Treppen
häuser sind Glasgemiilele eihgefög-t, die vom Boden
his zur Decke reichen ; sie tragen die Tttel «Der
T:1.g» un , l  «Die Nachb> und sind vVerke des Ziirchcr
l\Ialers Willy Kaufmann. 

Der J 11 11e11a11.sbaii ist mit einfachen l\Iaterialicu
ausgeführt : die Blockstufen der Treppen be tehen
aus schwarzem Kunststein, die Bureautrennwände
aus G ipsfcrfigplatt-en, die tapeziert und gestrichen
wnrdcn, alle Biiden einheitlich aus Kunststoff
platten. -111,-tcl lnngen der Bureanwände künnen
ohne große Umtriebe .ie nach Bedürfnis vorgenom
men wPrden. Die Persoualkautine war vorerst sehr
klein climen ionicrt, \\7trdc dann aber fiir 140 Per
sonen ausgebaut, nachdem in der städtischen Ver
waltung die durchgehende Arbeitszeit ernsthaft
erwogen \\· ird. Als Schmuck dor Kruüiue wm·de
an der einen Sti.rnwa.nd ein Tep7Jich, «Bergwiese»,
rnn Frcm Funk aufgehängt. 

Das ncne Amtshaus am Helvctiaplat.z darf als
ein ge_qliickler Bau bezeichnet werden. Er i t ande
ren Amtshäu. ern, die im Zuge der Dezentral isation
der st.iidtischen Verwaltung i11 den letzt-0n Jahren
bezogen worden sind, architektonisch weit über
legen, a her er ist auch fiir sich genommen ein
guter Bau. Die Ocffnung des Erdgescho scs macht
seine :s[as e sclrn·ebend. Er prii.sentiert ich mit
-hnra.kter, �eine Form ist klar, gesammelt und ge

priigt ,  ohne hnrt und streng zu wirken, die Be
tonung clcr "\\Tang-rechten, die seiuer Liingc zwar
immanent i st. bringt seinr. . tädteba.ul iche Funktion
als Platrnbschlnß zu optimaler "\\Tirkung, und die
A usgewogenheit zwischen "Tandbiinclern und Fen
stcrparti<'n )(eigt die gliickliche Hand des Archi
tekten , die Fns�ade lmrmoni~ch zwischen l\Iauer
wirkung und dor Erscheinung der Dtu-chsichtig
keit in Schwebe zu halten. Das Amtshaus Hclvetia
platz da.rf nlso als ein iibernns crfreul:cher Beginn
rincr b:rnl ichen Ernencrnn1: im Quartier von Lang
traße und Slaull'achcrstraße angesehen werden. 

besprochene Berl iner Auffiihrung, in welcher sich
Paul Hnbschmid als erster Darsteller von Higgins
bekanntlich ei nen ungc\\'Öhnl ichen Erfolg erspielt
nud ersungen hat, endlich auch in der Schweiz zu
scheu sein. 

Filn1gilde. Hin weise aztf giitc oder in teres ernte 
Filme. Alba : « Lcs enfant • du pn.radis» ; Bellevue:  
«N achtzng» ; Cincmoude: «Irma l a  douce» ; Corso: 
«La strada» ; Nord-Süd : «Limelight» ; Piccadilly:
«Das Schweigen» ;  Seefeld : « Le qnattro giornate
di Napoli» ; Studio 4: «Arsenic and Old Lace».

Neue Zürcher Zeitung
Freitag 10. Juli 1964 Blatt 6
Abendausgabe Nr. 2991
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A.1 URBA-
NISTIC AP-
PROACHES
The Amtshaus is part of the ove-
rall development of Helvetiaplatz, 
the plan of which emerged from a 
competition won in 1958 by Ja-
ques Schader, the architect of the 
Freudenberg Cantonal School, and 
was never executed except for the 
Amtshaus.

Already in the 1930s, the develop-
ment of the Langstrassenquartier 
was discussed, for example at the 
Ciam Congress in Paris in 1937.
But in the post-war years, recons-
truction and further development of 
the city became a central issue. The 
question of heritage protection and 
the preservation of the old historic 
building fabric stood in contrast to 
the modernist large-scale projects 
of the 50s, where urban sub-cen-
ters were planned, which should 
structure the expansion of the city 
(e.g. Lochergut, Hardautürme). The 
discussion between the traditiona-
lists / representatives of the Heimat-
stil and the proponents of the New 
Building dealt with preservation 
issues, such as the question of the 
original vs Replika.

In 1962, the city of Zurich rea-
ched its highest population ever 
with 440,000 residents. Population 
growth, decreasing residential densi-
ty and increasing consumption of li-
ving space as an expression of rising 
living standards, as well as property 
speculation, led to an unpreceden-
ted building boom in the 1950s and 
1960s that attempted to meet the 
expanding demand.

>> ECONOMIC BOOM AND 
SPATIAL STRUCTUR p.62
>> URBAN PLANING p.63

A.1.1 PROJEKTIE-
RUNG DER ÜBER-
BAUNG AM HELVE-
TIAPLATZ IN ZÜRICH

„Der Helvetiaplatz in Zürich 
liegt angrenzend an die Lang-
strasse, die sich im Laufe der 
Jahre zur
Hauptgeschäftsstrasse der 
Stadtkreise 4 und 5 entwickelt 
hat. Diese Strasse ist aber 
auch vom Verkehr sehr stark 
belegt. Die das Areal schräg 
durchschneidende Stauffa-
cherstrasse wird ebenfalls ver-
kehrlich stark beansprucht, der
Kreuzungspunkt beider Stras-
sen zählt zu den wichtigen 
Nebenzentren der Stadt. Der 
Platz ist auch insofern städte-
baulich interessant, als ihm 
im ‚Zusammenhang mit dem 
Volkshaus eine gewisse poli-
tische Bedeutung zukommt. 
Seine
Gestaltung oder, besser ge-
sagt, sein raumkünstlerisch 
ansprechender Ausbau ist 
nicht nur ein architektonisches 
Anliegen einzelner weniger, 
sondern auch ein Gebot der 
Solidarität mit der Arbeiter-
klasse Zürichs, für die allein 
schon der Name Erinnerungen 
an die Kampfzeit wachruft; 
das Denkmal der Arbeit ist als 
Wahrzeichen dafür dort vor-
gesehen. Seit vielen Jahren 
hört man davon, dass der 
Platz einen würdigen Rahmen 
erhalten soll. Jetzt  ist er noch 
trostlos anzusehen; Randbe-
bauungen der Gründerjahre, 
die Hauptfassade des archi-
tektonisch nicht gerade an-
sprechenden Volkshauses, 
Nebenfassaden des Bezirks-
gebäudes und ein altes Schul-
haus mit Turnhalle sind das 
Gebilde, das mit der leeren 
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A.1.2 CIAM 1937, 
PARIS, STÄDTEPLA-
NUNG LANGSTRAS-
SENQUARTIER

A.1.3HEIMATSCHUTZ 
UND STADTERNEUE-
RUNG
„Mit der Suche nach der 
neuen Stadt und mit den 
Vorschlägen, die überlieferte 
Stadt in diesem Sinne umzu-
bauen, war der Konflikt mit 
dem Heimatschutz vorpro-
grammiert. 1935 setzten sich 
zwar die «feindlichen Brüder» 
-Vertreter des Neuen Bauens 
und des Heimatschutzes -in 
Zürich noch an einen Tisch 
und verabschiedeten als 
Zeichen gemeinsamer Arbeits-
grundlagen und Ziele eine 
denkwürdige Resolution. Die 
gerMeinsame Basis ist darin 
der Kampf gegen die «Aus-
wüchse der Privatwirtschaft 
und der Spekulation» sowie 
das Eintreten für eine planvol-
le, einheitliche und organische 
Neugestaltung des Stadt-und 
Landschaftsbildes.“

Städtebau in der Schweiz 1800-

>> DEVELEOPMNET LANG-
STRASSE: CIAM 1927 p.61
>> URBAN PLANING p.63



A.2 ADAP-
TABLE 
STRUC-
TURES OF 
THE POST-
WAR PERI-
OD

The large buildings of these subcen-
ters, as well as the Amtshaus itself, 
were often rational highly efficient 
structures. The additional technical 
innovations such as prefabrication 
and assembly methods of construc-
tion (Modulbauweise) led to modular 
structures and clear constructions. 
Planned with module and grid, 
they were flexible in use and easily 
expandable.The buildings could be 
adapted to demand without great 
expense.

>> ECONOMIC BOOM AND 
SPATIAL STRUCTUR p.62
>> PREFABRICATION CON-
CRET p.69
>> 5.2.1 PRODUCTION ON 
DEMAND p.55
>> GÖHNERSIEDLUNG 
p.70
>> FAKES p.57
>> CONCRETE IN THE POST 
WAR p.70
>> 6.4.4 SCULPTURE CAS-
TING p.72
>> 6.4 TECHNOLOGIES 
p.68
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A.2.1 AMTSHAUS
„Im Oktober 1959 wurde das 
vier
Obergeschosse vorsehende 
Vorprojekt vom Stadtrat ge-
nehmigt. Eingehendere Unter-
schungen der
zuständigen Amtsstellen zeig-
ten jedoch in der Folge einen 
größeren Raumbedarf, so daß 
im Juli
1960 die Baueingabe mit fünf 
Obergeschossen eingereicht
wurde.“

Zürcher Lokalchronik, NR. 2991, 

A.2.2 LOCHERGUT
„Ein «Wohnmonstrum» wird 
das Projekt Lochergut im 
Januar 1962 genannt.Der 
Widerstand zeigt Wirkung. Der 
Zürcher Regierungsrat ver-
weigert die nötige Ausnahme-
bewilligung. Schliesslich stutzt 
man die Pläne für das Locher-
gut zurecht. Statt 70 misst der 
höchste Wohnturm noch 62 
Meter, die Zahl der
Stockwerke sinkt von 28 auf 
22. Im Jahr darauf beginnen 
die Bauarbeiten, 1966 sind 
die 400 Wohnungen bezugs-
bereit.“

NZZ-Magazin, Daniel Meier. Zürich, 
2022



A.3 A BUIL-
DING OF 
ITS TIME
>> 6.1.3 CLASSIC MODER-
NISM p.60
>> FORMAL p.62
>> FIVE POINTS IN ARCHI-
TECTURE p.60
>> 2.2.7 SURFACE AS p.38
>> 2.2.6 CONCEPTION AND 
p.38

The use of references from the peri-
od of new construction are obvious. 
The building consists of simple, 
reduced volumes, the 5 points of 
Corbusier have all been taken note 
of. However, the principles were not 
only applied, but playfully adopted in 
a refined overall conception, where 
every detail was precisely formula-
ted.

The windows are not merely incised, 
but well-organized bands in the pro-
udly rising facades, where prefabri-
cated concrete facade elements are 
interwoven with aluminum profiles. 
Lighting, heating and power supply 
are also integrated into the window 
layer on the inside.
The building materials used are mo-
dern and are honestly displayed. The 
house is designed as a free-standing 
reinforced concrete building, the free 

first floor is pre-stressed with steel 
cables, the concrete has been made 
recognizable as a building element 
everywhere, so it has been left in its 
natural structure and color. In the fa-
cade, only light metal and glass ap-
pear as further materials. The room 
layout is rationally structured and 
repeated throughout the floors. This 
makes the building very flexible in its 
use. Both the interior design and the 
furnishings support this idea.

The Amtshaus formally breaks away 
from its neoclassical predecessors 
and models from the Heimatstil and 
develops an independent, honest 
aesthetic that corresponds to the 
function of the building and its time. 
The Amtshaus was praised in its 
time by both the population and the 
users.
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A.4 TECH-
NICAL IN-
NOVATIONS

Boosted by the war economy and 
the construction boom in the post-
war years, there were rapid technical 
advances in the construction indus-
try, especially in the newer materials 
such as glass, concrete and light 
metals.
In the Amtshaus, three innovations 
can be noted that were considered 
very advanced at the time

A.4.1 ALUMINIUM 
WINDOWS
The use of aluminum for windows 
was a novelty at the time of the 
construction of the office building. 
The material was not only visible 
from the outside, giving the facade a 
vertical structure, but was also used 
inside for details and coverings.

A.4.2 PREFABRICA-
TION
Another novelty was the use of pre-
fabricated concrete elements for the 
facade, which were subsequently 
inserted into the excavations of the 
balustrades made of cast-in-place 
concrete and then casted together.

A.4.3 PRETENSIO-
NING
The free play of the first floor was 
made possible by the prestressing 
of the strongly formed beams, which 
transfer the forces into the columns.

>> 6.4.1 ALUMINIUM p.69
>> PRESTRESSED p.71
>> 6.4 TECHNOLOGIES 
p.68
>> PREFABRICATION CON-
CRET p.69



A.5 RENO-
VATION
Thanks to a careful architectural 
implementation of the refurbishment 
of the Amtshaus Helvetiaplatz, it 
was possible on the one hand to 
preserve the original condition to a 
large extent and on the other hand 
to adapt the interior to the require-
ments of the new use as a social 
center.

The renovation was planned and 
carried out by Kaufmann Widrig 
Architekten together with the archi-
tects Bosshard and in close coope-
ration with the Denkmahlpflege.
The building had to be dismantled 
down to the to the structure, and 
contaminated materials had to be re-
moved properly. disposed of proper-
ly. The reinforced concrete skeleton 
had to be made earthquake-proof, 
the windows and the sun protection 
had to be replaced in order to meet 
today‘s requirements. The interior 
was redesigned from the logic of the 
original. The building has changed 
most visibly on the groundfloor level. 
To the structure on the groundfloor 
there have already in the end of thee 
1990s two steel and glass volumes 
been addeed, which were now 
supplemented by concrete walls 
and now regulate the access for the 
parking garage and the building and 
house a café.

Although the building still looks pret-
ty much the same from the outside, 
except for the supporting structure, 
the building consists of completely 
replaced parts. The construction of 
the building in the 1962s cost 6.6 
million, the repair in 2019 about 50 
million Swiss francs.

>> BUILD ON, PRESERVE OR 
BUILD NEW? p.63
>> REPLICAS p.56
>> FAKES p.57
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A.6 PRO-
GRAMM

A.6.1 FUNCTIONAL 
ARRANGEMENT
Das Amtshaus Zürich wird nach der 
Sanierung wieder von der Einrich-
tung für Soziale Dienste der Stadt 
Zürich bezogen. Das Amtshaus ist 
somit durch und durch ein Sozialer 
Bau und steht für die Unterstützung 
der Bevölkerung.

Die Sozialen Dienste der Stadt 
Zürich sind auf 5 Standorte ver-
teilt welchen, wobei es in jedem ein 
Sozialräumliches Grundangebot für 
die entsprechende Quartiere gibt. 
Zusätzlich wird jedem Standort ein 
spezifischer Fachressort zugewie-
sen.

Im Amtshaus Zürich ist der Fach-
ressort des Sozialen Stadtlebens 
angesiedelt. Die Grundangebote 
der einzelnen Quartier Hard, Indus-
trie, Langstrasse/Werd und Sihlfeld  
werden stockwerkweise auf die 
Quartierteile aufgeteilt. Da die Regel-

A.6.2 SO-
ZIALE 
DIENSTE
„Die Sozialen Dienste (SOD) 
sorgen für eine nachhaltige 
soziale und berufliche Integra-
tion der Stadtbevölkerung und 
für eine hohe Lebensqualität in 
Zürich.

Die Sozialen Dienste (SOD) 
setzen sich dafür ein, dass die 
Menschen in der Stadt Zü-
rich auf eine wirksame sozia-
le Grundversorgung zählen 
können. Rund 900 Mitarbei-
tende engagieren sich täglich 
für eine gute Lebensqualität 
in allen städtischen Quartie-
ren. Durch die Arbeit in den 
Bereichen soziales Stadtle-
ben, Kinder- und Jugendhilfe, 
Sozialhilfe und zivilrechtliche 
Massnahmen leisten sie einen 
wichtigen Beitrag zum sozialen 
Frieden und gesellschaftlichen 
Zusammenhalt. Die Hilfe zur 

Fachstab Erwachsenenschutz

Direktor, Soziale Dienste Zürich
Vize-Direktorin 

Sozialzentrum 
Albisriederhaus

Fachressort 
Kinder- und Jugendhilfe

Sozialzentrum 
Helvetiaplatz

Sozialräumliches 
Grundangebot

Sozialzentrum 
Selnau

Team Intake

Fachressort 
Soziale Integration

Sozialräumliches 
Grundangebot

Sozialzentrum 
Wipkingerplatz

Fachressort 
Wirtschaftliche Hilfe

Sozialräumliches 
Grundangebot

Mütter- und Väterberatung

Sozialräumliches 
Grundangebot

Begleitung private BeiständInnen

Fachressort 
Erwachsenenschutz

                   

FFS / Fallapplikationen 

Zentrale Dienste

Sozialzentrum 
Dorflinde 

Fachressort 
Soziales Stadtleben 
Fachstab Soziales Stadtleben

Alimentenstelle

Stab SZ Albisriederhaus

Stabsstelle  Le itung

Stab SZ Helvetiaplatz

Stabsstelle  Leitung
Stab SZ Dorflinde
Stabsstelle  Le itung

Stab SZ Wipkingerplatz

Stabsstelle  Le itung
Stab SZ Selnau
Stabsstelle  Le itung

Kommunikation  

Sozialberatung im RAV

Team Intake

Sozialräumliches 
Grundangebot

Quartierteam Seebach
Quartierteam Oerlikon
Quartierteam Schwamendingen Ost
Quartierteam Schwamendingen West

Quartie rteam Hard
Quartie rteam Industr ie
Quartierteam Langstrasse/Werd
Quartierteam Sih lfeld

Team Intake
Quartierteam Uto
Quartierteam Wiedikon
Quartierteam Zürichberg

Team Intake
Quartierteam Unterstrass/Oberstrass
Quartierteam Wipkingen/Höngg

Team Intake
Quartierteam Alb isrieden
Quartierteam Altstetten

Büro für Sozialraum & Stadtleben
Soziokultur Kreis 3, 4, 5 und mobil

Soziokultur Kinder
Soziokultur Quar tierräume
Soziokultur mobil

Fachstab Soziale  Integration
Kontaktstelle Freiwilligenarbeit
Schreibdienst
Jugendberatung
Infodona

Fachstab Wirtschaftl iche Hilfe
Sozialversicherungsrecht
Zentrale Abklärungs- und 
Vermittlungsstelle
Zentrale Rückerstattungen

Fachstab Kinder- und Jugendhilfe
Fachstelle  Elternschaft und UnterhaltJugendkul turhaus Dynamo

Zentrum Karl der Grosse

                   

  
Zentrales Postbüro

Quartierteam Affo ltern

geschosse identisch sind, besitzt 
jeder Quartierteil die gleichen Räum-
lichkeiten.
Das Gebäude wird durch  inhaltlich 
(Programm) und räumlich logisch 
strukturiert und gegliedert.



A.7 REDEN-
SIFICATION

A.7.1 DEMOGRAPHIC 
CHANGE IN ZURICH
After the rapid population increase 
in the 1950s and 1960s, the number 
dropped again to 365,000 by 1989 
(84,000 people or 19 percent less). 
The streets, the squares, the infras-
tructure were used by almost one 
fifth less people.

From the turn of the millennium, ho-
wever, the number increased again 
steadily.
The population of the city of Zurich 
in July 2022 counts a population of 
440115 inhabitants, which is about 
the same density as at the peak in 
1962.
However, the agglomeration started 
to grow strongly from the sixties 
onwards.

According to the medium scenario 
of population development, the city 
of Zurich will have about 494200 
inhabitants in 2030, and by 2040, 
according to the medium scenario, 
the population will increase further 
to 515600 inhabitants.

>> ECONOMIC BOOM AND 
SPATIAL STRUCTUR p.62
>> REPLICAS p.56
>> 1.2.1 INDUSTRIAL REVO-
LUTION IN FRANCE p.33
>> THE GROWING BUILDING 
p.70

A.7.2 REDENSIFICATI-
ON OF THE BUILDING 
STRUCTURES FROM 
THEE 1960‘S
Due to the growing population, the 
decision for inner redensification and 
the adaptability of the structures of 
the 1960s, these buildings are again 
coming into the focus of politics and 
urban planning.

A.7.2.1 LOCHERGUT
After the Lochergut was perceived 
by the population as a Wohnmonst-
rum in 1962, it has since developed 
into a iconic building and is now an 
integral part of the skyline of Zurich.

In 2002, Poolarchitekten won a 
competition, which provided for the 
conversion of the shopping arcade 
and the construction of new office 
floors. The execution resulted in 
2005/2006.

Preliminary studies are currently 
underway for the redensification of 
the large building from 1962.
According to the building regulati-
ons, twice the built mass could be 
added.
However, this leads to a huge chal-
lenge in terms of dealing with the 
existing buildings.
The challenges are not only of a 
preservationist nature, but also of a 
static, urbanistic and social nature.
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„The point of these sculptures 
– and of all sculpture – for
Eisenstein is not its mimetic 
quality, not its capacity to 
imitate
the look of living flesh, but its 
power to embody ideas and
attitudes. It is Eisenstein’s 
most basic assumption that 
sculpture,
all art, is fundamentally ideo-
logical.“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

V.1 HIS-
TORICAL 
CONTEXT
V.1.1 VOLKSHAUS 
BRUXELLES
„They are executed in such a 
way that we feel we are loo-
king at something that was 
shaped by the erosion of water 
over rock, or by the tracks of 
waves on sand, or by the rava-
ges of wind; in short, by what 
we think of as the passage of 
natural forces over the surfa-
ce of matter. Shaping those 
substances from the outside, 
these forces act with no regard 
to the intrinsic structure of the 
material on which they work.“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

The first known „Volkshaus“ was built 
in Belgium, in the little mining town 
of Jolimont in 1872.  Similar projects 
occured on the territory during those 
years combining selling spaces, gat-
hering spaces and union offices for 
the workers. It is in this context that 
the „Volkshaus“ of Bruxelles is built. 
Inaugurated in 1899, this Art nouveau 
building is designed by the architect 

Victor Horta and stands out thanks 
to its iron structure visible not only 
in the curtain wall of the facade, but 
also in the meeting hall.

Built before the Volkshaus of Zürich 
and the Pfullinger Halle, Horta‘s buil-
ding and the Art nouveau movement 
has obviously influenced the practice 
of architects part of the Heimatstil. 
Indeed in the work of architects such 
as Theodor Fischer, marks of the Art 
nouveau movement can be seen in 
their building, notably in the recep-
tion hall of the Pfullinger Hallen.

Volkshaus Bruxelles - Victor Horta 
(1896-1898)

Volkshaus Bruxelles, theater - Victor 
Horta (1896-1898)

>> 6.1.5 ART NOUVEAU 
p.64
>> 1.1 BRUSSELS p.33

V.1.2 PFULLINGER 
HALLEN

„In the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries ambitious 
painters and sculptors accep-
ted without dispute the notion 
that time was the medium 
through which the logic of 
social and moral institutions 
revealed itself“

Narrative Time: the question of the 

Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss
The Heimatstil drew its inspiration 
from bourgeois nostalgia in search of 
its peasent origins. It is not a question 
of copying the world-famous Swiss 
Alpine chalet model but of relying on 
traditional craftsmanship and local 
materials. Forged iron, carved wood 
and carved stone, accompanied by 
a roof overhang and lattice windows 
are the main features. The bourgeois 
house and the peasant house from 
before 1800 served as one of the mo-
del for this movement.

The Heimatstil was brought into fa-
shion by the Swiss Village at the 
Geneva National Exhibition in 1896, 
and was also presented at the Paris 
World‘s Fair four years later.

Die Pfullinger hallen of Theodor Fi-
scher is a perfect example of the 
Heimatstil, and he combines it with 
monumentality in order to create an 
ode to the village community. The 
reception hall of the building and the 
paintings in it are an early example of 
the mixture between art nouveau and 
new objectivity.

The façade of the Volkshaus of Zü-
rich and its reference system make it 
a major work of the Swiss Heimatsil 
too, especially linked to the work of 
one of the most important founders 
of the Heimatstil who is also the co-
funder of the Deutsche Werkbund: 
Theodor Fischer.

Die Pfullinger Hallen - Theodor 
Fischer (1904-1907)

Swiss Village - Geneva National 
Exhibition (1896)



>> 6.1.5 ART NOUVEAU 
p.64
>> 6.1.2 HEIMATSTIL p.59

V.1.3 VOLKSHAUS 
BERN
„... achieve the clarity that 
seems to be the very essence 
of relief. “All details of form 
must unite in a more compre-
hensive form,”

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

Born in the struggle, created in the 
struggle, dedicated to the struggle“; 
with these words, the socialist Na-
tional Councillor Robert Grimm inau-
gurated the People‘s House in Bern 
in October 1914. The „Volkshaus“ 
of Bern has the ambition not only to 
represent in one facade the social 
cause, but also to be seen as a techni-
cal and artistic performance. Indeed, 
left-wings movements express more 
and more their willingness to find an 
autonomous architectural vocabulary 
to express the social cause. In 1913, 
the young and progressive architect 
Otto Ingold is hired to design the new 
„Volkshaus“, which is considered at 
the time as a bold gesture.

The building can be considered half-
way between modernity and tradi-
tion. One one hand, the use of the 
concrete, especially on the façade, is 
quite new at the time. This material 
distinguishes the building from the 
built context of Bern where stone is 
totally dominant.  On the other hand, 
the symmetry, the neoclassical voca-
bulary and the monumentality of the 
façade continue to inscribe the buil-
ding in the architecture tradition.

In the spirit of a total work of art, a 
uniform design concept encompas-
ses the exterior construction as well 
as every detail of the interior design 
which inscribe the building in the 
Art nouveau tradition. Furthermore, 
Ingold‘s spaces incorporated quasi-
expressionist forms in heavy stucco 
that would lead later on to the Art 
Deco of 1920s.

Nevertheless, the building can is seen 

as a reference work of the „Schwei-
zer Werkbund“, newly founded in 
1914, in which Otto Ingold was gre-
atly involved.
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Volksliaus Bern, Fassade Arch. B.S.A. Otto Ingold, Bern

Gesetzmäßigkeit, die Kraft und Schönheit
des Neuen, Kommenden, daß man
glaubensmutig aufs neue bereit ist, an diesem
Kommenden zu arbeiten. Und was könnte
uns die Kunst Besseres zu geben haben
als diese Arbeitslust?

Sollen wir uns nun auf Einzelheiten
einlassen Nichts ist törichter, als die Sprache
der Form in Worte übersetzen zu wollen.
Was unsere Bilder nicht sagen, vermitteln
auch Worte nicht. Geht man aber durch
den Bau, so ist es, als lerne man einen
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Volkshaus Bern - Otto Ingold (1912-
1914)

Volkshaus Bern, Volkshaus Bern - 
Otto Ingold (1912-1914)

>> 6.1.6 ART DECO p.65
>> 6.1.3 CLASSIC MODER-
NISM p.60
>> 6.4.3 CONCRET p.69

V.1.4 VOLKSHAUS 
LÜBECK
„With the symmetry of their 
movement comes a satisfac-
tion about the wholeness of 
one’s perception of the form, 
and about the way it fuses 
with the notion of balance that 
suffuses the entire composi-
tion“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

Peter Behrens participated in a com-

petition in which he was personally 
invited by the jury, alongside three ot-
her architects including Theodor Fi-
scher: the competition for the Volks-
haus in Lübeck.
He submitted a proposal and the first 
jury, which was only there to guide the 
competition, considered him the win-
ner with a modern and sober building 
according to the criteria of the time.  
The final jury finally gave the winning 
proposal to Erich Blunck, which was 
more traditionally oriented.

Peter Behrens is one of the founders 
of the German Werkbund movement. 
The strict neoclassicism became an 
important aspect of a part of the Ger-
man Werkbund, whose main repre-
sentative was Behrens.

Volkshaus Lübeck - Peter Behrens 
(1912-1913)

>> 6.1.3 CLASSIC MODER-
NISM p.60

V.1.5 GLASS PAVILION
„... were to fashion the com-
position into a kind of tem-
poral cut that would knife 
through the disarray of histo-
rical incident and uncover its 
meaning.“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

Although architectural and social 
structures are linked, the new archi-
tectural forms are developped only 
after a considerable delay in relation 
to the new institutions. The german 
architect Bruno Taut reflected on this 
question of representation of new 
movement, both through his writings 
and his constructions.

He was one of the students of Theo-
dor Fischer and one of the closest 
and most active architect of the wor-
king class. He was the first spokes-
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man for the association: „Arbeitsrat 
für Kunst“. He thought about how to 
represent ideal and utopian people‘s 
houses so that they become crowns 
for the city. He was looking for an ar-
chitecture to represent the democra-
tic popular order.

For the Werkbund exhibition in Co-
logne in 1914, he exhibited a crystal 
house, consisting of a single room, 
which in his view was to be the future 
house of the people, the «cathedral 
of the future.» The pavilion also ser-
ved to explore and demonstrate the 
potential that glass could offer to ar-
chitecture.

Bruno Taut - Glass Pavilion (1914)

>> 6.1.3 CLASSIC MODER-
NISM p.60

V.1.6 ZUEV WOR-
KER‘S CLUB
„History was understood to be 
a kind of narrative, involving 
the progression of a set of sig-
nificances that mutually rein-
force and explicate each other, 
and that seem driven as if by 
a divine mechanism toward a 
conclusion, toward the mea-
ning of an event.“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

At the end of his exile, Lenin lived 
in Zürich. He gave two speeches at 
the Volkshaus: the first one about the 
„Bloody Sunday“ of 1905 and the se-
cond about the possibility of a new 
revolution in Russia. After he returned 
to Russia and took part in the revolu-
tion, many changes also occurred in 

the architectural and artistic realm in 
the country. With the October Revo-
lution and the end of war, the hopes 
and determination of the workers in-
creased, which gave a new impulse 
to the people‘s house movement.

Russian architects will develop cons-
tructivism from the 20‘s, with this idea 
of finding an architectural expression 
for communism, in opposition to 
what was built before the revolution. 
The Workers‘ Clubs were one of the 
main concerns of this movement in 
the hope of a social mutation through 
architecture. The objective is to in-
fluence society by establishing more 
collective practices in the program of 
the Workers Club.

Zuev Workers‘ Club - Ilya Golosov 
(1929)

>> 6.4.3 RUSSAIN REVOLU-
TION p.68

V.2 SYM-
BOL
V.2.1 TONDO PITTI, 
MICHELANGELO
„For, by its very nature, the 
medium of relief makes the 
reading of the narrative possi-
ble.“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

The Tondo Pitti is a round bas-re-
lief in marble, a sculpture made by 
Michelangelo around 1504-1505 
representing the Virgin Mary and the 
Child Jesus with John the Baptist as 
a child.

One can see the characteristic aesti-
tic of the non-finito. The figure of the 
little Saint John emerges with difficul-
ty from the unpolished stone and the 
chisel strokes are still visible.

The cast of Michelangelo‘s famous 
Tondo Piti is embedded in the front 
façade of the façade as a plastic de-
coration; its powerful formal langua-
ge supports  the monumental lan-
guage of the building just above the 
balcony.

Tondo Pitti - Michelangelo (1503-
1505)

Volkshaus‘ facade (2020)

>> 3.2 SCULPTURE AND AR-
CHITECTURE p.42
>> 7.2.2 MICHELANGELO 
p.74

V.2.2 COLOR OF THE 
VOLKSHAUS‘ FACA-
DE
„They continue to refer be-



came red twenty years later when the 
socialists obtained the mayor‘s office 
and the majority in the city council. It 
was then painted white, and in 2021, 
it was painted red again, this time 
for historical rather than political rea-
sons.

The change of painting over time de-
monstrates that the color of the fa-
çade embody an ideology. It speaks 
to a social and collective knowledge 
that is beyond architecture itself.

Test of color for the Renovation of 
the Volkshaus (2021)

V.2.3 COMMEMORA-
TIVE PLAQUES
There are two commemorative 
plaques of Lenin in Zürich, one at the 
house in which he lived with his wife 
for more than a year and the other at 
the Volkshaus in Zürich.
The one at the Volkshaus was inau-
gurated in 1970 to celebrate Lenin‘s 
100th birthday and the two speeches 
he made in the building.

The other politician who appears on 
the walls of the building is Hermann 
Greulich. He was a member of the 
Zurich Grand Council and, above 
all, one of the founders of the Swiss 
Workers‘ Federation.  Greulich was a 
pioneer of the international socialist 
movement. He worked side by side 
with Marx and Engels in the First 
International and was also active for 
the Second International.

Inauguration of the Lenin‘s memorial 
plaque (1970)

>> 6.4.3 RUSSAIN REVOLU-
TION p.68

V.3 SPECU-
LATIVE PIE-
CE
„Sculptures such the Torso of 
1877 (fig. 20) are riddled with 
the accidents of the foundry: 
air pocket holes which have 
not been plugged; ridges 
and bubbles produced in the 
casting stage which have not 
been filed away – a surface 
marbeled with the marks of 
process that Rodin has not 
smoothed out but left, so that 
they are the visual evidence of 
the passage of the medium it-
self from one state to another.“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

>> 3.4 EVOLUTION OF THE 
GATES p.45
>> 3.5 AUTOSAVES p.47
>> 4.4 COPY PASTE p.51
>> 5.1.3.13 THE SHADES 
p.55
>> 6.4.4 SCULPTURE CAS-
TING p.72
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VOLKSHAUS

V.4 VOLKS-
HAUS‘ ELE-
VATION
„The frontality of the relief for-
ces the viewer to place himself 
directly before the work in 
order to see it, and thus gua-
rantees that the effect of the 
composition will in no way be 
diluted.“ 

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

>> 4. COMPOSITION p.55
>> 6.1.2 HEIMATSTIL p.59
>> 6.4.3 RUSSAIN REVOLU-
TION p.68
>> 7.2.2 MICHELANGELO 
p.74
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Born in 1840, Rodin grow up in Paris 
and come from a modest back-
ground ; he’s the son of a small civil 
servant. „I had all the troubles of 
poverty until I was 50 years old“, he 
says. Indeed, rejected three times at 
the Academy of Fine Arts, he trained 
as an ornamentalist and thus appro-
ached art through craftsmanship. 
 
Shows, commissions, competitions 
being very difficult to obtain without 
having done the Academy of Fine 
Arts, he is forced to work in the 
workshop of artists for whom he 
models and who sometimes sign in 
his place. 
 
He will maintain a personal career in 
parallel to day job. Rejected several 
times by the Salon, it is only at the 
age of 37 that his name will really 
start to circulate in the artistic circles 
of Paris. 

>> 2. EXPRESSION p.41

1.1 BRUS-
SELS
FORM NEOCLASSI-
CISM TO THE SEED 
OF INSPIRATION 

„Rodin had now discovered 
the fundamental element of 
his art; as it were, the germ of 
his world. It was the surface,—
this differently great surface, 
variedly accentuated, accu-
rately measured, out of which 
everything must rise, —which 
was from this moment the 
subject matter of his art, the 
thing for which he laboured, 
for which he suffered and for 
which he was awake. [...] 
At that time the war came 
and Rodin went to Brussels. 
He modeled some figures for 
private houses and several of 
the groups on the top of the 
Bourse, and also the four large 
corner figures on the monu-

ment erected to Loos, City-
mayor in the Parc d‘Anvers. 
These were orders which he 
carried out conscientiously, 
without allowing his growing 
personality to speak“ 
August Rodin - Rainer Maria 
Rilke- 1919 - New York

>> 1.3.3 RAINER MARIA RIL-
KE p.34
>> V.1.1 VOLKSHAUS BRU-
XELLES p.26

1.2 PARIS
1.2.1 INDUSTRI-
AL REVOLUTION IN 
FRANCE 
- Due to an emerging middle class, 
there was a socio-political change in 
which the previously leading aristo-
cracy and bourgeoisie lost importan-
ce and influence 
- Train, telephone, steam engine, 
inventions and optimizations in iron 
production (which could be used as 
well in bronze casting) etc. enabled 
the growth of cities and the faster 
and cheaper production of goods, 
chancing the world view of society 
- With the new technological and 
scientific advancements the middle 
and lower class became of more 
importance, able to question the 
position of the aristocracy 
- The impact of the shifting social fa-
bric ranged from labour, politics etc. 
to art, architecture and sculpture 
- Exhibitions and art markets were 
opened to the public and the „un-
educated“ were now also in charge 
of what art should be. What should 
it show, express and how available 
should it be ?
- Shifting the focus of the „original“ 
art to the new art
- (Not only) the inexperienced class 
was moved by the art which didn‘t 
build on knowledge (biblical, sym-
bolical, historical event) but rather 
evoking emotions, the demand for 
such art grew, and with the ability 
of new technological reproduction 
methods the appetite of the different 
class could be covered

- Many sculptures casted on sculp-
ture after the other without numbe-
ring or keeping track of the produ-
ced art works, trying to cover the 
production costs

>> 2.2.7 SURFACE AS p.38
>> 5.2.2 PRODUCTION ON 
DEMAND - LEADING TO 
FORGERY p.56
>> 6.4.4 SCULPTURE CAS-
TING p.72
>> A.7 REDENSIFICATION 
p.23

1.2.2 PICTURE 
WALLS 

„Im Gegensatz zu der meist 
statischen Adorations- 
versammlung der Kirche 
nimmt die Bewunderung des 
Publi- 
kums die Form einer verein-
zelnden, atomisierten Prozes-
sion 
entlang der Bilderwände an, 
die des Flanierens, die Walter 
Ben- 
jamin als eine im 19. Jahr-
hundert entstehende Attitüde 
gegen- 
über dem Warenfetisch cha-
rakterisiert hat. Die Bildwände 
der 
Kunstausstellungen passen 
sich dieser Entwicklung an. 
Die fla- 
chendeckende Hängung, in 
der die Gemälde über die 
gesamte 
Wand verteilt worden wa-
ren, weicht gegen Ende des 
19.Jahr- 
hunderts der linearen Aufrei-
hung, die sich an den Passan-
ten 
richtet und auf seine Augen-
höhe sowie auf seine Bewe-
gungs- 
richtung abgestimmt ist.“
 
Die unbewältigte Moderne Kunst 
und Öffentlichkeit, Walter Gras-
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skamp, 1989, München

>> 6.4.2 EPOCHES p.67
>> 6.4 TECHNOLOGIES 
p.68
>> 6.1.1 NEOCLASSICSIM 
p.59

1.2.3 SHAPES HIS 
CAREER AND GENE-
RATES THE ESSENCE 
OF HIS WORK
Entered the Salon of Paris „The 
Bronze Age“ to prove himself as a 
sculptor and start his own career. 
> entry not tolerated because of 
accusation that statue is a cast of 
human model 
> Rodin in artistic crisis
fake or real -> too perfect 
does imprint him to work not „per-
fect“ anymore (everyone could do a 
„perfect“ replica

 >>  p.37
>> 5.1.3.4 THE AGE OF 
BRONZE p.53
>> 5.1.3.3 MAN WITH BRO-
KEN NOSE p.52

1.2.4 ECOLE DES BE-
AUX ARTS

over time, the academy loses 
importance, while Rodin already 
stepped out and gains importance 
(new way forward)

>> 2.2.6 CONCEPTION AND 
p.38
>> 6.1.1 NEOCLASSICSIM 
p.59

1.3 PART-
NERS/
FRIENDS
1.3.1 CAMILLE CLAU-
DELLE 
- Student -> Muse -> Lover 
- Strong influence in shaping the 
feminin figures physical and psycho-
logical 
- Psychological problems, depres-
sion 
- Rodin torn between wife and 
relationship 

 >> 6.4.4 SCULPTURE CAS-
TING p.72
1.3.2 JULES DALOU 
Sculpture friend from his time at the 
Petite École in Paris. 
The friendship falls into pieces after 
a dispute about the Victor Hugo 
Memorial. 
 

1.3.3 RAINER MARIA 
RILKE 
„Here the young poetshared the life 
of the aged sculptor and his most 
silent hours. Rodin felt that Rilke 
approached his sculptures from the 
same imaginative sphere whence 
his own creative impulse sprang; he 
knew that in the pellucid and illumi-
nating realm of the poetic his works 
found their spiritual home as their 
material manifestation partook of the 
atmosphere when placed under the 
open sky, given wholly to the sun 
and wind and rain“ 

August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke- 
1919 New York 

>> 1.1 BRUSSELS p.33
>> 1.4 SOLITUDE p.34
>> 2. EXPRESSION p.41
>> 2.1.2 SURFACE UNDER 
p.41
>> 7.3.1.2 p.75

>> 7.3.2 BAUDELAIRE p.76

1.4 SOLI-
TUDE
„Rodin was solitary before 
fame came to him and after-
ward he became, perhaps, 
still more solitary. For fame is 
ultimately but the summary 
of all misunderstandings that 
crystallize about a new name. 
Rodin‘s message and its signi-
ficance are little understood by 
the many men who gathered 
about him
 
August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke- 
1919 - New York

>> 1.4 SOLITUDE p.34
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ORIGIN OF ITS 
STRENGTH

„It holds, perchance, all its 
past hours, the hours of ex-
pectation and abandonment, 
the hours of doubt and the 
long hours of need. It is a life 
that has lost nothing and has 
forgotten nothing; a life that 
has absorbed all things as it 
passed, for only out of such a 
life as this, we believe, could 
have risen such fulness and 
abundance of work; only such 
a life as this, in which ever-
ything is simultaneous and 
awake, in which nothing pas-
ses unnoticed, could remain 
young and strong and rise 
again and again to high creati-
ons.“

• Figurative is replaced by abs-
tract

• deconstruction of figures (for the 
first time in history)

• Rules made by men are to be 
discarded and revolutionized 
(breaking the rules with mu-
tilation, metamorphosis and 
repetition)

• Content: Symbolism(not striking)
• expression: impressionism
• new compositions and techni-

ques: freed from the rules and 
history, no allegory but torso

• not narrative but fragment

>> 1. LIFE AND BIOGRAPHY
>> 3. PROCESS
>> 1.3.3 RAINER MARIA RIL-
KE p.34
>> 5.2.3 GUY HAIN p.57

2.1 RELIEF
2.1.1 RODIN‘S
MANIPULATION OF SUR-
FACE
In Rodin’s Gates, on the other hand, 

cast shadow seems to emphasi-
ze the isolation and detachment 
of full-round figures from the relief 
ground and to enforce one’s sen-
se of the ground as a solid object 
in its own right, a kind of object that 
will not permit the illusion that one 
sees through it to a space beyond.
In addition, the shadow underlines 
the sense that the figures are inten-
tionally fragmented and necessarily 
incomplete, rather than only percep-
tually incomplete, as in Rosso. For 
the first time, in the Gates, a relief 
ground acts to segment the figures 
it carries, to present them as literally 
truncated, to disallow them the fic-
tion of a virtual space in which they 
can appear to expand. The Gates 
are, then, simultaneously purged of 
both the space and time that would 
support the unfolding of narrati-
ve. Space in the work is congealed 
and arrested; temporal relationships 
are driven toward a dense unclarity.

„Relief, as we have seen, su-
spends the full volume of a fi-
gure halfway between its literal 
projection above the ground 
and its virtual existence within 
the ‘space’ of the ground. The 
convention of relief requires 
that one not take literally the 
fact that a figure is only par-
tially released from its solid 
surrounds. Rather, the ground 
of relief operates like a picture 
plane, and is interpreted as an 
open space in which the back-
ward extension of a face or a 
body occurs.“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

>> 2.2.1. LA GRANDE LIGNE 

p.37
>> K. 4 INTERIOR p.11
2.1.2 SURFACE UNDER
NATURES LAW

„He advanced from surface 
to surface following Nature‘s 
laws. Nature herself pointed 
out to him, as it were, the pla-
ces in which he saw more than 
was visible.“

AUGUST RODIN - RAINER MARIA 
RILKE

>> 1.3.3 RAINER MARIA RIL-
KE p.34
>> 7.4.2 NATURE AS INSPI-
RATION p.77

2.1.3 LIVELINESS 
THROUGH
RELIEF
The essential notion Rodin strived to-
ward, namely liveliness, becomes ap-
parent when working with relief. The 
play of light and shadow, the shift in 
scale, the contrast between figures, 
the varying degrees of roughness.

>> 2.2.5 UNACADEMIC AP-
PROACH
>> 4.2.2 IMPRESSIONIST 
COMPOSITION
>> K. 4 INTERIOR p.11

2.1.4 RELIEF AND THE 
3D SCANNER
It’s a contradiction really; what the 
3-D scans illustrate, and what is 



read out of it. The scanner sets an 
array of points, coating the mass 
of the building.  But that’s essen-
tially what it is, a coating of a so-
lid object. We are able to read the 
surface, but not the material, the 
solidity of the object producing it.

Through the scans, the focus is 
shifted from mass, from a body, to 
a virtual shell. We read the building 
as a product of a ‘casting’, rat-
her than a facade that results out 
of the inner structure of the school. 
Krauss touches upon this discre-
pancy between interior and exterior. 
How Rodin’s figures are defined by 
their relief, but not by their ‘inner 
forces’. Neither internal, nor exter-
nal forces shaping the surface are 
recorded with the 3-D scans. It is a 
visualization devoid of driving forces. 

>> 3.2.2 KANZLEI - SCULP-
TURE AND ARCHITECTURE 
p.43

2.2 PERSO-
NAL STYLE
„Except one; and that is not 
exactly a place from which 
to look at the work – any of 
Rodin’s work – but, rather, a 
condition. This condition might 
be called a belief in the mani-
fest intelligibility of surfaces, 
and that entails relinquishing 
certain notions of cause as it 
relates to meaning, or accep-
ting the possibility of meaning 
without the proof or verifica-
tion of cause. It would mean 
accepting effects themselves 
as self-explanatory – as signi-
ficant even in the absence of 
what one might think of as the 
logical background from which 
they emerge.“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. K Raus

„[...] It is this communication 
between the surface and the 
anatomical depths that Rodin 
aborts. We are left with gestu-
res that are unsupported by 
appeals to their own anatomi-
cal backgrounds, that cannot 
address themselves logically 
to a recognizable, prior ex-
perience within ourselves 
[...] They are about a lack of 
premeditation, a lack of fo-
reknowledge, that leaves one 
intellectually and emotionally 
dependent on the gestures 
and movements of figures as 
they externalize themselves 
[...]“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

>> 1.2.3 SHAPES HIS CA-
REER AND GENERATES THE 
ESSENCE OF HIS WORK 
p.34

2.2.1. LA GRANDE LIGNE
La grande ligne for  Rodin was a system 
that could be applied to any situation, 
as his remark proves. These principles 

„are so simple ... that they can 
be taught in six months to any 
pupil of average intelligence, 
so that he can illustrate them 
as facts almost as well as I can 
myself.“

Rodin: A Self-Portrait in the Gates of 
Hell - Albert Alhadeff

By applying these principles to his fi-
gure in Gates relief, the human forms 
are reduced to an ordered series of 
corresponding but opposing sha-
pes. Thus, the pose of the male figu-
re runs parallel to the picture plane. 
Foreshortening or deepening is ca-
refully avoided, and the limbs are ar-
ranged either frontally or in profile to 
provide a maximum view of the forms 
a counterpoint. The result is a sys-
tem of coordinates within the figure.

>> 7.4.2 NATURE AS INSPI-
RATION p.77
>> 2.1.1 RODIN‘S p.36

2.2.2 THE ORIGIN OF
CREATION
Rodin envisioned the joy and ori-
gin of creation as a conflict bet-
ween physical and spiritual forces 
from which order emerges. For man 
to overcome the struggle of crea-
tion, he must consolidate his crea-
tive powers in a context of self-
assertion and unyielding energy.

2.2.3 BEAUTY AND
UGLINESS
Rodin searched for beauty even in ug-
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liness, but as we approach this piece 
from behind, one cannot help thinking 
the opposite: even in beauty, there 
can be found a disturbing bestiality.

>> 7.4.2 NATURE AS INSPI-
RATION

2.2.4 RODIN‘S PRINCIP-
LES
Although no written summary of his 
art theory was left by Auguste Rodin, 
some basic principles of his pictori-
al thinking can be deduced from his 
various statements, which can be 
described by the terms „modelé“, 
„profiles“, „drawing from all sides“, 
organicism, movement and expres-
sion. For Rodin, „modelé“ is the 
surface relief of a sculpture made of 
bumps and depressions, with which 
he achieves the effect of a living, bre-
athing skin. Tightly connected to this 
resolution of the closed surface is his 
effort to capture the „profiles“, the 
precise observation and rendering 
of the various views of a living mo-
del as they present themselves to the 
viewer as they circle around, to be 
combined into one representation. 

„For Rodin, the most import-
ant means of systematically 
grasping and shaping a mo-
ving organism in its various 
views and sequences of 
movement, the different „pro-
files,“ is the „drawing from all 
sides,“ with which he attempts 
to bring movement into form. 
It is the basis for his expressi-
ve figures, which he unders-
tands as a „transitory synthesis 
of several moments of move-
ment,“ as metamorphosis.“

Auguste Rodin: Das Höllentor,Zeich-
nungen und Plastik - Manfred Fath

With his concept of the equality 
and balance of all views of a figu-
re, Rodin purposely sets himself 
apart from the classicist relief theory 
with its emphasis on a single view.

>> 7.4.1.1 MOVEMENT OF 
THE p.77

2.2.5 UNACADEMIC
APPROACH
Again Rodin removes all drapery, al-
ters several poses and brutally com-
presses the airy space of the original 
composition. What had been a quiet 
scene of mourning now becomes an 
unspecified narrative, with the figu-
re aggressively entering the picture 
on the left making the small child 
on the lower right fearfully recoil.
Rodin‘s development as a drawer 
and a sculptor is driven by his own 
private concepts, as opposed to the 
approaches taught at the academy 
he studied at. He acquired a distinct-
ly personal style, striving to capture 
the liveliness in his models‘ poses.

„Clothing becomes nudity, and 
nudity is reduced to diagram-
matic musculature. Space and 
depth are filled up or com-
pressed, and all grace gives 
way to brute force.“

Auguste Rodin, Zeichnungen und 
Aquarelle - Ernst-Gerhard Güse

He develops a highly reduced style in 
depicting heroic muscular male figures.

>> 2.1.3 LIVELINESS 
THROUGH RELIEF
>> 3.3.3 ANALYSIS AND 
INTERPRETATION

2.2.6 CONCEPTION AND 
EXECUTION

„If these ideas were unders-
tood and applied, the destruc-
tion of ancient works of art 
would cease immediately. By 

bad restoration we are ruining 
our most beautiful works of 
art, our marvelous architectu-
re, our Gothic cathedrals, Re-
naissance city halls, all those 
old houses that transformed 
France into a garden of beauty 
of which it was impossible to 
grow weary, for everything was 
a delight to the eye and intel-
ligence. Our workmen would 
have to be as capable as those 
of former times to restore tho-
se works of art without chan-
ging them, they would have to 
possess the same wonderfully 
trained eye and hand. But to-
day we have lost that concep-
tion and execution. We live in a 
period of ignorance, and when 
we put our hand to a master-
piece, we spoil it. Restoring, 
in our way, is almost like jewe-
lers replacing pearls with false 
diamonds, which the ignorant 
accept with complacency.“

Rodin: The Man and his Art, With 
Leaves from his Note-book - Judith 
Cladel

>> 1.2.4 ECOLE DES BEAUX 
ARTS p.34
>> 5.1.3.4 THE AGE OF 
BRONZE p.53
>> 6.1.1 NEOCLASSICSIM 
p.59
>> A.3 A BUILDING OF ITS 
TIME p.19
>> A.7 REDENSIFICATION 
p.23

2.2.7 SURFACE AS
ORNAMENT
• strong ability to capture form 

and shadow and reproducing it 
on paper or model (maybe due 
to his nearsightedness) ->crea-
ting the first layer of the essence 
of the subject

• adding the details in a second 
step -> creating the depth of the 
character and its reason

• rough, manipulated surface, en-



larged/deformed body parts -> 
shifting the focus of the viewer 
to the object as a whole, putting 
the focus on the viewer itself 
reflecting the embodied emotion 
of the sculpture which he/she 
seems to understand based on 
passed events

• he created a different expression 
of the material by using the met-
hods and tools from the outda-
ted principles of the école

• against the neoclassical ap-
proach of recreating the ancient 
sculptures loaded with historical 
meaning (after the accusations 
on the age of bronze)

• after the accident man with bro-
ken nose he created out of the 
„unfinished“/unpolished surface 
the essence of his future work 
->  if a sculpture is so perfect to 
be accused/criticized of being a 
fake and loaded with for him un-
relevant meaning   he can‘t see 
the benefit in creating such art

• the abstraction of the surface 
leaves out the till now known or-
nament. And replaces it with the 
new ornament of the surface

>> 1.2.1 INDUSTRIAL REVO-
LUTION IN FRANCE p.33
>> 5.1.3.3 MAN WITH BRO-
KEN NOSE p.52
>> 6.2.1 NEOCLASSISTIC 
SCULPTURES p.65
>> A.3 A BUILDING OF ITS 
TIME p.19

2.3 TOOLS
2.3.1 ASSEMBLAGE - 
DRAWINGS AND FIGU-
RES
Attentive viewers will admire this 
draughtsman‘s astonishing wealth 
of imagination and multiple techni-
ques, each aspect at the service of 
the other. This play with découpage, 
collage in different phases, in diffe-
rent layers, as one might say, whe-
re a small scene inserts itself into a 
larger one to give it a new meaning 
and a new accent, is certainly remi-
niscent of the method of assemblage 
used by Rodin as a sculptor. Throug-

hout his life, there was thus a close 
spiritual kinship between Rodin the 
sculptor and Rodin the draughtsman.

>> 3.3.3 ANALYSIS AND IN-
TER p.45

2.3.2 THE UNFINISHED 
AS A 
MEANS OF ART
In the non-finito he sees a charac-
teristic of the present. Among the 
traits of the present, the one that is 
unmistakable is that, in the face of an 
ever-growing number of values, sug-
gestion and allusion are more import-
ant to us than clear fulfilment, which 
leaves nothing for our imagination 
to complete.‘ Simmel clearly sees 
the difference to Michelangelo in 
this point. For Rodin, the unfinished 
becomes a conscious means of art.

>> 4.3.1 COMPOSITION OF 
THE FIGURES
>> 5.1.3.6 TORSO FRAG-
MENT p.53

2.4 FRAG-
MENTS
„Convinced of the evocative 
power of the fragment, Rodin 
worked on the hands or feet of 
his figures in isolation. A great 
collector of Antiques, Rodin 
amassed many archaeological 
fragments: hands, heads, tor-
sos, such as that of the Egyp-
tian king Ptolemy.“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. K Rauss

These sculptures feed his aesthetic. 
Thus, Rodin decided to amputate 
some of his sculptures of their arms 
or their head. The Walking Man, for 
example, is an enlarged version of 
Saint John the Baptist deprived of his 
head and his two arms. For Rodin, 
these are anecdotal details that would 
detract from the expression of move-
ment that the artist seeks to render.

>> 3. PROCESS p.46
>> 3.4.3 GATES OF HELL 
1900 p.47
>> 4.3 FRAGMENTS OF 
p.50
>> 4.4 COPY PASTE p.51
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2.5 WAY OF
WORKING
2.5.1 HELL‘S GATE -
MATURING IDEAS
The architectural drawings of 
the gate are obviously studies 
for the project and, as we shall 
see, for the various stations.
If he seems to develop an idea quickly, 
let it rest and then take it up again la-
ter, it is because he knows that a con-
cept must mature in order to endure.

2.5.2 APPROACH
• drew a lot in the process of his 

works
• later phase: busy with archi-

tecture -> gothic cathedrals in 
France (he says that they are 
also in a constant process that is 
never finished)

• marble figures: unfinished, NON 
FINITO -> leaves the finishing to 
the viewer 

• against the meaning of classicist 
thinking -> normal people not 
historical figures

• human being in center
• faces+ hands as psychological 

models -> access to emotions of 
which the figure itself does not 
know yet 

• weight of the moment: mortality, 
moment in time, material 

• figures think about the moment 
of their death

• male figures much more cha-
racter, women = other subjects, 
soft and round without charisma 
up to the mere processing of the 
material

• not intellectual: you don‘t even 
need to know the title and back-
ground -> you leave the figure 
with just an impression and 
sensation

• hated neoclassicism, but uses 
the same method -> picks what 
he needs and reassembles it 
(same way but with different 
motive)

• -> is about the meaning behind 
it and not about the figure itself

2.5.3 GROWTH

„The work that is to be spoken 
of in these pages developed 
through long years.
It has grown like a forest and 
has not lost one hour.“

August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke

>> came red twenty years later when 
the socialists obtained the mayor‘s 
office and the majority in the city 
council. It was then painted whi-
te, and in 2021, it was painted red 
again, this time for historical rather 
than political reasons. p.29

2.5.4 MEMORY AND EYE

„During the hours in which 
the model poses he percei-
ves much more than he can 
execute. Often after the mo-
del has left him the real work 
begins to take 
form from out the fulness of 
his memory.“

August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke



Rodin was a modeler. His true exper-
tise lay in clay sculptures. After finis-
hing the clay model, he would stop 
by the studio of the sculptor Jules 
Desbois who would enlarge said mo-
del into a larger version.
For marble statues he would turn 
to the skilled practitioners like Jean 
Escoula, Camille Claudel (see chap-
ter ‚Life and Biography‘), Antoine 
Bourdelle, Charles Despiau and Jean 
Turcan.
His bronze statues were casted at the 
foundry by Alexis Rudier als known 
as „Rodin‘s Foundry“.
The Gates of Hell are known to be his 
‚life‘s work‘. during its creation Ro-
din had a whole entourage of people 
working on the project. Throughout 
the course of the years Rodin was 
constantly changing the Gates‘ com-
position, continuously adding and re-
moving single figures. Regarding the 
end result, the individual components 
aren‘t necessarily related to one an-
other, but span a field of meaning.

>> 2. EXPRESSION p.41
>> 5.2.1 PRODUCTION ON 
DEMAND p.55
>> 6.4.4 SCULPTURE CAS-
TING p.72

3.1 SURFA-
CE
3.1.1 STOPPED AT 
THE SURFACE

„With the Gates as a whole, as 
with each individual figure, one 
is stopped at the surface.
The surface of the body, that 
boundary between what we 
think of as internal and priva-
te, and what we acknowledge 
as external and public, is the 
locus of meaning for Rodin’s 
sculpture. And it is a surface 
that expresses equally the 
results of internal and external 
forces. The internal forces that 
condition the surface of the 

figure are, of course, anatomi-
cal, muscular. The forces that 
shape the figure from outside 
itself come from the artist: the 
act of manipulation, artifice, 
his process of making.“ 

ROSALIND E. KRAUSS

In her text ‘Narrative Time: the ques-
tion of the Gates of Hell’, Rosalind 
Krauss explains how Rodin’s sculp-
tures are about a lack of foreknow-
ledge. The gestures and movements 
of the figures become apparent in the 
moment as they externalize them-
selves. This establishes a feeling 
of being immersed in an event as it 
coalesces. This moment of meaning 
being synchronous with experience 
is captured at the surface. Conse-
quently, Rodin regarded the surface 
as the locus of meaning. Krauss ela-
borates on how, with the Gates, one 
is ‘stopped’ at the surface.
Regarding the Kanzlei building, so-
mehow, one is stopped at the surfa-
ce too. Unlike with Rodin though, it is 
because of a distinct lack of gestures 
and movements. The Kanzlei’s faca-
de shows no shift in scale, no varying 
depth, no change in shape. It appears 
conventional, boring even. Its facade 
is determined by a strict order and 
the repetition of window modules. 
The building is perceived as this kind 
of solid object, a volume that bears a 
certain sense of monumentality.
Onlookers don’t speculate about 
its interior. It even seems passi-
ve, no trace of theatricality evident. 
The building doesn’t challenge its 
viewers. On the contrary, it forms a 
sort of backdrop for people to lean 
against. This status is further enfor-
ced by the benches placed at the 
base of the building. It doesn’t call for 
any attention, yet it is place in such 
a central position. An object to walk 
around then, but not look at.

3-D scan visualisation

>> K. 4 INTERIOR p.11

3.1.2 MOULDING OF 
THE GATE

„While Rodin’s lowliest garcon 
d’atelier in 1880 - 1881 would 
have known, today we are 
still searching for information 
on just how, for example, the 
physical background of the 
Gates was modeled. We know 
the figures were generally 
modeled separately from the 
doors, but not how they were 
mounted on them. The figures 
in the side reliefs were often 
the exception, probably mo-
deled as reliefs on a horizontal 
surface before being vertically 
installed. Another old photo-
graph, this one taken of eter-
nal spring while in clay, shows 
in the background what is un-
questionably the lower section 
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of the portal (fig. 3.13). What 
we can see suggests that clay 
may have simply been applied 
directly to the rough  wooden 
planking after which it could 
have been removed and repla-
ced by plaster casts. (on this 
point Truman Bartlett’s 1887 
notes for his Rodin articles, 
now located in the Manuscript 
Division of the Library of Con-
gress, contain the unpublished 
sentence, ‘The whole thing 
was first modeled in clay and 
cast, in pieces, in plaster.‘ “

AUGUSTE RODIN ZEICHNUNGEN, 
AQUARELLE - ERNST GERHARD 
GÜSE

Rodin used the wooden framework 
of the Gate to work out ideas on the 
architecture and to test the scale of 
the figures. One speculates he had 
to rebuild a larger and deeper frame 
when he began the actual montage 
of the sculptures on the portal.

3.1.3 GATES OF HELL, 
FRAME
„[...] his (Rodin‘s) dissatisfac-
tion focused on the problem 
of modifying the architectural 
frame and its coordination with 
the sculpture.
rodin’s remark in 1900: I have 
wanted to give a new inter-
pretation to bas-reliefs, a work 
where the decorations are a 
part of the ensemble and give, 
by the play of light, a variab-
le diversity to the sculptural 
motifs.“

Rodin referred to the architectural 
frame, the moldings, capitals, bases 
and background of the Gate as ‚de-
corations‘.

„Their [the decorations] func-
tion was not only to serve as 
a stable container or foil for 
sculptural movement but also 
to help vary the light and sha-

dow cast on the sculptures as 
the sun moved.“

Rodin treated the mouldings like the 
partial figures in the gate - to be edi-
ted or removed when they did not 
provide Rodin with the total effect 
he desired. He also varied the moul-
dings‘ depths, cutting them back in 
places where more light should hit 
the panels. Consequently, it was a 
tool to regulate the lighting within the 
overall composition.

„Rodin loved to compare ar-
chitectural moldings from past 
styles to the profiles of the hu-
man body, and he conceived 
of architecture in a sculptural 
as well as human sense. [...] 
My sole idea is simply one of 
color and effect.“

Rodin strived towards a decorative 
unity. He aimed to establish a con-
sistency in the partial components 
to form an overall aesthetic effect. 
Yet, most visitors to his studio were 
overwhelmed by the complexity of 
the Gates. They were unable to per-

ceive the work as an aesthetic totali-
ty, due to the intricacy and beauty of 
the individual components.

„Once he determined in 1880 
to break with a traditional epi-
sodic treatment of the doors, 
Rodin committed himself to 
a heroic improvisation on an 
epic scale. It was to be a com-
position in which the architec-
ture was neither expressively 
passive nor totally separate 
from the sculpture.“

RODIN REDISCOVERED, ALBERT E. 
ELSEN

>> 3.2.1 TIMELESS SIMPLI-
CITY
>> K. 4 INTERIOR p.11

3.2 SCULP-
TURE AND 
ARCHITEC-
TURE

3.2.1 TIMELESS SIM-
PLICITY

Rodin worked on the frame of the 
Gates together with an architect cal-
led Nanier. Rodin regarded architec-
ture as something neither expressi-
vely passive nor totally separate from 
the sculpture.

„In addition, the sketched 
capitals and moldings do not 
accord with those in the Gates 
as we see them today. It is 
likely that Rodin found Nanier’s 
designs too intricate or colour-
ful. The external framing of the 
central panels and that of the 
flanking pilasters now looks 



as if it was made of simple flat 
wooden planks set at varying 
depths to each other.“

Through Rodin‘s intense and prolon-
ged reflection on how architecture 
and sculpture interact, he found his 
desired expression in simplicity. He 
may also have wanted to create 
fewer references to period styles, in 
order to achieve a greater effect of 
timelessness.
„The meagre historical evi-
dence recommends an evo-
lution from the elaborate to 
the simple. For all of Rodin’s 
study of older architecture and 
drawings of moldings, much of 
the final portal’s frame consists 
of flat planes and relatively 
simple cornices and capitals.“

RODIN REDISCOVERED, ALBERT E. 
ELSEN

Rodin‘s view on architecture as so-
mething linked to sculpture becomes 
apparent in his handling of the Gates‘ 
frame. Mouldings and pilasters are 
truncated at places, as are most figu-
res, in order to accomodate the over-
all composition.

„For the first time, in the 
Gates, a relief ground acts to 
segment the figures it carries, 
to present them as literally 
truncated, to disallow them 
the fiction of a virtual space 
in which they can appear to 
expand.“ 

ROSALIND E. KRAUSS

>> 3.1.3 GATES OF HELL 
FRAME
>> V.2.1 TONDO PITTI, MI-
CHELANGELO p.28
>> 4.1.3 COMPOSITION OF 
THE DOOR p.48
>> K. 4 INTERIOR p.11

3.2.2 KANZLEI - 
SCULPTURE AND 
ARCHITECTURE

The facade appears to be determi-
ned by a strict order and the repetiti-
on of window modules that look the 
same. Taking a closer look at these 
modules, minor differences in the 
appearance of the windows become 
apparent.
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>> 4.3 FRAGMENTS FIGURES
>> 2.1.4 RELIEF AND THE 3D 
SCANNER p.36
>> K. 4 INTERIOR p.11

3.2.3 MATERIALISING 
DANTE‘S DREAM

He conjured all the forms of 
Dante‘s dream as though
from out the stirring depths of 
personal remembrance and 
gave them one after
another the silent deliverance 
of material existence. Hun-
dreds of figures and
groups were thus created. The 
visions of the poet who belon-
ged to another

age awakened the artist who 
made them rise again to the 
knowledge of a
thousand other gestures; ge-
stures of seizing, losing, suffe-
ring and abandoning,
and his tireless hands stret-
ched out farther and farther 
beyond the world of
the Florentine to ever new 
forms and revelations.

August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke- 
1919 - New York

3.3 DRA-
WINGS

3.3.1 PRESERVATION 
OF MOTIVES

„The importance of the early 
drawings lies in less obvious 
features, such as the way they 
anticipate conceptions that 
later played a crucial role in 
Rodin‘s sculptural practice. 
The careful preservation and 
reworking of cherished motifs, 
the bold assembly of dispa-
rate figures, the adaptation of 
central elements to different 
meanings - all these aspects 
that contributed to the origina-
lity of Rodin‘s sculptural work 
can already be found in the 
individual drawings and the 
mounted assemblages.
Through his encounter with 
Michelangelo, he gained the 
insight that the most import-
ant access to the sources of 
human knowledge lay not in 
devotedly mining tradition, but 
in closely observing the natu-
ral, changing movements of 
non-posing models.

RODIN REDISCOVERED, ALBERT E. 
ELSEN

>> 7.2.2.2 A NEW PERSPEC-
TIVE p.74
>> 6.4.4 SCULPTURE CAS-
TING p.72
>> 7.4.1 BODY AND MOVE-
MENT p.76

3.3.2 CREATING EX-
PRESSION

„Most of the drawings are 
quickly thrown on paper with 
pencil and lightly inked in red, 
yellow and blue. In a marvel-
lous way, Rodin achieves in 
them a splendid plasticity of 
forms; through an enigmatic 



brushwork, he often knows 
how to emphasise the effect of 
light and shadow in the inked 
areas, so that the form comes 
alive before our eyes in all its 
beauty and perfection.

[...] Deliberately, as in his clay 
and wax studies, the bodies 
are also overslimed here. The 
limbs, hands and feet are 
oversized. The main accent 
is on the motif of movement, 
on the position of the limbs 
in the joints, on the position 
of the limbs in the joints, on 
the position of the limbs in 
relation to the torso. Nature is 
exaggerated and stylised for 
the purpose of intensifying the 
expression.“

RODIN REDISCOVERED, ALBERT E. 
ELSEN

>> 4.2.1 GATES OF HELL - 
LIGHT/DARK p.49
>> K. 4 INTERIOR p.11

3.3.3 ANALYSIS AND 
INTER
PRETATION

„It seems logical that the 
transformation of the early li-
near pencil drawings into more 
worked gouache and ink com-
positions with shadow reliefs 
was also already underway in 
the seventies, if not before. 
No clear distinction can be 
made between the ‚black‘ dra-
wings and the earliest student 
works.“

In any case, a study like the 
Donkey Wonder makes it clear 
that for Rodin in 1875, dra-
wing from works of art did not 
mean merely copying, that 

is, faithfully reproducing the 
model. Rather, for him, as with 
his earliest student copies, 
drawing was synonymous with 
interpretation, and ‚copying‘ 
was a process of analysis and 
change.

RODIN REDISCOVERED, ALBERT E. 
ELSEN

>> 2.2.5 UNACADEMIC 
p.38
>> 2.3.1 ASSEMBLAGE - 
DRAWINGS AND FIGURES 
p.39

3.4 EVO-
LUTION OF 
THE GATES
>> V.3 SPECULATIVE PIECE 
p.21

3.4.1 GATES OF HELL 
1880

„His early architectural sket-
ches for the project divide 
the face of the doors into 
eight separate panels, each 
of which would carry narrative 
reliefs arranged sequentially. 
The obvious models for this 
format were the great Renais-
sance doorways, particularly 
Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise, 
the portal for the Baptistry of 
the Cathedral of Florence.“

Rosalind E. Krauss

As he began to work on the Gate, 
Rodin used drawing as a working 
tool. His early drawings are very clo-
se to the work of Ghiberti, which is 
not surprising because he said that 
after the Gates of Paradise, there will 
be the Gates of Hell.
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The name „Gates of Paradise“ were 
in fact given by the second Italian 
Renaissance figure who influenced 
Rodin: Michelangelo.

All the panels of Ghiberti‘s Gate re-
present a story from the Bible (the 
story of Moses, the story of Caen 
and Abel, the story of Noah...). The 
system of eight panels in Rodin‘s 
Gates of 1880 still makes the whole 
well ordered, with a clear narrative in 
bas-relief.

This is the first step of a work that will 
evolve enormously during the forty 
years that the piece occupied the life 
of the sculptor.

Gates of Paradise - Lorenzo Ghiberti 
(1425-1452)

Gates of Hell, 8 panels project (1880)

>> 7.2.1 LORENZO GHIBERTI 
p.73
>> 7.2.2 MICHELANGELO 
p.74
>> 7.3.1 DANTE p.75
>> 4.1.4 ANALYSE AND COM-
PARISON FROM GATE OF 
HELL AND GATE OF PARADI-
SE WITH KRAUSS METHODIK 
p.49

3.4.2 GATES OF HELL 
1880 - 1881

„But by the time Rodin had 
finished the third architectural 
model in terra cotta (fig. 4), it 
was clear that his impulse was 
to dam up the flow of sequen-
tial time.“

Rosalind E. Krauss

While developing the Gate of Hell 
and starting the process of making 
small models of it, he quickly broke 
the narrative system consisting of  8 
panels inspired by Ghiberti‘s Gate of 
Paradise in favor of a tripartite space. 
This simplification allowed him to 
give more space to what really inter-
ests him: the figures and the way they 
will inhabit the space of the Gate.

Gates of Hell, First model (1880)



Gates of Hell, second model (1880)

Gates of Hell, Third model (1881)

>> 4.4 COPY PASTE p.51
>> 7.2.1 LORENZO GHIBERTI 
p.73
>> 7.2.2.5 EXPRESSIVE 
SPACE p.74

3.4.3 GATES OF HELL 
1900

„In its final version the Gates 
of Hell resists all attempts to 
be read as a coherent narrati-
ve. Of the myriad sets of figu-

res, only two relate directly to 
the parent story of The Divine 
Comedy“

Rosalind E. Krauss

In parallel to the Universal Exhibition 
of 1900, Rodin will organize an exhi-
bition in Place de l‘Alma which aims 
to show his work in all its forms.

He is supposed to show the final ver-
sion of the Gates of Hell, he suddenly 
decides to empty the Gate of all figu-
rative figures and exposes the nearly 
abstract surface of his piece. This is 
the only version of the Gate he con-
sents to show and constitutes one 
of the most radical statement of the 
artist. Some consider this piece to be 
the first abstract sculpture.

Rodin, who was passing every day 
in front of the Exposition Universel-
le, was disgusted by the profusion 
of figurative decorations hung on the 
buildings. He might have presented 
the door in this form as a reaction to 
that.

But this act certainly has deeper 
roots. Indeed, Rodin wants to con-
centrate on the essential. He‘s loo-
king for the strength of the expression 
before looking for realistic qualities. 
He wants to speak of an impression, 
a sensation rather than a description. 
He suggests rather than he shows.

Indeed, working on the Balzac sculp-
ture has made him more radical. He 
now abandons the narrative in favor 
of a stronger expression, at the limit 
of abstraction.

Gates of Hell, Plaster (approx. 1900)

Gustave Rodin - Michelangelo 
(1536-1541)

>> 2.4 FRAGMENTS p.39
>> 4.2 LIGHT AND p.49
>> 4.4 COPY PASTE p.51
>> 6.4.4 SCULPTURE CAS-
TING p.72
>> 7.2.3 CLAUDE MONET 
p.75

3.5 AUTO-
SAVES
„the ambition to interpret 
and condense the meaning 
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„To Rodin the participation of 
the atmosphere in the com-
position has always been of 
greatest importance. He has 
adapted all his figures, surface 
after surface, to their particular 
space and environment; this 
gives them the greatness and 
independence, the marvelous 
completeness and life which 
distinguishes them from all 
other works.“

August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke

>> V.4 VOLKSHAUS‘ ELEVA-
TION p.31

4.1 STRUC-
TURE OF
GATE
>> 5.1.3.1 GATES OF HELL 
p.52

4.1.1 RELIEF SERIES
Finally, in sketches like that in Fig. 
7.18, two separate systems began 
to declare themselves: a recessi-
ve, increasingly overshadowed se-
ries of low-relief narrative scenes 
on the door panels; and a perimeter 
of monumental one - or two-figu-
re groups, fully in the round, in the 
jambs, in the tympanum, and even-
tually within the lower doors as well.
For these latter figures, Rodin turned 
to early imaginative drawings, isola-
ting and reworking individual figures 
and pairs. On these as on the sce-
nes corresponding to the narrative, 
he added thick washes of ink and
 gouache to assert a po-
werful drama of volume.

4.1.2 GENERAL
CONCEPTION OF THE 
GATE
Of lesser importance to Rodin in the 
first three drawings is the exact num-
ber of panels for the door, and the ar-
tist may never have actually decided 
how many and which episodes to in-
terpret. The drawings show the same 
indecision as to shape: either single 
panels or a triptych. In two drawings 
the panels are wider than they are 
tall. in the third they are more verti-
cal, suggesting that they might have 
contained only one figure or couple 
each, like the last modeled architec-
tural sketch in which the lower porti-
ons of the left and right door panels 
are occupied exclusively by Paolo 
and Francesca and Ugolino respec-
tively. Overall, these sketchbook no-
tations show that Rodin was not con-
cerned with particulars, but with the 
general conception, the biggest ele-
ments of architecture and sculpture, 
and their relationship to one another.

Rodin‘s first three rough sketches of 
the Gate show that he was not in-
terested in the exact number of pa-
nels the door would hold, or which 
episodes would be featured in 
them. His emphasis was laid upon 
finding an overall aesthetic, esta-
blishing a composition in which the 
single elements fuse into a whole.

4.1.3 COMPOSITION 
OF THE DOOR
Different compositions are compa-
red in these sketches. One in which 
the fields are all the same size and 
square, then come slightly diffe-
rent formats, the idea of transverse 
rectangular door panels emerges, 
leaving entire free frame sections 
at the bottom as smooth plinths.
When Rodin decided to abandon 
the strict order of the Renaissance 
portals (and their successors) with 
their geometric division of door 
panels and framing pilasters, he 
followed the conviction that his 
idea of the depiction of the Pas-
sion of Man could not be forced 
into a small-scale coordinate sys-
tem of individual circled rectangles.

For Rodin it was important to have no 
circles, steps, divisions in the Gates 
of Hell. In his mind they would not 
have been able to grasp the stre-
am of his general plan for the gate 
and his vision of the unity of „hell“ 
and life. He needed larger, flowing 
spaces. So he took both door leaves 
as a central picture field. The wings 
of the crashed Fortuna at the bottom 
left protrude beyond the inner frame, 
an opening of the doors was there-
fore no longer possible. So at one 
point in the making of the Gate, Ro-
din was no longer thinking about the 
normal functions of a door with two 
leaves that move on hinges to open 
and close. He was satisfied with de-
signing only an image of a gate, not 
a usable one. Only the basic struc-
ture of the highly rectangular door 
wings with the horizontal lintel and 
the tympanum above it remains as a 
remnant of traditional portal orders.

Perhaps one of the last interventions 
in the architecture of the door is the 
capping of the strongly projecting 
„late Gothic“ cornices that extend 
from the tympanum frame. On the left 
it is almost at the level of the lintel, 
on the right somewhat below it. They 
were probably originally intended to 
frame the double door field. As with 
the breakout of the cornice on the 
main cornice to better visualize the 
line of the three Shades, Rodin deals 
„brutally“ with architectural values.



„The projecting profiles either 
obstruct the incidence of light 
on the relief zones or con-
trast with the overall rhythm 
through their strongly accen-
tuating frame verticals. It is 
characteristic of Rodin that he 
did not regard such „in-breaks 
and out-breaks“ as disturbing, 
but rather consciously accep-
ted them.“

Auguste Rodin, Zeichnungen und 
Aquarelle - Ernst-Gerhard Güse

>> 3.2.1 TIMELESS SIMPLICI-
TY p.42

4.1.4 ANALYSE AND 
COMPARISON FROM 
GATE OF HELL AND 
GATE OF PARADISE 
WITH KRAUSS METHO-
DIK
GATE OF HELL

The Gates of Hell is not a classical 
composition that can be classified 
in epoch. It is a free composition of 
fragments and elements from diffe-
rent periods (antiquity, Gothic, Re-
naissance) with different themes 
and based on different references 
(literature, architecture, fine arts.) 
The Gates of Hell is the only sculp-
ture that connects suffering people 
with the ascent and descent in hell.

Important elements:
• dissolves 10 panels 
• collage of different figures from 

different contexts
• repetition, mutilation and meta-

morphosis of different elements 
and subjects

• dissolve narrative
• isolation of figures
• time stopped, no historic space
• plane background, no depth
• dissolve illustionistic virtual 

space
• opacity
• no information about unseen 

space

• no meaning trough logic and 
knolewdge and experience

• rational thinking/ reading cannot 
be used

• effect not through space behind
• meaning generates itself in 

experience
PARADISE DOOR

The Paradise door is a classical 
renaissance door composition (other 
baptistery door reference)
with subdivision of panels. 
• frame frieze of flowers, leaves, 

animals ect, tendrils, between 
panels prophet heads

• tells about historical context,
• commissioners, influential per-

sons,
• spirit of the time = Renaissance
• the door is divided into 10 

panels, 5 sides, iconographic 
program in 10 panels

• sequentially tells story, which 
has temporal dimension

• within each panel perspecti-
ve representation of a spatial 
situation

• works with high, medium and 
low relief

• enhances sense of depth and 
physicality

• logical rational reading
• understandable to viewer
• narrative connects, time and 

space between individual 
images

• expansion/filling of space and 
time

• of space and time
• meaning = history and historical 

context in which it was created

CONCLUSION

Through a clear structure and 
organization and through classical 
compositions:
• viewer familiar
• easy to read and classify
• cause is reflected in surface
• narrative, plastic space expands 

to virtual and temporal sequen-
ce, future and past intermingle

the meaning is striking-
ly reflected by the story
emotional confrontation and empat-
hy/projection of subject onto objec

If classical composition and narrati-

ve are manipulated, time and space 
is stopped, historical context and 
cause for effect on user not gras-
pable. Meaning is not generated 
by object, but though the surface 
and the expression/ experience it 
is generating on the viewer and the 
viewer is producing on the surface.

>> 7.2.1 LORENZO GHIBERTI 
p.73

4.2 LIGHT 
AND
SHADOW
4.2.1 GATES OF HELL - 
LIGHT/DARK
This is a scene that Rodin loves. 
He gathers several people around 
the table, while in the foreground, 
above and in the darkness, souls 
sit, crushed by the sentence.
The relationship that marble has to 
light and shadow was essential for 
Auguste Rodin. He demanded that 
art pieces are exposed to natural 
light. Even during his working pro-
cess he observed very carefully how 
the light hits his sculptures to achie-
ve the optimal result. His goal was 
to make the marble come alive. The 
figures’ skins should look as if they 
pulsate, while the rougher surfaces, 
which he used for hair, block and de-
corative details, glow in the sunlight.
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>> 3.3.2 CREATING EXPRES-
SION p.44
>> 7.4.1 BODY AND MOVE-
MENT p.76
>> K. 4 INTERIOR p.11

4.2.2 IMPRESSIONIST
COMPOSITION
Although not derived from impressio-
nism, Rodin’s mode of overall com-
position recalls certain late impressio-
nist compositions, notably Pissarro’s 
urban pictures of the nineties seen 
from above, in which unity is the re-
sult of overall spotting and averaging 
of densities of lights and darks, pro-
jections, and recessions. Those large 
uninhabited planes in the central 
door panels, for example, are crucial 
to contrast between dense and open 
and allow the composition to breathe 
rather than strangle from congestion.

>> 5.1.3.11 THE KISS p.55
>> 2.1.3 LIVELINESS 
THROUGH p.36

4.3 FRAG-
MENTS OF
FIGURES
„A hand laid on another‘s 
shoulder or thigh does not 
any more belong to the body 
from which it came,—from 
this body and from the object 
which it touches or seizes so-
mething new originates, a new 
thing that has no name and 
belongs to no one.
This comprehension is the 
foundation of the grouping 
of figures by Rodin; from it 
springs that coherence of the 
figures, that concentration of 
the forms, that quality of clin-
ging together.“

August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke

>> 2.4 FRAGMENTS p.39

4.3.1 COMPOSITION OF 
THE 
FIGURES
In Rodin‘s statues, fragments are an 
important aspect, most prominently 
demonstrated in the torso. One of 
the ways he came to do this was by 
understanding that the human eye is 
unable to grasp a sculpture in its ent-
irety, but only in a process. From this 
he concluded that a part can equally 
stand for the whole, that a fragment 
of a figure can have the same, even 
a more powerful effect than a whole 
figure. For him, torso and fragment 
represent the „core substance of the 
living“ and exemplify a formal whole-
ness. Rodin, more than any other ar-
tist, made the torso and the fragment 
the subject and content of his work. 

„He regarded them as com-
pleted forms of a core of form 

that is felt to be alive and held 
the view that a work only gains 
beauty through its division“

Auguste Rodin, Zeichnungen und 
Aquarelle - Ernst-Gerhard Güse

His method of letting figures fall to 
the ground in order to assemble the 
randomly created fragments into new 
compositions is also related to this. 
The bodies are noticeably sculpted 
at different scales, with their stacking 
toward the back, where the smaller 
ones seem to be located, creating 
a certain sense of depth. There are 
also several repetition of figures and 
parts of figures, but this is not noti-
ceable in the fullness of the figures. 
In fact, it ingeniously helps to sup-
port the uniformity of the overall 
form, a device that Rodin also used 
in his Monument to the Burghers 
of Calais and in the three Shades.

Beside that Rodin stacked his figure 
in such a way that they were not se-
parated by any real horizontal dividing 
line. Rather, by projecting individual 
bodies into the next higher motif unit, 
he bracketed the groups together and 
thus gave the pilaster reliefs as a who-
le a movement from bottom to top, 
which was also emphasized by the 
upward striving of individual figures.

>> 2.3.2 THE UNFINISHED AS 
A p.39
>> 2.3.1 ASSEMBLAGE - 
DRAWINGS AND FIGURES 
p.39

4.3.2 A SELF-PORTRAIT
At the very bottom of the left inner 
side of the door is a figure that can be 
identified as a portrait of Rodin. The 
crouching figure is modeled in extre-



mely low relief and is almost isolated 
from the field above by an architectu-
ral frame. Unless one stands directly 
in front of the relief, it is not possible 
to make out the forms. The figure can 
be described as a self-portrait due to 
its resemblance to Rodin. The loca-
tion of the relief also supports this hy-
pothesis. The relief‘s placement in the 
lowermost reveal of the door indica-
tes that the figure has a dual function 
- it is both a signature and a portrait.

If it is indeed a likeness of Rodin, 
the artist seems to have identified 
himself with the thinker, former-
ly called the poet. The similarity of 
gestures between the figure in our 
relief and the Thinker suggests that 
the relief figure also represents the 
creative personality of the artist. 

>> 5.1.3.2 THE THINKER 
p.52

4.3.3 PROFUSION OF 
BODIES

Rilke had long ago compost that 
incantatory hymn to Rodin‘s origi-
nality in describing the profusion 
of bodies invented for The Gates:

„[...] bodies that listen like 
faces, and lift themselves like 
arms; chains of bodies, gar-
lands and single organisms; 
bodies that listen like faces 
and lift tendrils and heavy 
clusters of bodies into which 
sin‘s sweetness rises out of 
the roots of pain. [...] The army 
of these figures became much 

too numerous to fit into the 
frame and wings of The Gates 
of Hell.“

The Originality of the Avant-Garde: A 
Postmodernist Repetition - Rosalind 
Krauss

Rodin made choice after choice 
and eliminated everything that 
was too solitary to subject itself to 
the great totality; everything that 
was not necessary was rejected.

4.4 COPY 
PASTE
„It is Rodin’s lack of confor-
mation to these principles 
that makes The Three Shades 
disturbing. By simply repeating 
the same figure three times, 
Rodin strips away from the 
group the idea of composition 
– the idea of rhythmic arran-
gement of forms, the poise 
and counterpoise of which are 
intended to reveal the latent 
meaning of the body.“

Narrative Time: the question of the 
Gates of Hell - Rosalind E. Krauss

Variation, quotation, multiplica-
tion, assembly, cutting and colla-
ge are at the heart of Rodin‘s work 
as a sculptor and drawer. By play-
ing with differences in proporti-
ons or materials, the artist creates 
poetic and surprising encounters.
The examples of the sculptures the 
Three Shades and Je suis belle are 
particularly manifest of this pro-
cess. Indeed, both works were de-
veloped during the creation of the 
Gate of Hell, which became, over 
time, the formal laboratory and the 
reflection of the artist‘s evolution.
Je suis belle was certainly created 
in 1885 by combining a female figu-
re known as Femme accroupie and 
L’Homme qui tombe, a hunched 
male nude of which several variations 
are known. The group was inspired 
by Charles Baudelaire‘s text, „Beau-
ty“, from the collection of poems Les 

Fleurs du mal (XVII): „I am beautiful, 
O mortals like a dream of stone“.

Like the Three Shades, L’Homme qui 
tombe and the Femme accroupie are 
not only present in isolation and as-
sembled in the door, but also have an 
autonomous existence. Indeed, the 
sculptures are reproduced in different 
scales and materials and are exhibited 
and sold as objects in their own right.

Rodin thus drew from the formal 
vocabulary that he developed over 
time with the Gates of Hell to create 
and recreate new forms ad infinitum. 
The figures change direction, glu-
ed together, completed, amputated, 
fragmented by the artist in a very 
free and inventive creative process 
that still intrigues and inspires today.

This freedom is made possible by the 
technique of assembly. This techni-
que was used in the decorative arts 
workshops where Rodin began his 
career: it made it possible to produce 
several subjects at a lower cost by 
combining the same figures in a more 
or less varied manner. From the mid-
1880s onwards, Rodin used this tech-
nique in unexpected confrontations, 
creating a very particular aesthetic.

>> 5.1.3.13 THE SHADES 
p.55
>> 6.4.4 SCULPTURE CAS-
TING p.72
>> 7.2.2.5 EXPRESSIVE 
SPACE p.74
>> V.3 SPECULATIVE PIECE 
p.21
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5.1 SCULP-
TURES
>> FAKES p.57
>> 6.4.2 BRONZE p.71
>> 6.4.4 SCULPTURE CAS-
TING p.72
>> MODERN FORMS OF 
SCULPTURE p.66

5.1.1 AUTONOMY
„That which was expressed in 
the face, that pain of a heavy 
awakening, and at the same 
time the longing for that awa-
kening, was written on the 
smallest part of this body. Eve-
ry part was a mouth that spoke 
a language of its own.“

August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke - 
1919

5.1.2 WOMEN AND 
MEN
„His later sculptures of wo-
men have a different beauty, 
more deeply founded and less 
traditional. Rodin has, for the 
most part, executed portraits 
of foreign women, especial-
ly American women. There 
are among these busts some 
of wonderful craftsmanship, 
marbles that are like pure and 
perfect antique cameos. Faces 
whose smiles play softly over 
the features like veils that 
seem to rise and fall with every 
breath; strangely half-closed 
lips and eyes which seem to 
look dreamily into the bright 
effulgence of an everlasting 
moonlit night. To Rodin the 
face of a woman seems to be 
a part of her beautiful body. 
He conceives the eyes of the 

face to be eyes of the body, 
and the mouth the mouth of 
the body. [...]  The portraits of 
men are different. The essence 
of a man can be more easily 
imagined to be concentrated 
within the limits of his face; 
there are moments of calm 
and of inward excitement in 
which all life seems to have 
entered into his face. ... He 
searches far back for indivi-
duality or character, does not 
yield to the first impression, 
nor to the second, nor to any 
of those following. He ob-
serves and makes notes; he 
records almost unnoticeable 
moments, turnings and semi-
turnings of many profiles from 
many perspectives ... He does 
not urge the model to tell him 
anything, he does not wish to 
know aught save that which he 
sees. He sees everything.“

August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke- 
1919 - New York

5.1.3 RODIN‘S 
SCULPTURE

5.1.3.1 GATES OF 
HELL

>> 4.2.2 IMPRESSIONIST 
p.50

5.1.3.2 THE THINKER
• 1880-82
• actually Dante (G.O.H)
• but shows the act of thinking 

and not Dante himself
• universal truth
• clear anatomically unnatural 

movement -> evoking emotions
• complex and not naturalistic
• Comparison: David Cronenberg 

-> - heaviness + darkness
• pedestal alone a work of art
• as if thinker grows out of stone 

-> S-curve 

5.1.3.3 MAN WITH 
BROKEN NOSE
• 1863-64
• follows many previous busts of 

father and girlfriends
• Accident that becomes the trig-

ger of the essence of his work 
(continues to work on it)

• fragmentary, sketchy, unfinished

„Sincerity, conscience—these 
are the true bases of thought 
in the work of an artist; but 
whenever the artist attains to 
a certain facility of expression, 
too often he is wont to repla-
ce conscience with skill. The 
reign of skill is the ruin of art. It 



is organized falsehood. Since-
rity with one fault, indeed with 
many faults, still preserves 
its integrity. The facility that 
believes that it has no faults 
has them all. The primitives, 
who ignored the laws of per-
spective, nevertheless created 
great works of art because 
they brought to them absolute 
sincerity.“
Rodin: The Man and his Art, With 
Leaves from his Note-book  - Judith 
Cladel -  2013

>> 2.2.7 SURFACE AS p.38
>> 2.2.6 CONCEPTION AND 
p.38

5.1.3.4 THE AGE OF 
BRONZE
• 1875-76
• Gossip whether real or fake (di-

rect casting) makes him famous
• Life size bronze figure
• Removal of the spear
• figure seems to be designed 

only as Pose
• everything else is left out
• Imperfect surface -> rather by 

accident than by handeling (ne-
ver seen before)

• Rodin moves the discussion 
whether real or fake into the 
center ¨with statements in new-
spapers

Because no modeling like the one 
Rodin used in his figure Age of Bron-
ze was seen in sculpture before, it 
awakened suspicions at that time. 
One was familiar with the generic 
surfaces of classical figures, with the 
elegant refinement that the Renais-
sance had contributed, and with the 
unexciting smoothness of neoclassi-
cism. But no one had ever seen this 
minute feature of surface in a statue 
before, except in the animals of Ba-
rye, from whom Rodin had learned it.

>> 2.2.6 CONCEPTION AND 
p.38
>> 2.2.7 SURFACE AS p.38

5.1.3.5 WALKING 
MAN
• 1777-78
• looks/acts like Jean Baptiste but 

without head and arms combi-
ned with torso fragment

• 2 textures meet without making 
themselves coherent and wit-
hout hiding the joints

• absence of the head -> the void 
of humanity itself

• nothing distracts from the aiming 
ahead of the figure

• dynamic action is all that can be 
found in the work of the „negati-
ve-everything“

5.1.3.6 TORSO FRAG-
MENT
• 1878
• first self contained fragments
• Eros and Torso -> non finitio, 

Davinci claims that this a high 
intellectual achievement

• today: seen as a symbol of intel-
lect, person, history, etc.

>> 2.3.2 THE UNFINISHED AS 
A p.39
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5.1.3.7 JEAN BAPTIS-
TE

 
• 1878
• Does not fit the time -> too mu-

scular but not heroic
• man of work although back-

ground Biblical
• threatens the current situation -> 

takes from everything what he 
needs and puts the things toge-
ther to create something new

• Pose: while walking (a never qui-
te satisfactory figure, even here)

• hips don‘t match legs, feet flat
• Casual + unnatural pose => 

power and authority almost 
intimidating

• Makes the viewer accept the 
figure in his own way

5.1.3.8 THE BURG-
HERS OF CALAIS

• have the nobility and dignity of a 
normal person with a normal life

• Group of 3 and 4 with one ob-
scuring the other

• Face of one figure twice -> 
individuality questioned, but as a 
statement of emotion

• figures show themselves as ob-
ject of connection and empathy

•  ->emotional realism
• at floor level + one has to walk 

around ->unthinkable until now
• no heroic monument character 

-> goal to show them in their 
best form -> did it in their most 
human form

• everything is left behind except 
for the emotion (opposite clas-
sicism)

• light creates an incredible 
movement on the surface, which 
lets details and form disappear 
and you have to go back to the 
whole figure again

• is about the meaning behind it 
and not about the figure itself

• Pointing at an inner truth which 
can not be perceived keeping 
the viewer with the physical

>> MODERN FORMS OF 
SCULPTURE p.66
>> 7.4.1 BODY AND MOVE-
MENT p.76

5.1.3.9 VICTOR HUGO
Life of Victor Hugo :

• 1802-1885
• Schriftsteller, Pariserkammer, 

Abgeordneter, Senator
• Romatik, Realimus
• von Royalist hin zu opptionellem 

Liberalen (Romantik Freunden), 
folgt nach Julirevolution dem 
Bürgerkönig

• 1846 Republikaner
• 1851 Auflehnung gegen Napo-

leon Bonaparte -> Exil

5.1.3.10 BALZAC

• 1991-97
• originally nude with erection 

which was then covered with 
coat

• read everything by Balzac and 
revised all his concepts inter-
nally

• created 50 different figures in 7 
years

• tried to represent the thoughts 
and not the appearance -> re-
presentation of the emotions of 



the genius
• mask-like face -> navigates the 

character through the coat
• after 7 years the committee 

found the figure completely 
inappropriate

Life of Balzac :

• Human comedy
• leading member of the realism 

movement in literature

5.1.3.11 THE KISS

In the Kiss Auguste Rodin strikes 
the abstract note by just erasing the 
head. He does not just throw the fa-
cial features out of focus, as Michel-
angelo did, but wraps them in the 
mystery of the shadow. The viewer 
can see the indispensable modern 
touch of the concrete, the innume-
rable characteristic half-tones that 
constitute individuality and whose 
cumulative effect gives tremendous 
force to the ideal content that finally 
emerges from the group. Decorative 
considerations are as out of place in 
the face of the poignant reality of the 
characters as they are in a gripping 
scene of real life on the stage. 

>> FAKES p.57

5.1.3.12 THE LITTLE 
BROTHER AND SIS-
TER

„The Little Brother and Sister, 
[...] is an example in its unfinis-
hed detail, of Rodin’s principle 
to stop modeling as soon as 
he attained expression.“ 
5.1.3.13 THE SHADES

The Shades do not form with each 
other a relationship that seems capa-
ble of signification, of creating a sign 
that is transparent to its meaning. 
Instead, the repetition of the Shades 
works to create a sign that is totally 
self-referential.
By simply repeating the same figure 
three times, Rodin strips away from 
the group the idea of composition – 
the idea of rhythmic arrangement of 
forms, the poise and counterpoise of 
which are intended to reveal the la-
tent meaning of the body.

>> V.3 SPECULATIVE PIECE 
p.21

5.2 ORI-
GINAL, 
REPLICA, 
FAKE
5.2.1 PRODUCTION 
ON DEMAND

TRUE RODIN
Rodin himself said that if the work 
he commissioned but didn‘t do is 
still a full worthy Rodin

>> 3. PROCESS p.47

SELLING ON WHAT 
COST 

„Once more Rodin experien-
ced an hour of trial, a formi-
dable hour. If for the last dozen 
years he had left poverty be-
hind, he had not yet achieved 
wealth, and it was a great risk 
to assume the expenses of his 
exhibition. If these expenses 
were not covered by the ent-
rance-fees and the sale of his 
sculpture, how would he come 
out? He would be forced to 
a kind of transaction that he 
had always spurned, he would 
have to turn over all or part 
of his work to the art dealers. 
These groups, these busts, so 
painstakingly cast, or cut in 
the most beautiful marble by 
excellent workmen, and often 
by renowned sculptors, once 
the dealers had acquired rights 
in them, would they not be 
duplicated in a quantity of re-
plicas of mediocre workmans-
hip or, worse, reproduced by 
undiscriminating stone-cut-
ters, who would disfigure the 
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modeling and the character? 
The idea was odious to the 
scrupulous sculptor.“

Rodin: The Man and his Art, With 
Leaves from his Note-book - Judith 
Cladel- 2013

>> 6.4.1 18.-19. CENTURY 
p.67
>> 6.4 TECHNOLOGIES 
p.68

NUMBERS AND LIMITS

„At the time Rodin lived, 
artists did not number their 
casts and rarely limited the 
number of casts that could 
be made of a piece. Indeed, 
we know Rodin was happiest 
when he was selling scores of 
casts of a work. For instance, 
between 1898 and 1918, at 
least 319 casts of The Kiss 
were produced. It was among 
his most popular pieces and 
was available in four sizes. 
In order to meet the demand 
for his sculpture, after 1900 
Rodin may have had as many 
as 50 assistants at work in his 
studio. Just before he died in 
1917, Auguste Rodin authori-
zed the posthumous casting of 
his bronzes so that his legacy 
would be preserved.“

HOW A RODIN SCULPTURE WAS 
MADE- Telfair Museums- June 19, 
2018

>> 5.1.3.11 THE KISS p.55
>> ART AS A NEW PRODUCT 
p.67

REPLICAS

After this readoption, his 
affection for it was restored; 
he had several copies cast in 
bronze and cut in stone, and 
it has become perhaps one 

of his most popular and most 
sought-after works. Museums 
of Europe and America, lovers 
of art in both hemispheres, 
consider it an honor to pos-
sess replicas.

Rodin: The Man and his Art, With 
Leaves from his Note-book - Judith 
Cladel- 2013
>> A.5 RENOVATION p.21
>> A.7 REDENSIFICATION 
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RULE OF 12
A lot of his works were not com-
pleted or in intermediate stages 
when he died. The gates of hell and 
other sculptures were first casted 
only after his death. Even though he 
didn‘t give the permission to cast 
these objects the were accepted 
as real Rodins, contradicting with 
his statement. The number of these 
cast could be endless and so the 
French government passed a law 
that states that after 12 casts are 
made (4 artists proofs and 8 numbe-
red „originals“) anything else has to 
be designated a reproductions and 
labeled as such.

5.2.2 PRODUCTION 
ON DEMAND - LEA-
DING TO FORGERY

MISCONCEPTION

In November, 1913, several 
Paris newspapers carried 
reports that Rodin had de-
manded confiscation of a work 
entitled The Earth, which a 
dealer named Moline claimed 
was by the sculptor. Some ver-
sions of the story related that 
Rodin had passed the gallery‘s 
window, stopped stupefied by 
the sight of his name attached 
to this sculpture, and thereu-
pon summoned a bailiff to 
have the work and the dealer 
hauled into court. (The artist 

harbored a notorious dislike 
for dealers, choosing to sell all 
his work directly.) For many ye-
ars before this incident he had 
been plagued by forgeries, 
some by the men to whom 
he had entrusted the making 
of his plaster casts. [...] The 
dealer traced the history of the 
piece back through six previ-
ous owners, the earliest being 
a German professor named 
Heilbuth who certified that he 
had bought The Earth from 
Rodin in 1898, and that the ar-
tist himself had inscribed on it 
„premier epreuve.“ Confronted 
with this evidence, and in all 
probability with the bronze it-
self (another cast of which had 
been in his exhibition in 1900), 
Rodin confessed: „The work is 
entirely mine... I freely confess 
my error.“ He would not be in 
terviewed on the subject, and 
one of his entourage said that 
he could not under stand why 
so unimportant a subject was 
being pursued.

Rodin, Albert E. Elsen, 1963, New 
York
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TURES OF THE POST-WAR 
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RODIN BEEING LOVED 
IN FORGERY
Rodin is one of the top 10 most-fa-
ked artist. Rodin himself fought 
against forgeries as early as 1901
since his death many cases of or-
ganized, large-scale forgeries have 
been revealed. 1996 Guy Hain was 



convicted for his large scale forgery 
of Rodin sculptures (20t bronze, over 
6,000 copies beyond those the poli-
ce had found and confiscated. Only 
one-third of the copies had been 
traced) crashing the French bronze 
sculpture art market, which never 
completely recovered

RECASTS 
Legally speaking, there are two 
types of recasts: casts authorised by 
the artist, his heirs or the respective 
casting rights holder, or unautho-
rised recasts - thus copies of little 
value.
Technically, there are two ways 
of recasting a mould. Firstly, the 
removal from the original model, e.g. 
in plaster or clay, or secondly, the 
removal from the (original) bronze 
itself and a recasting based on this. 
However, there is shrinkage, i.e. the 
bronze (after the bronze) becomes 
smaller in height and circumference 
and usually details of the surface are 
then also lost. Prominent examples 
of this are Rodin bronzes that were 
copied in this way.

FAKES 

The truth is that there have 
always been fakes, copies, 
posthumous casts and re-
productions of bronzes on 
the market. The prolific and 
popular animalier sculptor 
Barye twice sold the rights to 
his works–to a foundry–du-
ring his periodic brushes with 
debt: hundreds of copies were 
produced by the founder. The 
Rodin Museum continues to 
produce perfectly legal re-
productions of his work long 
after his death. Until 1981, 
it was legal to produce long 
series of bronzes (see box) in 
France. Rodin was particularly 
targeted by Hain because he 
worked with Georges Rudier, 
the Rodin Museum’s exclusive 
founder between 1952 and 
1982. Rudier had kept some 

of the original maquettes and 
plasters, and was embittered 
after being suddenly dropped 
by the museum.As a result, the 
fake Rodins were cast from 
originals and some are of high 
quality. Other scuptors’ work 
was faked by making after-
casts, from genuine pieces. 
[...] This, of course, is the main 
worry: that unscrupulous tra-
ders may pass these works off 
as genuine. The bronze market 
was badly hit after the Hain 
affair was first revealed, and 
took a long time to recover. 
Now, however, with greater 
awareness and documentation 
(particularly since the publica-
tion of the catalogue raisonné 
of Barye by Alain Richarme), 
dealers and auction houses 
are less likely to handle duds—
or so they claim.

The Art Newspaper, 01.01.2004
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5.2.3 GUY HAIN
Posting the warning „caveat 
emptor“ (buyer beware) has 
never seemed more applicable 
than it does today in regard to 
the market for 19th and 20th 
century bronze castings of 
sculpture that has been floo-
ded with at least 4,000 fakes. 
The fakes are the handiwork of 
Guy Hain, a French collector, 
dealer and publisher who has 
been incarcerated in Besan-

con Prison since last summer, 
serving a four-year sentence 
on conviction of a faking scam 
worth more than $60 million. 
Some 2,500 molds, models 
and bronzes were found in 
Hain‘s studio and confisca-
ted, but some 4,000 finished 
pieces are believed to have 
entered the art market through 
dealers and auctions, accor-
ding to French authorities. 
They say Hain faked the work 
of 98 artists -- including such 
modern masters as Constan-
tin Brancusi, Jean Arp and 
Alberto Giacometti -- whose 
sculptures fetch millions of 
dollars each in today‘s market. 
Nothing is new about fakes, 
posthumous castings and 
just plain reproductions in the 
tricky business of collecting art 
bronzes. The Rodin Museum 
in Paris continues to produce 
legal productions of Auguste 
Rodin‘s work long after his 
death, many of them collected 
and given to American mu-
seums by financier George B. 
Cantor and his wife, Iris. Ro-
din was one of Hain‘s favorite 
artists when it came to copy-
ing. He also produced many 
copies of works by Antoine 
Louis Barye, the foremost 
French sculptor of animals, 
who sold the rights to his work 
to a foundry to get out of debt. 
Others whose work he copied 
were Jean-Antoine Houdon, 
Frederic Bartholdi (sculptor of 
the Statue of Liberty), Honore 
Daumier, Jean-Baptiste Car-
peaux, Emil Antoine Bourdelle, 
Aristide Maillol, and Camille 
Claudel. 
In the case of Rodin, Hain had 
access to original Rodin casts 
through his association with 
Georges Rudier, whose family 
foundry was the official caster 
of Rodin bronzes for many 
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years. Hain would remove 
Georges‘ mark from the sculp-
ture and put on the mark of his 
father, Alexis Rudier, to make 
the casts seem to be originals 
made while Rodin was still 
alive and able to supervise 
production of his bronzes. 
Hain copied other sculptors‘ 
work by using original plaster 
models or by making after-
casts from finished bronzes, 
using flexible silicon molds. 
He used foundries in remote 
parts of France, one to do 
the casting, another the cha-
sing, and another the patina-
tion. He consigned the fakes 
to auction houses through 
third parties, one of them his 
daughter‘s father-in-law in 
Marseilles. Exposure of the 
breadth of Hain‘s fakery has 
put the entire market for 19th 
and 20th century bronzes in 
jeopardy Gilles Perrault, an art 
conservator and adviser to the 
French Supreme Court, now 
believes Hain may have made 
6,000 sculptures over and 
above those confiscated, only 
one-third of which have been 
traced to date through sales at 
such venues as Drouot, Paris‘s 
top auction house, and the 
famous Maastricht Art Fair in 
the Netherlands. 
Perrault and other art insiders 
advise collectors of art bron-
zes to be more wary than ever 
and to consult experts in the 
field before making purcha-
ses. They point out that under 
French law, an artist is allowed 
to make only 12 copies of any 
bronze sculpture, all to be 
numbered. If any more copies 
are made, even in the artist‘s 
lifetime, they are considered 
reproductions and must have 
„reproduction“ marked on 
them. Hain never marked any 
of his fakes as reproductions. 

Instead he cast into the sculp-
tures the signatures of the 
artists and the founder‘s marks 
to which he had no legal right, 
making their identification as 
fakes difficult. Good provenan-
ce -- especially being able to 
prove bronzes were in known 
collections long before Hain‘s 
activities began in the 1980s 
-- is important. „Even so, two 
out of three pieces of bron-
ze sculpture I see today are 
problematic,“ Jerome Le Blay, 
senior specialist at Christie‘s 
auction house, told United 
Press International. „It makes 
for huge price differences de-
pending on the piece. If all the 
reassuring elements are there, 
then the highest price can be 
made. If not, the price will be 
much lower“ As an example, 
he cited the sale of an authen-
tic Rodin „Eve“ from a long-
established French collection 
for $4.8 million at Christie‘s in 
New York in 1999. 
„Without that provenance, the 
piece might only have made 
$500,000,“ he said. 

Frederick M. Winship, NEW YORK, 
Aug. 15 (UPI)

>> 2. EXPRESSION p.41



6.1 ARCHI-
TECTURE
6.1.1 NEOCLASSIC-
SIM  
„Vielmehr laufen die Entwicklungs-
linien dafür über die Zeiträume der 
totalitären Staatsgebilde hinaus und 
liegen z. T. auch quer dazu, erfuhr 
doch z.B. der Neoklassizismus auch 
in bürgerlichen Demokratien eine 
Neuauflage. Dem Phänomen, dass 
die Moderne vereinseitigt und entpo-
litisiert ab den 30er Jahren als «Inter-
national Style» propagiert wurde, ist 
die These gegenüberzustellen, dass 
in dieser Zeit der Neoklassizismus 
als eigentlicher internationaler Stil 
breite Anwendung fand. Der Neo-
klassizismus wurde in den Kampf 
der Weltanschauungen eingebaut, 
er sollte durch assoziative Rückgriffe 
auf vergangene kulturelle Leistun-
gen das jeweilige politische System 
historisch legitimieren helfen. Dazu 
wurde versucht, auf die spezifischen 
Traditionen und kulturellen Konven-
tionen des eigenen Landes Bezug zu 
nehmen.“

Städtebau in der Schweiz 1800-
1990, Michael Koch, Zürich, 1992

> aufgeladen mit Ornamenten, Ele-
menten und Rückgriffen auf frühere 
Epochen

> Scheinfassaden alte Bauweisen, 
innere Tragstrukturen oft moderrne 
Technicken /Stahlbetonskelett)
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6.1.2 HEIMATSTIL
True, the thirties was not only 
a period of evolution. The 
upsurge of nazism in Germa-
ny encouraged two trends in 
Swiss architecture. On the one 
hand, some important work 
was done in modern architec-
ture. On the other hand, many 
people believed that the only 
alternative Switzerland had to 
offer in the face of the mas-
sive „blood and soil“ culture 
propagated by Germany was 
a national style based on the 
distinctive features of native 
Swiss architecture.

New directions swiss architecture, 
Jul Bachman, New York, 1969

As a result of the war, Switzerland 
is being closed off to the outside 
world, and is being reconsidered on 
the inside. Nationalistic forces set 
in, hand in hand with strict asylum 
policies and a conservative mind-
set. This was also formally reflected 
in the architecture. There was an 
increased use of traditional and 
old methods of production. Due to 
the rationing of cement, which was 
introduced for wartime purposes, 
natural building materials such as 
wood and brick were used. 

In den Kriegs- und unmittel-
baren Nachkriegsjahrenum 
1945 suchten Architekten und 
Architektinnen das Gedanken-
gut der Moderne in einer mo-
derateli, traditionsbezogenen, 
weniger technikbesessenen 
als vielmehr «menschlichen» 
Formensprache weiterzufüh-
ren, im Bestreben nach einer 
nationalen Ausdrucksweise ... 
einen nationalen Gangart der 
modernen Architektur, die als 
aufgeklärte Fortsetzung von 
Bautraditionen und nationalem 
Demokratieverständnis ver-
standen werden wollte.

>> V.1.2 PFULLINGER HAL-
LEN p.26
>> V.4 VOLKSHAUS‘ ELEVA-
TION p.31

>> A.1.3HEIMATSCHUTZ 
UND STADTERNEUERUNG 
p.16

LANDI 1939

Die grosse Stunde für die 
Konstitution einer schweize-
rischen Architektur läutete 
schliesslich
die Landesausstellung 1939 
ein. Aufbauend auf dem Neu-
en Bauen prägte eine «freund-
liche Menschlichkeit», wie es 
Volkart bezeichnete, die Aus-
stellungsbauten.
Die Auswirkung auf dauernde 
Bauwerke, wie in seinem Buch 
dargestellt, war unüberseh-
bar; das Bestreben zu einem 
nationalen Baustil ebenso. Es 
dominierten
Holz und Natursteinmauer-
werk, Sprossenfenster und 
Satteldach, Rasterfassaden 
aufgefüllt mit Fenstern und 
Brüstungsleldern.

Tec21,Heft 8,Gezähmte Radikalität: 
die Moderne der, Michael Hanak, 
2002
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6.1.3 CLASSIC MODER-
NISM  

SUMMERY
After industrialization, the cities were 
overcrowded and living conditions 
were miserable.
Due to an emerging middle class, 
there was a socio-political change in 
which the previously leading aristo-
cracy and bourgeoisie lost importan-
ce and influence.
This new society needed a new 
architecture to accommodate the 
social changes.

The aim of New Building was to 
develop a completely new form of 
construction through rationalization 
and typification, the use of new ma-
terials and materials, and matter-of-
fact, simple interiors, in which social 
responsibility (plenty of sun, air, and 
light versus tenements, backyards, 
and cramped spaces) played a cen-
tral role.

New Building consistently relied on 
the new materials of glass, steel, 
concrete and brick. This made it 
possible to realize simple forms and 
their decomposition at low cost: 
simple cubic forms, interlocking 
volumes of space, free-standing wall 
panels and bold cantilevers.
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FIVE POINTS IN ARCHI-
TECTURE 

The Five Points to a New Archi-
tecture (in the original French Cinq 
points de l‘architecture moderne) is 
an architectural manifesto by Swiss 
architects Le Corbusier and Pierre 
Jeanneret. Corbusier published it 

in 1923 in his magazine L‘Esprit 
Nouveau and in the essay collection 
Vers une architecture. In 1927 it was 
published in German, now also na-
ming Jeanneret as co-author, in the 
journal of the Deutscher Werkbund 
Die Form.
Over the course of his work as an 
architect, Le Corbusier developed 
a set of architectural principles that 
he made the basis of his designs. 
Together with his cousin Pierre 
Jeanneret, with whom he ran a joint 
office in Paris from 1923 to 1940, he 
published these design principles as 
Five Points to a New Architecture. 
The points include:

1. The posts (pilotis): a grid of con-
crete columns replaces load-bearing 
walls and becomes the basis of the 
new aesthetic.
2. Roof gardens on a flat roof can 
serve as both a utility garden and to 
protect the concrete roof.
3. The free layout of the floor plan 
(free floor plan) and thus the elimina-
tion of load-bearing walls allows for 
flexible use of the living space.
4. The long window cuts through the 
non-load-bearing walls along the 
facade and provides the apartment 
with uniform light.
5. The free facade design is made 
possible by separating the exterior 
design from the building structure 
(curtain wall)

>> UNITE D‘HABITATION, 
MARSSEILLE p.64
>> A.3 A BUILDING OF ITS 
TIME p.19

DOM-INO

The problem was the follo-
wing: the first widespread de-
vastation of the great war had 
been in Flanders in September 
1914. The war was suppo-
sed to have lasted only three 
months! The destroyed villa-
ges should have been rebuilt 
in several months also!

A structural system was con-
ceived - a framework - com-
pletely independent of the 
floorplans of the house: this 

frame carried the floors and 
staircases. It was to be fa-
bricated out of standardized 
elements to be attached to 
one another permitting great 
variety in the grouping of the 
houses. The reinforced con-
crete was to be made without 
formwork; to be more exact, 
there would be a special ar-
rangement set up on the site 
which would permit the pou-
ring of absolutely smooth and 
level floor slabs by means of a 
simple scaffolding of double-T 
beams fastened temporarily to 
collars fixed to the top of each 
column; the columns of rein-
forced concrete poured at the 
commencement of the work 
would be aligned by the ab-
ove system of scaffolding. The 
contracter would deliver the 
frames marked and grouped 
upon the order of the archi-
tect-planner or, more simply, 
uponthe order of theclient. An-
other contractor would furnish 
all the additional elements, 
which could be mass-produ-
ced: the windows, doors, etc.

This would result in a com-
pletely new method of cons-
truc¬tion: the windows would 
be attached to the structural 
frame, the doors would be fi-
xed with their frames and lined 
up with wall panels to form 
partitions. Then the construc-
tion of the exterior walls could 
begin.

Le Corbusier et Pierre Jeanneret, 
Oeuvre complète, volume1, 1910-29
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DEVELEOPMNET LANG-
STRASSE: CIAM 1927

In verschiedenen analytischen 
und theoretischen Arbeiten 
in den 30er und 40er Jahren 
wurden die Kenntnisse von der 
Stadt, von den Gesetzmäs-
sigkeiten ihres Aufbaus und 
ihrer Entwicklung vertieft. Die 
recht umfassende Analyse der 
Stadt Zürich für den CIAM-
Kongress 1933 in Athen ist ein 
Beispiel hierfür. Die «Feststel-
lungen» des Athener Kongres-
ses wurden dann erstmals in 
deutscher Sprache im «wei-
terbauen» - einer Beilage der 
SBZ - eine breiten Fachöffent-
lichkeit zugänglich gemacht. 
Die vorbereitende Unter-
suchung zur Sanierung des 
Langstrassenquartiers in 
Zürich durch die dortige CI-
AM-Gruppe ist ein weiteres 
Beispiel. Diese Analyse diente 
der Vorbereitung zum Thema 
«Quartier in der Stadt» des 
5. CIAM-Kongresses in Paris 
1937. In einem für die dama-
lige Zeit ausserge-wöhnlichen 
Umfang wurden die bestehen-
den Strukturen des Quartiers 
erhoben und dargestellt. Erst 
auf Grundlage dieser um-

fassenden Bestandesanalyse 
wurde ein Bebauungs-bzw. 
Zonenplan-Vorschlag ent-
wickelt, ausführlich kommen-
tiert durch Bemerkungen zur 
Durchführung und zu den Fol-
gen der Planung. Die Ausnüt-
zungsziffer als neues - quasi 
gestalteutrales - Planungsins-
trument (erstmals im Rahmen 
des Wettbewerbes Gross-Bern 
1932/33 der Öffentlichkeit vor-
gestellt) fand im Planungsvor-
schlag breite Anwendung. Die 
städtebauliche Flexibilität die-
ses Instrumentes wurde durch 
Darstellung von Bebauungs-
varianten bei gleichbleibender 
Ausnützung veranschaulicht.

Städtebau in der Schweiz 1800-
1900, Michael Koch, Zürich 1992

>> URBAN PLANING p.63
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REZEPTION 

Wir verspüren im Neuen Bau-
en als dem Spiegel seiner Zeit, 
die damalige allgemeine Über-
schätzung von Wissenschaft 
und Technik, einen Glauben an 
die absolute Richtigkeit ver-
standesmässiger Erkenntnisse 
und einen überheblichen, kri-
tiklosen Fortschrittsglauben.»

Tec21,Heft 8,Gezähmte Radikalität: 
die Moderne der, Michael Hanak, 
2002

in der Sowjetunion, wurden  
z.B. mit dem Entscheid für ein 
akademisches Projekt im Sow-
jet-Palast-Wettbewerb (1931) 
und in Deutschland mit der 
Schliessung des Bauhauses 
(1933) der Moderne eine Ab-
fuhr erteilt. In beiden Ländern 
galt die Moderne als Zeichen 
des Kulturzerfalls, den
einen als bürgerlich-dekaden-
ter, den anderen als bolsche-
wistischer.
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Städtebau in der Schweiz 1800-
1990, Michael Koch, Zürich, 1992 
 

> The New Building was perceived 
as elitist and from above, modernists 
mostly intellectuals and academics
> Modernist architecture = machines
not human, sterile, rational

6.1.4 NACHKRIEGS MO-
DERNE 

FORMAL 
In terms of form, the post-war years 
saw a return to the principles of 
Neues Bauen. Reduction, simplicity, 
abstract forms.
However, the principles were not 
simply adopted, but rather sovereig-
nized.
Instead of leaving out the detail 
completely, one looked for the de-
corative in the details and a playful 
handling of materials, construction 
and interior fittings.
Originality was used to counteract 
the drab and sterile of modernity.
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VARIATION, PERMU TATI-
ON, DEKORATION - UND 
DARÜBER HINAUS

„...Es war in der gleichen Zeit, 
als die Wohnregale entwickelt 
wurden, mit denen man zu-
hause ein eigenes Arrange-
ment aus Bücherborden, Zeit-
schriftenhaltern, Vitrinen und 
Gefachen für dekorative Ge-
genstände aufbauen konnte. 
Die 50er Jahre sehen die Ent-
wicklung von der getreuen An-
wendung von klaren Prinzipien 

(Stützenraster, regelmässiger 
Fensterrhythmus, Steil- oder 
Flachdächer, Ornamentlosig-
keit) zur Variations- und Mo-
dulationslust, die durch die 
Abwandlung eines Prinzips 
dieses zwar nicht unsichtbar 
macht, aber souveränisiert und 
dadurch die getroste Selbst-
einschätzung der Architekten 
zum Ausdruck bringt: Wir be-
herrschen den Pflichtstoff, uns 
treibt die Möglichkeit an, mit 
der Kür zu zeigen, was in uns 
steckt. 1930 galt es zu bewei-
sen,dass die neue Architektur 
auch menschlich sein kann 
(nicht nur unerbittlich richtig 
und zweckmässig); jetzt
war es an der Zeit zu bewei-
sen, dass sie auch fröhlich und 
spielerisch zu sein weiss. Die 
Angst vor dem Dekorativen 
war auf dem Rückzug, und 
«Originalität» war ein Attribut 
von hohem gesellschaftlichen 
Prestige. Originalität war wohl-
feil zu haben, etwa dadurch, 
dass einem Hochhaus mit 
trapezförmigem Grundriss das
Dach des Terrassengeschos-
ses um 180 Grad verdreht 
aufgesetzt wurde. Auch mit 
solchen Einfällen verbrachten 
die Architekten ihre Zeit. Die 
Originalität, um die es hier 
ging, war fast immer als eine 
manipulative Handlung er-
kennbar; und zwar als Effekt 
für das breite Publikum, an 
das sie sich ebenso adressier-
te wie
an die Architektur-Fachwelt.“

Nachkriegsmoderne Schweiz, Clau-
de Lichtenstein, Basel, 2001

TRUE SOLUTION 

„Schlüsselwörter waren Klar-
heit, Einfachheit und Ehrlich-
keit,
Formvereinfachung und for-

male Regelstrenge wurden in 
der Tradition der frühen Mo-
derne zelebriert. Eine geomet-
risierte Schlichtheit dominierte 
die Formen. Das Heft bemühte 
sich gleichzeitig um eine Ab-
grenzung
gegenüber Modernismus und 
Bauwirtschaftsfunktionalismus:
Man war um ehrliche, «wahre» 
Architektur bemüht, um eigen-
ständige Lösungen. Vorbilder 
gab es freilich gleichwohl: 
etwa Mies van der Rohe und 
Marcel Breuer, die nach den 
USA emigrierten Meister aus 
dem Bauhaus, oder Jakob 
Berend Bakema und Johan-
nes Hendrik van den Broek 
aus Holland, und natürlich der 
Däne Arne Jacobsen oder 
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill 
aus den USA.“

Tec21,Heft 8,Gezähmte Radikalität: 
die Moderne der, Michael Hanak, 
2002

ECONOMIC BOOM AND 
SPATIAL STRUCTUR

„Mit den 50er Jahren setzte 
in der Schweiz - wie in den 
übrigen Industrieländern - ein 
Wirtschaftsaufschwung oh-
negleichen ein. Die Industrie 
machte die rascheste Wachs-
tumsphase seit der Industriali-
sierung durch. Die gute Kon-
junktur hielt bis um 1970 bei-
nahe ungebrochen (mit kaum 
bemerkbaren Zyklen) an - nur 
1966/67 versetzte eine leichte 
Krise der Wachstumseuphorie 
einen ersten, noch wenig be-
achteten Dämpfer. Gemeinhin 
galten die «fetten» 50er und 
60er Jahre als bis anhin bei-
spielloser Erfolg des Kapitalis-
mus - und die Schweiz war 
in vieler Hinsicht das Parade-
beispiel für diese Entwick-
lung. Der hier vergleichsweise 



weitgehende Neoliberalismus 
schaffte für in- und ausländi-
sche Investitionen ein attrakti-
ves politisches Klima.“

„Bevölkerungswachstum, ab-
nehmende Wohndichte und 
steigender Wohnflächenver-
brauch als Ausdruck steigen-
den Lebensstandards sowie 
die Liegenschaftenspekulation 
führten in den 50er und 60er 
Jahren zu einem beispiellosen 
Bauboom: von 1952-1972 
wurde der umbaute Raum 
verdoppelt. Zur Bewältigung 
dieses riesigen Bauvolumens 
griff die Bauwirtschaft zu di-
versen Massnahmen, die die 
Rationalisierung, Standardisie-
rung und Industrialisierung des 
Bauwesens von antrieben.“

Städtebau in der Schweiz 1800-
1990, Michael Koch, Zürich, 1992

>> 6.4 TECHNOLOGIES 
p.68
>> REPLICAS p.56
>> SELLING ON WHAT COST 
p.55
>> GÖHNERSIEDLUNG 
p.70
>>  p.69
>> CONCRETE IN THE POST 
WAR p.70
>> PREFABRICATION CON-
CRET p.69
>> A.1 URBANISTIC AP-
PROACHES p.15
>> A.2 ADAPTABLE STRUC-
TURES OF THE POST-WAR 
PERIOD p.17
>> V.1.3 VOLKSHAUS BERN 
p.27
>> V.1.4 VOLKSHAUS LÜ-
BECK p.27
>> V.1.5 GLASS PAVILION 
p.27
>> V.1.6 ZUEV WORKER‘S 
CLUB p.28

URBAN PLANING 

BUILD ON, PRESERVE 
OR BUILD NEW?

„In der Diskussion um die 
sozialen und kulturellen Funk-
tionen der Stadtkerne als 
«Zentren des Gemeinschafts-
lebens» versuchte man an die 
historische Bedeutung der 
Altstädte anzuknüpfen, ohne 
damit gleichzeitig deren un-
bedingten Erhalt zu fordern. 
Vielmehr legte sich zu Beginn 
der 50er Jahre die allgemei-
ne «Erhaltungswut um jeden 
Preis». Man versuchte, das 
bloss Alte vom «Erhaltungs-
würdigen» zu unterscheiden. 
Die Diskussion aus den 30er 
Jahren darüber, was denn 
«lebendiger Heimatschutz» (A. 
Roth 1954) sei flammte wieder 
auf. Lebendiger Heimatschutz 
sollte einerseits Schutz des 
wertvollen Kulturgutes betrei-
ben, andererseits aber auch 
die Förderung des «zeitverhaf-
teten Bauschaffens» beinhal-
ten. Bildlich gesprochen, sollte 
der Blick des fest auf dem 
heimischen Boden stehenden 
Architekten und Städte-
bauers über die Landesgren-
zen hinweg auf eine humanis-
tische und kosmopolitische 
Zukunft gerichtet sein.“

>> FAKES p.57
>> 6.1.2 HEIMATSTIL p.59
>> ECONOMIC BOOM AND 
SPATIAL STRUCTUR p.62
>> DEVELEOPMNET LANG-
STRASSE: CIAM 1927 p.61
>> A.1 URBANISTIC AP-
PROACHES p.15
>> A.1.2 CIAM 1937, p.16
>> A.1.3HEIMATSCHUTZ 
UND STADTERNEUERUNG 
p.16
>> A.5 RENOVATION p.21

NUMBERS AS PLANING 
TOOL 

„Als wesentliche Instrumente 
wurden Ende der 50er und 
anfangs der 60er Jahre ver-
schiedene, schon bekannte 
aber bis anhin noch nicht 
eingeführte Verhältnisziffern 
zur Regelung der Bebauung 
nun ins Baurecht übernom-
men. Es handelte sich um die 
Überbauungsziffer (ÜZ), die 
Freiflächenziffer (FZ) und die 
Ausnützungsziffer (AZ), welche 
teilweise schon seit den 30er 
Jahren in Diskussion waren.“

Städtebau in der Schweiz 1800-
1990, Michael Koch, Zürich, 1992

PRINCIPALS AND IDEAS

FURTHER DEVELOP-
MENT MODERNITY - 
IDEAS

«Dankbar anerkennen wir 
heute, dass das ,Neue Bauen, 
eine fruchtbare Grundlage für 
die Entwicklung einer zeitge-
mässen Architektur geschaffen 
hat. [. . .] Wir haben in der Zeit 
des ,Neuen Bauens• gelernt, 
eine Bauaufgabe zu analysie-
ren, von innen nach aussen zu 
projektieren und vor allem die 
neuen Baumaterialien Beton 
und Stahl als formschaffende 
Materialien zu verwenden.» 
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Nachkriegsmoderne Schweiz, 
Michael Hanak, Basel, 2001

„Statt von einer Kontinuität der 
Moderne musste man wohl 
eher von einem Rückbezug 
auf das Neue Bauen sprechen. 
Es ging nicht mehr nur um die 
Fortführung der Moderne - 
es ging um ihre Erneuerung. 
Der erneuerten Moderne der 
1950er- und 1960er-Jahre 
lag ein Architekturverständ-
nis zu Grunde, dem die sorg-
fältige und ökonomische 
Konstruktion, der strukturale 
Planungsansatz und die Be-
rücksichtigung soziokultureller 
Entwicklungen vordringliche 
Anliegen waren.“

„Mittels Rasterung und Mate-
nalienvielfalt sollte die Radika-
lität des Neuen Bauens ge-
mildert werden. Was Hofmann 
vermisste und was folglich nun 
nachgeholt, in die moderne 
Architektur integriert
werden sollte, fasste er in 
Begriffe wie Schönheit, Ge-
fühl und Reichhaltigkeit des 
Lebens.“

>> REZEPTION p.61
>> 6.1.3 CLASSIC MODER-
NISM p.60
>> 6.1.2 HEIMATSTIL p.59

AFTER THE „HOMELY“

„Zwischenspiel bedeutete 
dies die Weiterentwicklung 
einer Reihe zukunftsträchtiger 
Themen: räumliche Durchdrin-
gung, Strukturierung mittels 
Modul und Raster,
Flexibilität in der Nutzung, Vor-
fabrikation und Montagebau-
weise usw. modularer Aufbau, 
Flexibilität, Erweiterbarkeit, 
Montagebauweise, Raumfluss 

usw. - für jede Bauaufgabe 
sollte eine eigenständige Lö-
sung gefunden werden, im
Unterschied zur Typisierung 
der frühen Moderne. Die 
Unterschiedlichkeit der Bauten 
ist dabei kennzeichnend für 
das vielfältige Vokabular der 
Epoche.“

Tec21,Heft 8,Gezähmte Radikalität: 
die Moderne der, Michael Hanak, 
2002

UNITE D‘HABITATION, 
MARSSEILLE
In 1952, the Unité d‘habitation was 
completed, the first of the five hou-
sing complexes that served for the
reconstruction of cities after the 
Second World War in France and 
Germany. The post-war period was 
marked by a boom and the idealiza-
tion of industry. This was accompa-
nied by a rural exodus and a gro-
wing population in the cities. With 
his idea of a residential community, 
Le Corbusier developed a model to 
cope with the shortage of housing. 
The design is based on his ‚Five 
Points of Modern Architecture‘..
„...wurde ein Verbund von vor-
gefertigten Teilen mit am Ort 
gegossenen Bauteilen erzeugt, 
indem die vorfabrizierten 
Betonbrüstungen der vorgela-
gerten Loggien direkt mit dem 
statisch eingesetzten Ortbeton 
vergossen wurden, Dies führte 
bei den Übergängen zu leicht 
unpräzisen, rauen Stellen, die 
einen eignen Charme, den 
des «Béton brut«, Verbreite-
ten. Neben der technischen 
Anwendung kam so gleich-
wertig auch das ästhetische 
Potenzial zur Geltung, das mit 
ausgesparten Nischen und 
eingelegten Keramikstücken 
noch intensiviert wurde. Auf 
der Ebene der ästhetischen 
Wir- kung war die erzeugte 
Stimmung für eine ganze Ge-
neration folgender Architekten 

von großer Bedeutung. Dass 
auch dieser experimentelle 
Bau nicht ohne Rückgriffe auf 
bereits erarbeitete Technolo-
gien auskam, wird hier offen-
sichtlich. Solche konstruktiven 
Prinzipien aber in neue Zu-
sammenhänge und zu einer 
ästhetischen Wirksamkeit ge-
bracht zu haben, ist ein Haupt-
faktor für die Dichte und Kom-
plexität der Unité in Marseille, 
die sie zu einem ,Leitbau‘ der 
Nachkriegsarchitektur werden 
ließen.“

(Häuser aus Beton, Bruno Krucker, 
2004, Berlin)

> Interplay of known technologies 
and earlier principles unfold in the 
context of a new era (economic 
boom, new requirements, wider ap-
plication: prefabrication and modular 
construction) develop new effective-
ness and become a guiding project 
for subsequent epochs.

6.1.5 ART NOUVEAU 
Art Nouveau is an artistic movement 
of the late 19th and early 20th centu-
ry.

It was born as a reaction against the 
excesses of industrialization and the 
reproduction of old styles. It also 
puts the craftsmanship back at the 
center of architecture.

If it includes nuances according to 
the countries, its criteria are com-
mon: the Art nouveau is characte-
rized by the inventiveness, the pre-
sence of rhythms, colors, ornaments 
inspired by the trees, the flowers, 
the insects, the animals, and which 
introduce of the sensitive in the daily 
decoration.

It is also a total art in the sense that 
it occupies all available space. Ever-



ything is designed: the facade, the 
door handle, the ceilings...
Appeared in the early 1890s, we can 
consider that the Art Nouveau move-
ment reached its peak from 1905. 
Before the First World War, this 
movement evolved towards a more 
geometrical style, characteristic of 
the artistic movement which will take 
over: Art Deco (1910-1940).

>> V.1.1 VOLKSHAUS BRU-
XELLES p.26
>> V.1.2 PFULLINGER HAL-
LEN p.26

6.1.6 ART DECO
Art Deco is an artistic movement 
born in the 1910s. The Art Deco sty-
le takes its name from the Internatio-
nal Exhibition of Modern Decorative 
and Industrial Arts held in Paris in 
1925.
 
The Art Deco style takes its rise 
before the WW1 against the volutes 
and organic forms of Art Nouveau. It 
consists of a return to classical rigor: 
symmetry, classical orders (often 
very stylized), cut stone.
 
Its stylistic unity is due to the use of 
geometry, whose ends are essenti-
ally decorative - and not structural -, 
unlike the movement of the inter-
national avant-garde, also known 
as modernism or international style. 
But the boundary between the two 
movements can sometimes be 
porous.

>> V.1.3 VOLKSHAUS BERN 
p.27
>> V.1.4 VOLKSHAUS LÜ-
BECK p.27
>> V.1.3 VOLKSHAUS BERN 
p.27

6.2 ART
6.2.1 NEOCLASSISTIC 
SCULPTURES 

19TH CENTURY TIME 
AND SPACE 

„The aspirations behind La 
Marseillaise, also known as 
Departing Volunteers (fig. 2) 
of 1833-36, were to fashion 
the composition into a kind of 
temporal cut that would knife 
through the disarray of histo-
rical incident and uncover its 
meaning...
...In La Marseillaise Rude 
does capture that moment 
of absolute pregnancy, of 
forms focused to a point of 
utter sharpness from which 
meaning will then be seen to 
spread outward, connecting 
this particular composition to 
the events that form its past 
and its future...
..Further, the medium of relief 
depends upon a relationship 
between the sculpted figu-
res and their ground. Since 
this ground behaves like the 
illusionistic background of a 
painting, it opens up a virtual 
space through which the figu-
res can appear to move.“ 

Rosalind E. Krauss

>> 6.1.1 NEOCLASSICSIM 
p.59

CAUSE AND EFFECT

„The rationalist model, on 
which neoclassism depends, 
holds within it two basic sup-
positions: the context through 
which understanding unfolds 
is time; and, for sculpture, the 
natural context of rationality is 
the medium of relief.
Logical arguments – procedu-
res such as “if X, then Y” – fol-
low a temporal development. 
At the heart of such reasoning 
is the notion of causality, of the 
connection between effects 
and their causes which de-
pend for their very relatedness 
upon the passage of time.

If the sculptor’s attitude to the 
relief is that of an omniscient 
narrator commenting upon the 
cause-and-effect relationship 
of forms in both historical and 
plastic space, the viewer’s cor-
responding attitude is spelled 
out by the nature of the relief 
itself: he assumes a parallel 
omniscience in his reading of 
the work in all its lucidity“ 
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Rosalind E. Krauss

>> 6.1.1 NEOCLASSICSIM 
p.59

MEANING

„But what if meaning does not 
depend on this kind of prior 
experience? What if meaning, 
instead of preceding experien-
ce, occurs within experience; 
what if my knowledge of a 
feeling, pain for example, does 
not depend on a set of sen-
sory memories but is invented 
freshly and uniquely each time 
it occurs for me?“

„This picture of the self as en-
joying a privileged and direct 
relationship to the contents 
of its own consciousness is a 
picture of the self as basical-
ly private and discrete. It is a 
picture which conjures up a 
whole set of meanings deri-
ved from a range of private 
experiences to which each 
of us has subjective access, 
meanings that exist prior to 
our communication with each 
other in the present.“

Rosalind E. Krauss

19TH CENTURY SCULP-
TURE CREATING MEA-
NING 
> power to embody ideas and atti-
duse > symbol
> shows cultural historical moment > 
context of its time

> one freezed moment > cut in time
> composition > movement > mea-
ning spread > narrativ told
> connecting with its past and  fu-
ture > historic space open up

> figure - ground > illusionistic virtual 
space open up

> for that: needs knwoledge, rational 
thinking, experieence of subject > 
Emphatie
   Senses of body are connected to 
brain

 surface aand boundary  mediates 
object and subject >> generates 
meaning!
 cause of ovject > surface < effect 
on subject

>> 6.1.1 NEOCLASSICSIM 
p.59

MODERN FORMS OF 
SCULPTURE 

„Since the 1950s, many new 
combined forms of art have 
been developed that do not 
fit readily into any of the tradi-
tional categories. Two of the 
most important of these, en-
vironments and kinetics, are 
closely enough connected 
with sculpture to be regarded 
by many artists and critics 
as branches or offshoots of 
sculpture. Traditional sculptu-
res in relief and in the round 
are static, fixed objects or 
images. Their immobility and 
immutability are part of the 
permanence traditionally as-
sociated with the art of sculp-
ture, especially monumental 
sculpture. What one refers to 
as movement in, say, a Bar-
oque or Greek sculpture is not 
actual physical motion but a 
movement that is either direct-
ly represented in the subject 
matter (galloping horses) or 
expressed through the dy-
namic character of its form 
(spirals, undulating curves). 
In the 20th century, however, 
the use of actual movement, 
kineticism, became an import-
ant aspect of sculpture. Naum 
Gabo, Marcel Duchamp, Lasz-
lo Moholy-Nagy and Alexander 
Calderere pioneers of kinetic 
sculpture in modern times, 
but many kinetic artists see a 
connection between their work 
and such forms as the moving 
toys, dolls, and clocks of pre-
vious ages“

Leonard R.Rogers - Encyclopedia 
Britannica

>> MODERSINSM p.68
>> 5.1.3.8 THE BURGHERS 
OF CALAIS p.54
>> 6.1.3 CLASSIC MODER-
NISM p.60



6.3 HISTO-
RY
6.4.1 18.-19. CENTURY

18th CENTURY
- artists are dependent on the client
- Salons are curated by the mem-
bers of the academy (École des 
Beaux Arts) and only present their 
works

19th CENTURY - COM-
MERCIAL ART
- Artist are independent from a client 
and are working for the free market
- Salons curated by the academy 
(École des Beaux Arts) but artist 
were able to send in their works and 
may be presented  (after passing the 
strict jury)
- With the opening of the markets 
and exhibitions to the public the 
cleavage of the new art and the 
„original“ art (oriented towards the 
tradition of the academy) began to 
appear in artists, customers, works 
and ideologies.
- The conflict between progressives 
and conservatives was reflected bet-
ween and in the art movements.
- The opening of the louvre by the 
revolutionary government in 1793, 
opened works by the great masters 
to the public. And provided artists 
with an intellectual and artistic ap-
paratus. Reproductions and copies 
became a considerable source of 
income as reproduction techniques 
were brought to perfection.

>> 1.2.1 INDUSTRIAL REVO-
LUTION IN FRANCE p.33>> 
1.2.2 PICTURE WALLS 
p.33>> 1.2.4 ECOLE DES 
BEAUX ARTS p.34
>> SELLING ON WHAT COST 
p.55

FIN DE SIÈCLE 

„is a French term meaning 

„end of century“, a term which 
typically encompasses both 
the meaning of the similar 
English idiom turn of the cen-
tury and also makes reference 
to the closing of one era and 
onset of another.
This period was widely 
thought to be a period of 
social degeneracy, but at the 
same time a period of hope for 
a new beginning.The „spirit“ of 
fin de siècle often refers to the 
cultural hallmarks that were 
recognized as prominent in the 
1880s and 1890s, including 
ennui, cynicism, pessimism, 
and „a widespread belief that 
civilization leads to decaden-
ce“

Fin de siècle, Wikipedia, 07.10.2022

NEW CLASS OF BUYERS

Deren gesellschaftliche Auf-
gabe bestand in erster Linie 
darin, die
mit dem sozialgeschichtlichen 
Wandel verbundenen Angste 
zu bannen und den Entwurf 
eines Selbst- und Weltbildes 
vorzulegen, das den narziß-
tischen Bedürfnissen des 
damaligen Bürgertums ent-
sprach. Dies bildete eine neue, 
zahlenmäßig ständig zuneh-
mende, doch in ästhetischen 
Belangen noch unerfahrene 
Käuferschicht.

Die Kunst der Moderne- Sandro Bo-
cola- München,Newyork- 1994

>> 6.1.3 CLASSIC MODER-
NISM p.60

DICHOTOMY OF THE 
ART

Die ambivalente Haltung der 
damaligen Künstler manifes-
tierte sich auch häufig inner-

halb der einzelnen Werke, und 
zwar im ideellen Wiederspruch 
zwischen der Thematik, dem 
eigentlichen Inhalts ihrer Aus-
sage und dem Stil der künst-
lerischen Umsetzung dieser 
Aussage.

Die Kunst der Moderne- Sandro Bo-
cola- München,Newyork- 1994

>> 6.1.3 CLASSIC MODER-
NISM p.60

ART AS A NEW PRO-
DUCT

Nach einer Bemerkung von 
Max HorkheimerI unterhielt 
sich das Bürgertum nämlich 
auch deswegen gern über 
Kunst und Literatur, weil deren 
Werke ungleich anschaulicher 
waren als die eigenen Produk-
te und die abstrakten ökono-
mischen Bedingungen, unter 
denen sie entstanden und 
zirkulierten. Zugleich nahmen 
sie sich weniger läppisch und 
profan aus‘ als nahezu alle 
anderen Waren, über deren 
Produktion und Verteilung 
sich das Bürgertum etablierte, 
ohne sich ihrer auch rühmen 
zu können.

Die unbewältigte Moderne Kunst 
und Öffentlichkeit, Walter Gras-
skamp, 1989, München
>> SELLING ON WHAT COST 
p.55

6.4.2 EPOCHES

MANNIERSIM
1520-1600, Italy
Developed out from Renaissance
Idea: Mannerism was originally ba-
sed on the idea that an artist should 
develop and emphasize his own 
style, the maniera. In doing so, all 
technical possibilities are exhausted 
to create an extreme design. (>Wiki-
pedia)
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Style Features:
Turning away from balanced, geo-
metric, calculated compositions.
to searched, complex compositions, 
in the sense of the manner of the 
artist
Representation of human body:
Showing the ideal and grace of the 
human being
excessively long slender limbs (as in 
Gothic)
or excessively strong muscular limbs 
(Michelangelo)
grotesque sujets
Sculpture
Desires to capture elegance and 
MOVEMENT of the human body.
bizarre postures ( bodies oriented in 
different directions)
Architecture
Renaissance principles with small 
contradictions:
e.g. gable stone displaced from 
sensible position
Figura serpentinata
strong torsion
increase expressivity
emphasis 3D

>> 7.2.2 MICHELANGELO 
p.74

BAROCK
Bernini
Architecture und sculpture blur into 
each other and invade the personal 
space of the viewer

>> 5.1.2 WOMEN AND MEN 
p.52

ROCOCO
Women = Soft, round without charis-
ma, innocent, dreamy characterised 
by lightness, elegance and an exu-
berant use of curved, natural forms 
in ornamentation
>> 5.1.2 WOMEN AND MEN 
p.52

IMPRESIONISM
Painters:
Light as subject -> cannot be ap-
plied like this in sculptures (depen-
ding on light source and position)

Sculptures:
create an independent object wit-
hout background, history, symbols, 
(biblical)figure
creates a whole new dimension of 
meaning

„For erroneous as it is to see 
in Rodin‘s plastic art a kind of 
Impressionism, it is the mul-
titude of precisely and boldly 
seized impressions that is 
always the great treasure from 
which he ultimately chooses 
the important and necessary, 
in order to comprehend his 
work in its perfect synthesis.“

August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke- 
1919 - New York

SYMBOLSIM
Goal: to create a response 
An emotional response from the 
subconsciousness of the viewer
with the help of artifacts

MODERSINSM
Modern artists experimented with 
new ways of seeing and with fresh 
ideas about the nature of materials 
and functions of art. A tendency 
away from the narrativ, which was 
characteristic for the traditional arts, 
toward abstraction is characteristic 
of much modern art.

6.4.3 RUSSAIN REVOLU-
TION
After two hundred years of the Rus-
sian Empire, the First World War will 
largely weaken the power of the tsar. 
This weakening will go until the de-
ath of Tsar Nicholas II and his family 
and the fall of the imperial power to 
the benefit of the Bolsheviks.

The conflict that led to this revolu-
tion was accompanied by a collapse 
of the Russian economy, which had 
begun during the First World War, 

and a particularly deadly famine. It 
ended with the victory of the Bols-
heviks and the reconstitution, under 
the aegis of the USSR, of the ma-
jority of the territories of the former 
empire. The revolution in Russia also 
gave birth to communism, a political 
regime founded by Lenin.

The country experienced many po-
litical, but also artistic, architectural 
and social changes throughout the 
century that followed the revolution.

>> V.1.6 ZUEV WORKER‘S 
CLUB p.28
>> V.2.3 COMMEMORATIVE 
PLAQUES p.20
>> V.4 VOLKSHAUS‘ ELEVA-
TION p.31

6.4 TECH-
NOLOGIES 
MECHANICS AS TRIGER 
FOR BAD THINGS

Does science give happiness? 
I am not aware of it; and as 
to mechanics, they lower the 
common intelligence. Mecha-
nics replace the work of the 
human mind with the work of 
a machine. That is the de-
ath of art. It is that which has 
destroyed the pleasure of the 
inner life, the grace of that 
which we call industrial art—
the art of the furniture-maker, 
the tapestry-worker, the golds-
mith. It overwhelms the world 
with uniformity. Once artisans 
created; to-day they manufac-
ture. Once they rejoiced in the 
pleasure of making a work of 
art; to-day the workman is so 
bored in his shop that he has 
invented sabotage and has 
made alcoholism general.

Rodin: The Man and his Art, With 
Leaves from his Note-book - Judith 



Cladel- 2013

>> ECONOMIC BOOM AND 
SPATIAL STRUCTUR p.62
>> 5.1 SCULPTURES p.52
>> DOM-INO p.60
>> PRINCIPALS AND IDEAS 
p.63
>> DICHOTOMY OF THE ART 
p.67
>> MINERAL COAL p.72
>> 6.4.2 BRONZE p.71
>> 1.2.2 PICTURE WALLS 
p.33
>> 1.2.1 INDUSTRIAL REVO-
LUTION IN FRANCE p.33
>> A.2 ADAPTABLE STRUC-
TURES OF THE POST-WAR 
PERIOD p.17

6.4.1 ALUMINIUM

NEW WINDOW MATE-
RIAL 

„In der Zeit des Wiederauf-
baus prägen Aluminiumfens-
ter und -türen die typische 
1950er-Jahre-Architektur und 
werden, da technisch möglich 
und wirtschaftlich vertretbar, in 
großem Um- fang eingesetzt.

Die 1959 erschienene Bro-
schüre „Alu- miniumfenster“ 
bietet uns für das Bau- en in 
den 1950er Jahren einen her-
vor- ragenden Einblick in die 
Geschichte und Verwendung 
dieses Fenstertyps.
Auffällig ist, dass es sich nahe-
zu ausschließlich um öffentli-
che Ge- bäude aus den Berei-
chen Verwaltung und Schule 
handelt.
Die Wärmeleitfähigkeit von 
Aluminium beträgt 209 W/
m2∙k. Für die Baupraxis be-
deutet dies, dass kaum ein 
Material schlechtere Dämm-
eigenschaften besitzt als Alu-
minium. Da erst in den1960er 
Jahren thermisch getrennte 

Metallprofile entwickelt wur-
den, lässt sich die erste Gene-
ration von Aluminiumfenstern 
derzeit nur durch den Einsatz 
einer zweiten Fensterebene 
energetisch sanieren.“

https://holzmanufaktur-rottweil.de/fi-
leadmin/user_upload/Publikationen/
PDF/Broschuere_Homa_DRUCK_
low.pdf

>> A.4.1 ALUMINIUM WIN-
DOWS p.20

6.4.3 CONCRET

HISTORICAL EVOLUTION
- 1755 John Smeaton, Plymouth: 
first trials Portland cement > Edysto-
ne lighthouse
- Jean paptiste Rondelét, Lyon: 
pisebau: rammed earth between 
formwork
- 1814-1888 Francois coignet: Béton 
agglomeré: gravel, sand, water, lime, 
12cm high beams as tie rods
- 1902 thomas alva eddison: mono-
lithic houses cast in one piece
- 1907 Frank Lloyd Wright, Chicago: 
supporting structure of concrete 
creek stones, Trinity Church,
- 1892 systems Hennebique, Paris: 
standardized structural elements 
made of prestressed concrete
- 1914 Corbusier domino: system of 
slabs supports for industrially manu-
factured prefabricated houses
- 1928-1936 : Freyssinet system, 
prestressing
- 20yhd - prefabrication heavy 
productions , construction system 
to satisfy demand in construction 
boom of postwar years

>> 6.1.4 NACHKRIEGS MO-
DERNE p.62
>> DOM-INO p.60
>> ECONOMIC BOOM AND 
SPATIAL STRUCTUR p.62

PREFABRICATION CON-
CRET 

„Die Architekturgeschichte des 
20. Jahrhunderts ist geprägt 
von Bestrebungen, Fertigungs-
methoden der industriellen 
Produktion von Gütern auf die 
Erzeugung von Bauten anzu-
wenden. Solche Versuche sind 
auf sehr unterschiedlichen 
Ebenen und mit unterschiedli-
chen Zielen angesetzt worden, 
die ein enormes Spektrum von 
Möglichkeiten hervorgebracht 
haben. Die Aspekte der Idus-
trialisierung reichen dabei von 
technischen und prozessualen 
Veränderungen der Baustelle 
bis zu ganz neuen architekto-
nischen Fragestellungen zur 
materiellen und ästhetischen 
Beschaffenheit von industriell 
hergestellten Gebäuden. Be-
züglich solcher Themen verhält 
sich die »Schwere Vorfabrika-
tion« recht ambivalent. Im Ver-
gleich zu anderen Technolo-
gien war sie in der Verbreitung 
zwar äußerst erfolgreich, hatte 
aber meist mit dem Problem 
des Vorrangs von technologi-
schen vor architektonischen 
Qualitäten zu kämpfen, was 
manche als reine Massenpro-
dukte gebauten Siedlungen 
illustrieren.“

( Häuser aus Beton, Bruno Krucker, 
2004, Berlin)

>> UNITE D‘HABITATION, 
MARSSEILLE p.64
>> DOM-INO p.60
>> PRINCIPALS AND IDEAS 
p.63
>> 5.2.1 PRODUCTION ON 
DEMAND p.55
>> V.1.3 VOLKSHAUS BERN 
p.27
>> A.4.2 PREFABRICATION 
p.20
>> A.2 ADAPTABLE STRUC-
TURES OF THE POST-WAR 
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PERIOD p.17
GÖHNERSIEDLUNG

„Im Oktober 1965 wurden die 
ersten Elemente für die indus-
triell vorgefertigte Überbauung 
„Sunnebüel“ in der Zürcher 
Agglomerationsgemeinde 
Volketswil versetzt. Treibende 
Kraft hinter dem Vorhaben war 
der Baulöwe Ernst Göhner, ein 
konsequenter Verfechter der 
Rationalisierung im Bauwesen 
und einer der ersten Schwei-
zer Generalbauunternehmer. 
Eigens für das freudige Ereig-
nis liess die Ernst Göhner AG 
am Rand der Baustelle eine 
Tribüne bauen und lud zahl-
reiche Honoratioren aus Poli-
tik und Wirtschaft sowie die 
Presse ein.“

https://www.swissinfo.ch/ger/archi-
tektur_die-schweiz-und-der-platten-
bau/44361462

>> ECONOMIC BOOM AND 
SPATIAL STRUCTUR p.62
>> A.2 ADAPTABLE STRUC-
TURES OF THE POST-WAR 
PERIOD p.17

MASS PRODUCTION IN 
SWITZERLAND

„Mass production of standard-
ized elements is still an aim, 
though an often neglected 
one, of the building industry.
Switzerland has relatively little 
to offer in this most important 
field, for many reasons. The 
Swiss free-trade system en-
courages the development of 

isolated initiative in the sphere 
of standardized and prefabri-
cated building elements. In 
certain areas large-scale en-
trepreneurs have taken com-
mand, but the limited market 
in Switzerland has led to the 
failure of several businesses 
producing quite interesting in-
dustrialized building elements. 
In fact, prefabrica-
tion is, at present, not syno-
nymous with low-cost buil-
ding. Only if it is undertaken 
on a national or even Euro-
pean scale will building with 
industrialized elements be 
more economical than buil-
ding with conventional means. 
The chances of a successful 
prefabrication system today 
are further diminished by the 
fact that conventional building 
recently has been considerably 
economized by comprehensi-
ve and advanced programm-
ing systems of the building 
process.
Not only economic but also 
sociological factors condition 
the development of standard-
ized systems. In Switzerland, 
as well as in other countries, 
building to a great extent has 
become an object of individual 
creation and choice rather 
than mass production and 
mass consumption.“

New directions swiss architecture, 
Jul Bachman, New York, 1969

>> ECONOMIC BOOM AND 
SPATIAL STRUCTUR p.62
>> PREFABRICATION CON-
CRET p.69

THE GROWING BUIL-
DING

„Anfang der 1960er-Jahre 
avancierte das »wachsende 
.. Gebäude«& zum architek-

tonischen Leitbild einer Ge-
sellschaft, der ein rigoroser, 
ständiger Wandel prognosti-
ziert wurde: »Unsere Zeit wird 
von permanenter Veranderung 
bestimmt. Allmählich hat man 
in allen Bereichen erkannt, das 
Fixierungen nicht mehr mog-
lich sind.« Die Entwurfspara-
meter lauteten: große Anpas-
sungstähigkeit an sich ständig 
wandelnde Bedingungen, Of-
fenheit für jede Nutzung, Fle-
xibilität, Variabilität und Multi-
funktionalität - sowohl für die 
Architektur als auch für den 
Städtebau.-° Blieb die tech-
nische und gesellschaftliche 
Machbarkeit der Großsysteme, 
d. h. vor allem der Stadtbau-
konzepte, auch Projekt, flos-
sen diese Experimente doch in 
modifizierter und verkleinerter 
Form in die allgemeine Archi-
tekturpraxis ein. Ein viel disku-
tiertes Konzept jener Jahre war 
die Metastadt. Als Alternative 
zum Stadtbau auf der grünen 
Wiese entwickelt, bildeten De 
diesem Projekt grölstmögliche 
Anpassungsmöglichkeiten der 
baulichen Struktur den Aus-
gangspunkt der Planungen.“

Häuser aus Beton, Roland Kipper, 
2004, Berlin

>> ECONOMIC BOOM AND 
SPATIAL STRUCTUR p.62
>> 6.1.4 NACHKRIEGS MO-
DERNE p.62
>> A.7 REDENSIFICATION 
p.23
>> A.2 ADAPTABLE STRUC-
TURES OF THE POST-WAR 
PERIOD p.17

CONCRETE IN THE POST 
WAR
Reconstruction in the post-war years 
led to insatiable demand for buil-
dings.
The construction industry tried to 



meet this demand.
In response, new systems and tech-
niques were developed
> prefabrication and mass produc-
tion and building systems.

However, as these became econo-
mically profitable only by minimizing 
the different elements and maximi-
zing the elements to be produced, 
this led to a neglect of architectural 
and social issues.

For example, in the banlieus of Paris, 
huge social housing buildings were 
built, which offered space, but were 
characterized by monotony and re-
petition and were planned separately 
from function and the human scale. 
This led to social problems.

>> ECONOMIC BOOM AND 
SPATIAL STRUCTUR p.62
>> PREFABRICATION CON-
CRET p.69
>> 6.1.4 NACHKRIEGS MO-
DERNE p.62
>> 1.2 PARIS p.33
>> A.2 ADAPTABLE STRUC-
TURES OF THE POST-WAR 
PERIOD p.17

PRESTRESSED

„...Der Durchbruch der Vor-
spannung erfolgte daher erst 
zur Zeit des Zweiten Welt-
kriegs durch den Einsatz von 
(für damalige Verhältnisse) 
hochfestem Stahl, der auf rund 
400 MPa vorgespannt werden 
konnte. Bekannte Pioniere 
des Spannbetonbaus sind 
Freyssinet (F), Dischinger (D), 
Leonhardt (D) und Torroja (E); 

in der Schweiz bekannt war 
beispielsweise Roš.
In der Anfangszeit des Spann-
betonbaus entstanden ver-
schiedene patentgeschützte 
Systeme. Eines der ersten 
war das System Freyssinet 
(patentiert 1928-1936: Kabel, 
Pressen, Verfahren). Insbe-
sondere wurden auch in der 
Schweiz Systeme entwickelt, 
welche noch heute bestehen, 
beispielsweise BBR (= Birken-
maier, Brandestini, Roš), VSL 
(Vorspann-System Losinger) 
und Stahlton.“

ETH Zürich | Prof. Dr. W. Kaufmann , 
Vorlesung Stahlbeton 2, 2019

>> HISTORICAL EVOLUTION 
p.69
>> A.4.3 PRETENSIONING 
p.20

6.4.2 BRONZE

FINISHING 

„The traditional ‚antique‘ finish 
on bronze sculptures is crea-
ted by applying chemicals 
onto the surface that produce 
an artificial patina that mimics 
the green or brown film that is 
produced naturally, over time, 
by oxidisation on the surface 
of the bronze. Rodin was very 
focused on the use of this 
technique in the finishing of 
his work because the effect of 
light in creating surface form 
was very important to him. The 
sculptor‘s meticulous focus on 
patination was demonstrated 

through technical analysis of a 
version of The Age of Bronze 
held in an American collection. 
The results showed that the 
surface paint of the bronze 
was applied in three stages. 
However, Rodin wasn‘t a con-
ventional perfectionist as some 
of his finished bronzes clearly 
exhibit the seam lines of the 
casting process – perhaps as 
a means of acknowledging 
rather than denying the manu-
facturing process and source 
material.“

Victoria and Albert Museum, Lon-
don, 2022
>> 5.1 SCULPTURES p.52
>> 3.1 SURFACE p.41

18TH-19TH CENTURY
- First Industrial Revolution, (end 
of the 18th century and expanded 
during the 19th century) turning into 
a second Industrial Revolution in 
Europe and North America.
- Marked by significant changes in 
society and industry
- technological and scientific ad-
vancements, new materials availa-
ble, machines progressively repla-
cing men in factories
- Possibility to produce faster and 
cheaper merchandise -> leading to 
mass production.
- Caused considerable questioning 
in art -> What was the place of the 
artist or the craftsman if machines 
replaced them?
- 19th-century inventions (train, tele-
phone etc.) enabled a faster lifestyle
- technological changes brought 
novelty to 19th-century architecture 
(steam and water power engines, 
industries produced glass and iron 
at a large scale) -> higher and lighter 
buildings and to developing new 
architectural forms (Cristal Palace)
- 1845, T. B. Jordan invented the first 
wood-carving machine (producing 
the identical piece of furniture qui-
cker, cheaper -> mass production)
>> 6.4.1 18.-19. CENTURY 
p.67
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MINERAL COAL
Metal processing industry is strongly 
linked to mining due to ore and coal 
(for smelting process). Problems in 
mining also hamper metal proces-
sing industry, only partially offset by 
innovations in smelting technology.
France, with mineral coal scarci-
ty, fell back on its forest wealth; in 
1850, 50% of iron production still 
used charcoal blast furnaces. Ove-
rall, the metalworking industry was 
initially not internationally competi-
tive, despite large plants such as Le 
Creusot and Schneider.
1871 coal shortage France -> Bel-
gium independence, import from 
Great Britain -> expensive
>> MECHANICS AS TRIGER 
FOR BAD THINGS p.68

TOOLS AND FOUNDRIES
Industrial Revolution provided the 
tools necessary to make bronze 
sculpture available in editions, a 
feature that vaulted it to the top of 
the art world once again. Foundries 
sprang up in the city of Paris whose 
sole purpose was to cast editions 
of sculptures, allowing hundreds of 
artists to get specialized in bronze. 
Furthermore, artists from other nati-
ons started flocking to Paris in order 
to study the technique.
Never before or since the Industrial 
Revolution has a single form of art 
held so many captivated in its trance 
as bronze did in Paris during the 
mid-1800s and what the artists did 
back then eventually established a 
platform that allowed the birth of the 
modern bronze sculpture.
In 1878, the French bronze industry 
employed more than seven thou-
sand five hundred workers in six 
hundred foundries. As early as 1818, 
the founders organised themselves 
into a „Meeting of Bronze Manufac-
turers“ to defend their interests and 
in particular to fight against counter-
feiting. To combat counterfeiting and 
the indiscriminate multiplication of 
prints of the same work, the foun-
ders Rudier, Hébrard and Valsuani 
were the first to number their prints. 
Each print has a serial number and 
the total number of the print run.

20TH CENTURY
Following the First World War, nu-
merous foundries were established 
because of the expanding demand 
for bronze statues required for war 
memorials that were springing up 
in almost every European town and 
city. This effectively opened the 
doors for artists to start experimen-
ting with the material and see how 
much bronze was able to offer them 
in their avant-garde quests.

6.4.4 SCULPTURE CAS-
TING

MARBEL TOOLS
- Chisel: cut small surfaces and sha-
pe the sculpture.
- Pitching Chisel: smoothing down 
rock – to get rid of the coarser parts 
of a material that is intended to be 
polished.
- Point Chisel: These may have 
different thicknesses and are usually 
also used in the smoothing-down 
process.
- Toothed chisel: structure is based 
on a paintbrush, but featuring cuts 
with separated teeth, key to model-
ling stone.
- Hammer: break and sculpt the 
stone by hitting other tools, such as 
chisels.
- Bush Hammer: create rougher-loo-
king surfaces.
- Bell Hammer: bell-shaped end for 
hitting other tools.
- Mallet: A hammer in the form of a 
club.
- Tracer: create straight lines on the 
stone.
- Wedges: split large stones more 
easily.
- Pointing Machine: measures exact-
ly how much stone has to be carved 
away. an arrangement of adjusta-
ble metal arms and pointers that are 
set to the position of any point on 
the surface of a three-dimensional 
form and then used to locate the 
corresponding point on the surface 
of a copy
- Pantograph: Instrument to enlarge 
or reduce sculptures. Mathemati-
cally, it creates a centric stretching. 
This setup results in an enlargement. 
First used in 1603.
>> 1.3.1 CAMILLE CLAUDEL-

LE p.34
>> A.2 ADAPTABLE STRUC-
TURES OF THE POST-WAR 
PERIOD p.17

LOST WAX PROCESS

Rodin is known to have favou-
red the lost-wax casting tech-
nique (in French, ‚cire perdue‘) 
to make bronze versions of the 
200-plus individual and group 
pieces he developed between 
1880 and 1890 for his seminal 
project, The Gates of Hell, a 
vast decorated doorway. One 
of the few Parisian foundries 
capable of producing bronze 
casts using this demanding 
technique (based on creating a 
series of moulds) was Montag-
utelli Frères. 

Victoria and Albert Museum, Lon-
don, 2022

CASTING 
Release agent: petroleum jelly, vege-
table oils or green soap (vegetable 
oil and potash) , today silicone
flexible mold: gelatin products, today 
urethane or silicon

New table

forming models and casting 
sculptures

Frances biggest resources are plaster, 
marble and clay
Import of charcoal from Great Britain

France (center, south- east, south and 
Nantes)
Germany
Belgium

plaster

heating and melting process of 
clay, metals and alloys

forming models

crafting sculpture

alloy with tin creating bronze

Alloy with copper creating bronze

Great Britain
After the independence of Belgium

France (south, west)

Charcoal

France (center, east- south, south)
Germany
Italy
Belgum

Great Britain (North, South)
Czech Republic (west)
Sweden (North)
Germany (North west)

France, 3 queries
Napoleon- Rinxent (North coast)
Red- Caunes- Minervois (south coast),
white - Saint- Béat (boarder to Spain)

Clay

usageOrigin

Marble

Copper

Tin

Raw Material



7.1 AN-
CIENT MO-
DEL
„Today, when the rôle of phy-
sical labour has changed, the 
statue is unavoidably seen dif-
ferently. In thus telling the sto-
ry of one early modernist work, 
Elsen shows how in Rodin‘s 
time, as in ours, artworks are 
mirrors, artefacts which - so 
the artcritic and philosopher 
Arthur Danto has written- ex-
ternalize ‚a way of viewing the 
world, expressing the interior 
of a cultural period.“

>> 2.2.6 CONCEPTION AND 
p.38
>> 6.1.1 NEOCLASSICSIM 
p.59
>> 5.1.3.4 THE AGE OF 
BRONZE p.53

COMPARISON WITH 
GREEK 
FIGURES
Greek figures, for example, are never 
designed in a particular time and pla-
ce, but are ideally thought of as types 
rather than individuals. Hence the 
abstract character of the Greek back-
ground in relief and even in painting. 
It is not that Greek art lacked expres-
sion, but it expressed type and is the-
refore cold to those who search in it 
the personal note of pain or passion, 
the reaction to one‘s surroundings.

„Compare, for example, the 
Doryphoros with Rodin‘s John 
the Baptist; the Greek youth 
moves serenely commanding 
over a material world which 
neither he nor we perceive; 
the modern figure is personal 
down to the gait; the form 

is wiry; the skin is leathery; 
the torso is curved:- in these 
things we read experience and 
struggle, the wear and tear of 
circumstance.“

7.2 AR-
TISTS
Rodin draws inspiration from the epi-
sodes of the Divine Comedy by Dan-
te. His approach is characterized by 
the tension between two main influ-
ences : the narrative relief represen-

ted by the Gate of Paradis of Lorenzo 
Gilberti and the expressive space of 
Michelangelo’s paintings.

7.2.1 LORENZO GHI-
BERTI
• 1425 - 1452, Bapstistery of 

Florence
• Competition north door won > 

execution 1401 - 1424
• Follow-up order : east door to 

depict Dante‘s Inferno.
• Process: first wanted to make 28 

panels to narrate storyline, but 
then iconographic scheme re-
duced to 10 panels and moved 
cornice to outside.

• Reason: introduce perspective 
in the spirit of the Renaissance > 
rationality/synthesis.

• Size: 5.20 m x 3.21m 0.11 m
• Tool: High, middle and low relief
• Give images physicality, depth
• Shadow and perspective

>> 4.1.4 ANALYSE AND COM-
PARISON FROM GATE OF 
HELL AND GATE OF PARADI-
SE WITH KRAUSS METHODIK 
p.49
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7.2.2 MICHELANGELO

>> V.4 VOLKSHAUS‘ ELEVA-
TION p.31

7.2.2.1 THE LAST JUD-
GMENT
• Based on dante‘s divine comedy 

(Inferno)
• 300 figures > grouped, in dyna-

mic posture, spiritual emotional 
state, around Jesus and Mary

• Composition 
left: Ascension heaven 
right: fall hell

• No perspective 
Depth through overlengthening 
of the figures

• Relation figure Ground
• Cut figures at the edge of the 

picture
• Denker in middle as Maria and 

Jesus

7.2.2.2 A NEW PERSPEC-
TIVE
In a 1906 letter to his assistant, An-
toine Bourdelle, Rodin wrote: 

„It was Michelangelo who li-
berated me from academicism 
and from whom I learned, by 
observation, rules that were 
diametrically opposed to the 
ones had been taught (in the 
school of Ingres).... I repeat... it 

was he who reached out 

his powerful hand to me ... it 
was to this opportunity to go 
to Italy in 1875, to study him, 
that I owe my liberty.“

Rodin was not trying to imitate 
Michelangelo, but to capture the 
essence of the Florentine‘s powerful, 
compelling, and timeless work. 1876 
Rodin wrote in a letter from Florence 
that he had been studying Michel-
angelo, and he had believed that the 
great magician was letting him in 
on some of his secrets. He thought 
that he had succeeded, in his own 
fashion, in giving them [his sketches] 
that elan, that indefinable somet-
hing, which he alone knew how to 
produce.

>> 3.3.1 PRESERVATION OF 
MOTIVES p.44

7.2.2.3 THE BATTLE OF 
THE 
CENTAURS
If the figure of the Thinker is remo-
ved from the Gates and we scrutini-
ze the tympanum‘s figural group, we 
notice a striking resemblance to Mi-
chelangelo‘s Battle of the Centaurs 
array, if not its exact composition. 
Examining the frieze-like format, the 
mass of violently writhing figures, 
and the combination of low and high 
relief in Michelangelo‘s Battle, such 
qualities are also clearly present in 
the tympanum of Rodin‘s Gates.

7.2.2.4 MICHELANGELO 
VS. RODIN

„It was one which Michelange-
lo inherited from Donatello and 
the Gothics, the presentation 
of stain by the division of the 
figure into two planes rather 
than into the classic four, and 
the consequent destruction of 
easy normal balance“

Contrast:
• Michelangelo’s is greater delight 

in the monumental and in exal-
ted sentiment

• Rodin’s is more exclusive ex-
pression of natural forces

7.2.2.5 EXPRESSIVE 
SPACE

„As a whole, Rodin’s sculpture 
was the first extreme attack on 
the kind of thinking represen-
ted by the mechanical bird, an 
ideology that was deeply im-
planted in neoclassical sculp-
ture, and persisted in almost 
all nineteenth century sculptu-
re up to the work of Rodin.“ 

Rosalind E. Krauss

Rodin has always been fascinated 
by Michelangelo. During his first 
phase of research on the Gate of 
Hell, the artist used sketches and 
watercolors. He drew tortured figu-
res in the final stage of passion, figu-
res full of movement in complex and 
expressive postures. The influence 
of the Italian painter and his Last 
Judgment is clearly felt. 
 
But Rodin‘s original intention, which 
was to follow the model of Lorenzo 
Ghiberti‘s narrative door, is in con-
tradiction with the expressive space 
of the Italian painter. How to recon-
cile the narrative space of the panels 
with the expressiveness of Miche-
langelo‘s painting? It is by changing 
his method that the artist succeeds. 
Indeed, in 1882, rather than conti-
nuing to draw, he began to sculpt 



directly in clay from live models. 
 
From then on, the appearance of the 
door changed completely. Rather 
than dividing the two doorways into 
panels, he arrived at a composition 
in three large parts. This simplificati-
on allows him to give more space to 
what really interests him: the figures 
and the way they will inhabit the 
space of the gate.

>> 3.1 SURFACE p.41
>> 3.4.2 GATES OF HELL 
1880 - 1881 p.46
>> 4.2 LIGHT AND p.49
>> V.2.1 TONDO PITTI, MI-
CHELANGELO p.28

7.2.3 CLAUDE MONET
„figures are also branded with 
marks that tell of their rites of 
passage during the modeling 
stage“
 
Rosalind E. Krauss

Despite the fact that there was a 
lot of sculpture in the 19th century, 
there was a loss of interest in this art 
to the profit of the painting. Baude-
laire will even go as far as to write a 

chapter which carries the title: „Why 
sculpture is boring“. Painting was 
considered superior in the sense 
that it allowed the artist to be more 
imaginative and to have a personal 
style more distant from the simple 
representation of reality. 
 
Rodin saw his career mixed and 
influenced by painting. He exhibited 
sculptures separated from his gate 
during an exhibition in a private 
gallery alongside his friend Claude 
Monet. 
 
Some believe that the gate he 
exhibited in 1900 was influenced 
by Claude Monet‘s paintings of the 
Rouen cathedral, which were dozens 
of paintings done at different times 
of the day with very subtle light 
effects. 
 
Rodin‘s 1900 version of the Gates 
of Hell is therefore close to these 
paintings in the sense that it shows 
reliefs and shadows in a more subtle 
way and opens the door to the ima-
gination.

>> 1.2 PARIS p.33
>> 3.4.3 GATES OF HELL 
1900 p.47
>> 4.2.2 IMPRESSIONIST 
p.50

7.3 AUT-
HORS
7.3.1 DANTE

7.3.1.1 
• 1265-1321
• Comedy as stron inspiration
• Theology, Philosophy
• Artistic models of Italian, provin-

cial, Old French, Latin poetry
• Focuses on the person as suffe-

ring/loving, lost/learning
• High ethical standards
• Description of hell, purgatory, 

paradise

7.3.1.2 

„In books, too, he found many 
thoughts that gave him en-
couragement. He read for the 
first time Dante‘s Divina Co-
media. It was a revelation. The 
suffering bodies of another 
generation passed before him. 
He gazed into a century the 
garments of which had been 
torn off; he saw the great and 
never-to-be-forgotten jud-
gment of a 
poet on his age. There were 
pictures that justified him in 
his ideas“
 
August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke- 
1919 - New York
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>> 1.3.3 RAINER MARIA 
RILKE p.34

7.3.1.3 DIVINE COMEDY 
AS A PRETEXT
If the Divine Comedy is the basic 
reference that Rodin uses when 
the state orders the Gates of Hell. 
He will quickly detach himself from 
it, until it becomes only a pretext. 
 
However, some of them can 
still be seen on the door. 
We can see Hugolin, who had alrea-
dy been represented by many other 
artists before, notably Carpeaux. 
In Carpaux‘s work, Hugolin is repre-
sented with his human dignity. Despite 
the fact that he is starving and locked 
in a tower with his children, he resists. 
Whereas in Rodin‘s work, we see Hu-
golin in his last moments, crawling over 
his children and ready to devour them. 
 
The most blatant reminder of the 
medieval text remains Dante, de-
picted at the top of the door, who 
will become an autonomous scul-
peur, „the Thinker“. Dante does not 
have his hat which usually identi-
fies the character, so he becomes 
a more general man who thinks, a 
poet that could be Balzac or Hugo. 
 
Although Rodin had always been fa-
scinated by Dante‘s Divine Comedy 
and often reread passages from it on 
occasion, representing it is no longer 
Rodin‘s main objective. 

>> 3.4.1 GATES OF HELL 
1880 p.45
>> 5.1.3.2 THE THINKER 
p.52

7.3.2 BAUDELAIRE
• 1821-1867
• Pioneer of European literary 

modernism
• Part of the February Revolution 

of 1848
• 1851 against Bonaparte
• Edgar Allen Poe as his „kindred 

spirit“
• 1864 in Brussels (Rodin 1870-

80)

„From Dante he came to 
Baudelaire. Here was no jud-
gment, no poet, who, guided 
by the hand of a shadow, 
climbed to the heavens. A 
man who suffered had raised 
his voice, had lifted it high 
above the heads of others 
as though to save them from 
perishing. In this poet‘s verses 
there were passages, standing 
out prominently, that did not 
seem to have been written but 
moulded; words and groups of 
words that had melted under 
the glowing touch of the poet; 
lines that were like reliefs.“
 
August Rodin - Rainer Maria Rilke- 
1919 - New York

>> 1.3.3 RAINER MARIA RIL-
KE p.34
>> FIN DE SIÈCLE p.67
>> 1.2 PARIS p.33

7.4 NA-
TURE
7.4.1 BODY AND MO-
VEMENT

>> 5.1.3.8 THE BURGHERS 
OF CALAIS p.54
>> 3.3.2 CREATING EXPRES-
SION p.44
>> 3.3.1 PRESERVATION OF 
MOTIVES p.44
>> 2.2.4 RODIN‘S PRINCIP-
LES p.38
>> 4.2.1 GATES OF HELL - 
LIGHT/DARK p.49
>> 2.2.4 RODIN‘S PRINCIP-
LES p.38
>> K. 4 INTERIOR p.11



7.4.1.1 MOVEMENT OF 
THE
SCULPTURES
Rodin, a thorough student of the 
past, broke with the conventions of 
the Academy as the first and almost 
the only sculptor to study movement. 
The artist noticed how unnatural ge-
stures seemed in modern statues, 
how they remained close to conven-
tional forms from which nobody da-
red to deviate. His goal was that his 
figures have the vital physical cha-
racter of the individual model, not the 
academic ideal type.

“To him, romantic, profoundly 
imaginative, almost overwhel-
mingly forceful in his individua-
lity, this physical character and 
spiritual significance of a work 
of art are inseparable, for the 
form and attitude of a human 
being reveal the emotions of 
the soul. The body always ex-
presses the spirit whose enve-
lope it is“

Through a synthesis of different mo-
vement sequences, Rodin created 
organicity, movement and expressi-
vity in his figures. To achieve this, at 
least three different phases of move-
ment were combined in one figure, 
which he developed from systema-
tically walking around and observing 
his models, and then later combined 
into a new unity. This close examina-
tion of kinetics, cause the eye of the 
observer to move around the sculp-
ture through the microscopic modu-
lation of their surfaces.

“Here we have the fundamen-
tal principle of his sculptu-
re, that life is expressed not 
primarily in the attitude or the 
gesture or the head, but by the 
infinitesimal mobile facets of 
the flesh.”

7.4.1.2 MOVEMENT AND 
PHYSIOGNOMY OF THE 
BODY
Rodin recalls of his impression in 
front of the Medici tombs:

„After looking long and hard at 
these figures, I went back to 
my hotel room and began to 
make sketches to gauge the 
depth of my own compositio-
nal ability and the impressions 
I had received.“

On his trip to Italy, Rodin apparent-
ly reacted in a similar way and only 
put his experiences into his own form 
after his return to Brussels. An expe-
rience that was deeply felt did not re-
quire direct imitation, but rather pro-
cessing, concentration, and analysis 
from a distance.

There is agreement, however, that 
Rodin‘s dissatisfaction only dimi-
nished when he abandoned his at-
tempts to copy directly, and that he 
then succeeded in grasping the pow-
er he had admired in Michelangelo. 
As he later recalled, the two elements 
that fascinated him were ‚mouve-
ment‘, the dynamic movement of 
the figures, and ‚caratère‘, the spe-
cific expressive physiognomy of the 
body. He gave up trying to copy the 
aspects, he said, when he realised 
that he could only find that power he 
admired in the grave headdresses 
by observing the natural, free move-
ments of his models.

7.4.2 NATURE AS IN-
SPIRATION
He created new arrangements based 
on nature, which was always beauti-
ful to him, rather than on academic 
law. The impressive rectangular pat-
tern when the Adam is viewed from 
the front, the logical development 
of every detail within that rectangle, 
the quite surprising variations of the 
pattern, which are equally complete 
from a dozen angles, prove the suc-
cess of the nature-inspired design.

>> 2.2.3 BEAUTY AND p.37
>> 2.1.2 SURFACE UNDER 
p.41
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